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Q
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
O
THE UTAH CHAPTER OF THE
SIERRA CLUB,
: Case No. 20080113-CA
Petitioner,
Q
V.
UTAH AIR QUALITY BOARD, and
UTAH DIVISION OF AIR QUALITY, :m
Respondents.
• STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this petition for review pursuant
to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-2(a) (2001). The Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
O
Final Order (Final Order), SPC 4693, is attached as Addendum B; the Approval Order
(AO) affirmed by the Board, SPC 2531, is attached as Addendum C.
• STATEMENT OF ISSUES
Issue 1: Did the Utah Air Quality Board (Board) of the Utah State Division of Air
Quality (DAQ) err in affirming the DAQ's refusal to consider carbon dioxide and otherO
greenhouse gases as part of the Best Available Control Technology (BACT) evaluation of
the Sevier Power Company's (SPC) permit application?
Q
Standard of Review - Whether the Board erroneously relied upon the wrong
version of a statute is a question of law, as is whether the court erroneously concluded
• that carbon dioxide was not regulated, and this court grants no deference the Board's
legal conclusions. Utah Chapter of the Sierra Club v. Utah Air Quality Board, 2006 UT
74, ¶ 9; 148 P.3d 960. In any event, the state agency's BACT determination must be
reasonable, and must balance any interest in economic development against "preservation q
of existing clean air resources." Alaska Dept. of Envt'l. Conservation v. EPA, 540 U.S.
461,485 (2004) (quoting 42 U.S.C. § 7470(3)). To the extent that an issue was not i
preserved below, it is subject to plain error analysis. D.B.v. Division of Occupational
Prof'lLicensing, 779 P.2d 1145, 1148 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). In the alternative, an
unpreserved objection may be reached upon a showing of substantial prejudice. Ii
Glazier's Foodtown v. Dept. of Workforce services, 1998 WL 1758307 (Utah Ct. App.
1998) (unpublished decision) (citing Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-16(4)(e), (g) (1988)). 41
Preservation - The issue of whether carbon dioxide is properly a part of a BACT
analysis was raised by the respondents' motion for judgment on the pleadings, and finally
I
decided by the Board. SPC 4694, 4696-97.
Issue 2: Did the Board err in affirming the DAQ's exclusion of Integrated
Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) technology from the BACT analysis? g
Standard of Review - The Board's interpretation of a regulation that merely
"parrots" the plain language of a statute is entitled to no deference. Gonzales v. Oregon, I
546 U.S. 243,257 (2006); see also Sierra Club, 2006 UT 74, ¶ 9 (review of purely legal
decision not entitled to deference). The Board's decision as to whether IGCC is an
II
"available" technology presents a mixed question of law and fact subject to an
"intermediate" level of review, where the "decisions are entitled to weight, but are
subject to judicial review to assure that they fall within the limits of reasonableness or a
rationality." Utah Dept. of Adm. Services v. Public Service Com'n, 658 P.2d 601,609-10
2
g
(Utah 1983). A BACT determination must be reasonable, and must balance any interest
• in economic development against "preservation of existing clean air resources." Alaska
Dept. ofEnvt'l. Conservation, 540 U.S. at 485.
Preservation - This issue was raised by the Sierra Club's summary judgmentIII
motion, and finally decided by the Board. SPC 4696-700.
Issue 3: Did the Board err in affirming the DAQ's BACT analysis and
g
determination of emission limits for nitrous oxides (NOx)?
Standard of Review - This presents a mixed question of fact and law subject to
• an "intermediate" level of review, where the "decisions are entitled to weight, but are
subject to judicial review to assure that they fall within the limits of reasonableness or
rationality." Utah Dept. of Adm. Services, 658 P.2d at 609-10. The BACT determination
Q
must be reasonable, and must balance any interest in economic development against
"preservation of existing clean air resources." Alaska Dept. of Envt'l. Conservation, 540
Q U.S. at 485.
Preservation - The issue was raised by the Sierra Club's summary judgment
motion and finally decided by the Board. SPC 4704-05.O
Issue 4: Did the Board err in affirming the DAQ's exemption of the SPC facility
from cumulative Class I increment analysis where the DAQ relied upon an illegally
O
promulgated policy that conflicts with state and federal law?
Standard of Review - Whether DAQ can exempt the SPC facility from Class I
Q increment analysis based on a "policy" that was not formally adopted through the Utah
Administrative Rulemaking Act (Utah ARA) is a question of law reviewed for
3
D
correctness. C.P. v. Utah Office of Crime Victims ' Reparations, 966 P.2d 1226, 1230
(Utah Ct. App. 1998) (citing Williams v. Public Serv. Comm'n, 720 P.2d 773, 775-78 4
i
(Utah 1986)).
Preservation - This issue was raised by the Sierra Club's summary judgment II
motion and finally decided by the Board. SPC 4715'16.
Issue 5: Did the Board err in affirming the DAQ's cumulative Class I increment
11
analysis regarding sulfur dioxide without requiring analysis of 3- and 24-hour peak-
period emissions, or, in the alternative, by accepting a federal analysis offered in lieu of
the analysis that the DAQ was required to perform? 4
Standard of Review: This presents an issue of mixed question of fact and law,
subject to an "intermediate" level of review, where the "decisions are entitled to weight,
I
but are subject to judicial review to assure that they fall within the limits of
reasonableness or rationality." Utah Dept. of Adm. Services, 658 P.2d at 609-10.
Preservation: This issue was raised by the Sierra Club's summary judgment II
motion and finally decided by the Board. SPC 4719-20.
Issue 6: Did the Board err in affirming the DAQ's extension of the SPC's initial 41
Approval Order (AO) without requiting an update to ensure pollution controls were still
the best currently available, where the Board's interpretation of the applicable regulation
conflicts with its federal counterpart? 41
Standard of Review - This presents a mixed question of law and fact subject to
an "intermediate" level of review, where the Board's "decisions are entitled to weight, •
4
Q
but are subject to judicial review to assure that they fall within the limits of
• reasonableness or rationality." Utah dept. of Adm. Services, 658 P.2d at 609-10.
Preservation - The issue was raised by the Sierra Club's summary judgment
motion and finally decided by the Board. SPC 4716-24.
Issue 7: Did the cumulative effect of the foregoing errors of fact and law
undermine confidence in the Board's decision, thus warranting reversal of the Final
e
Order and remand to consider SPC's permit application from square-one?
Standard of Review - The cumulative error doctrine requires reversal
• where "the cumulative effect of the several errors undermines our confidence...
that a fair trial was had." State v. Havatone, 2008 UT App 133, ¶ 9, - P.3d -.
Preservation - Because no actual objection based upon cumulative error occurred
below, the issue may be reached pursuant to the plain error doctrine. D.B., 779 P.2d at
1148. In the alternative, an unpreserved objection may be reached upon a showing of
• substantial prejudice. Glazier's Foodtown, 1998 WL 1758307 (unpublished decision).
DETERMINATIVE LEGAL AUTHORITY, AND LIST OF ACRONYMS
The List of Acronyms used throughout this brief, and the following legal
authority, are attached as Addendum A:
• 42 U.S.C. § 7401 (1990) (Clean Air Act: Declaration of Purpose)
• • 42 U.S.C. §7473(a), (b) (1977) (sulfur and particulate matter)
• 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a) (1977) (prevention of significant deterioration)
• 42 U.S.C. § 7479 (1990) (BACT)
• 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(b)(12) (2008) (BACT)
• 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(r) (2008) (federal 18-month provision)
• • Utah Code Ann. § 19-2-102 (1995) (definitions)
• UAC R307-101-2 (2005) (former BACT)
5
D
• UAC R307-401-2 (2008) (current BACT)
• UAC R307-401-11 (2005) (former 18-month provision; later amended to match
the federal provision) ql
• UAC R307-405-4 (2008) (area designations)
• UAC R307-405-6(2) (2005) (ambient air increments)
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS |
The SPC applied to the DAQ to build a power plant on September 10, 2003. SPC
54, et seq. The Executive Secretary (referredto herein as the DAQ) granted SPC's
|
application on October 12, 2004. SPC 2531, et seq.
The Sierra Club filed a Request for Agency Action challenging the legality of the
AO on November 12, 2004. SPC 2547 (as amended, at SPC 2653). The Board dismissed II
the Request, holding that the Sierra Club lacked standing. Sierra Club v. Board, 2006
UT 73, ¶ 1,148 P.3d 975. The Sierra Club appealed to this court, which certified the
I
question to the Utah Supreme Court. ld. The Supreme Court reversed, holding that the
Sierra Club does have standing, ld.
Each party filed dispositive motions, and live testimony was heard. On January 9, ql
2008, the Board issued the Final Order affirming the DAQ and denying the Sierra Club's
Request for Agency Action. SPC 4693. g
The Sierra Club filed a Notice of Appeal on February 6, 2008. The Sierra Club
received one 30-day extension to file its opening brief, which now is due May 14, 2008.
I
STATEMENT OF FACTS
At issue is the Board's decision affirming the DAQ's issuance of an AO for SPC's
270 megawatt (MW) coal-fired power plant that will emit thousands of tons of hazardous II
6
ql
air pollutants every year of its projected forty-year lifespan. SPC 2543. This total does
• not include thousands of tons of greenhouse gases the plant will emit. See id.
Congress enacted the Clear Air Act (the Act) because increasing air pollution "has
resulted in mounting dangers to the public health and welfare, including injury to
agricultural crops and livestock, damage to and the deterioration of property, and hazards
to air and ground transportation[.]" 42 U.S.C. § 7401(a)(2) (1990). Each state must
adopt aplan to enforce the Act. 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(1) (1990). Utah's state
implementation plan is set forth in Title 19 of the Utah Code, and Rule 307 of the
• Administrative Code.
When plans are made to construct a new major source of pollution in an area
compliant with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), the developer
Q
must receive a Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) permit from the state
agency. See UAC R307-401; 40 CFR § 52.21. In Utah, the PSD permit is known as an
• Approval Order (AO). See UAC R307-103-2. The primary tool in both federal and state
law for PSD is BACT analysis. 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3) (1990); 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(b)(12)
(2008); UAC R307-401-2 (2008).
The DAQ issued the AO to SPC to construct a plant that utilizes circulating
fluidized bed (CFB) technology, which essentially bums coal to turn water into steam
• which powers an electrical generator. SPC 2533. The Sierra Club challenges the Board's
decision affirming the DAQ's issuance of the AO.
• Greenhouse Gases BACT. As currently proposed, the SPC plant is projected to
emit 2.2 million tons of carbon dioxide every year of operation, and 1,640 tons of nitrous
7
oxide each year. SPC 3578. The U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that "the
concentration of green house gases has dramatically increased as a result of human II
activities, and.., the attendant increase in global surface air temperatures."
Massachusetts v. EPA,- U.S,-, 127 S.Ct. 1438, 1451 (2007). iI
With full knowledge of Massachusetts, 127 S.Ct. at 1460 (holding carbon dioxide
is a pollutant subject to regulation under the Act), the Board affirmed the DAQ's decision
I
that carbon dioxide need not be considered during BACT analysis. SPC 4695-96 (citing
UAC R307-101-2 (2005)). The Board also erroneously concluded that carbon dioxide
was not "regulated" by the federal government pursuant to the Act. SPC 4696. II
IGCC BACT. Integrated gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) is a technology
that, like CFB, bums coal to produce electricity. SPC 3555. In an IGCC plant, the coal
II
is converted into a gas (syngas), from which particulate and gaseous pollutants are
removed. SPC 3556. The syngas then is combusted to power an electrical generator, ld.
IGCC was not considered as part of BACT analysis. SPC 1015. Rather the ti
DAQ's new source review summarily concluded that "IGCC was not chosen due to the
higher costs." ld. It did not explain whether the allegedly higher costs related to the
price of producing electricity, or the price of controlling pollution, ld. (As noted infra,
this matters because cost is relevant to BACT only as it relates to controlling pollution.)
Q
The Board concluded that IGCC need not be considered as BACT because IGCC
is a different production technology, rather than merely a pollution control. SPC 4700. It
also concluded that IGCC is not currently "available." Id. ¢D
8
Q
Nitrous Oxide BACT. In the SPC AO, DAQ expressed BACT for nitrous oxides
• (NOx) as an emission limit, a 24-hour rolling average 1of 0.10 lb/MMBtu (pounds per
million British thermal units), based on selective non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) control
technology. SPC 2536. Although the NOx emission limit involves a very small number,
e
a small decrease in this rate would mean the release of thousands fewer tons of pollution
over the life of the plant. SPC 3393. Even a small decrease in air pollution benefits
O
public health and saves lives. E.g., SPC 4099-101 (explaining the linier relation between
pollution and mortality/morbidity).
• The NOx emission limit was originally proposed to SPC by a CFB vendor as a
guarantee. SPC 4728:123-125, 136, SPC 4729:167; SPC 4928 (Depo. p. 77). SPC
included this limit in its BACT analysis. SPC 0139-45. Mr. Jenks, DAQ's permit writer,
e
undertook limited review of SPC's BACT analysis before he reproduced it, almost word
for word, in DAQ's New Source Plan Review (NSR). SPC 1031-35 (these pages of the
• new source review are attached as Addendum G), 1040-45; SPC 4729:174-75. He
compared the proposed emission rates with rates of CFB plants listed the EPA
RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse database (Clearinghouse) and conducted web and
other searches he did not record. SPC 1034, 3379, 4572-73, 4703. He ruled out
comparisons to NOx emission limits from plants of different size, those burning other
O
fuels, and those with different averaging periods, as well as comparisons to actual NOx
1To express a limit as a 24-hour rolling average emission means that the average of the
• hourly emission rate from 24 consecutive hours over every 24-hour period must be under
the limit.
9
O
emission data from operating plants. SPC 4704. As a result, DAQ's BACT analysis is
based on NOx emission limits set in two 1998 permits, along with limits from a few II
permits dated no more recently than 1995. Utah Chapter Sierra Club (UCSC) Ex. 25
(table)2; SPC 1034, 4729:165, 185, 186-87. I
The SILs "Policy." In addition to BACT, the Act protects clean air by
establishing limits on the extent to which new and existing sources of air pollution can
I
degrade air quality. 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(3). These limits are referred to as "maximum
allowable increases over baseline concentration," or PSD increments, and are expressed
in concentrations. 42 U.S.C. § 7473(b), 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(c). A proposed new major 41
source like SPC must demonstrate that, over the entire lifetime of the facility, emissions
will not "cause or contribute to" a violation of any PSD increment. UAC R307-405-
II
6(2)(a)(i)(A); 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(3).
Utah's Class I areas - Capitol Reef, Zion, Arches, Canyonlands and Bryce
National Parks - get extra protection by having lower PSD increments. The same aspects II
that make these areas particularly valuable to the American people are particularly
vulnerable to air pollution. UAC R307-405-4(1). As with BACT, protection of Class I I
increments also safeguards public health. For a new source such as SPC, DAQ is
required to ensure the Class I increments will be protected by determining the cumulative
Q
impacts on each Class I increment. UAC R307-405-6(2); 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(k)(2). On
December 16, 2003, DAQ issued a memorandum that purports to relieve a new major
I
2UCSC Exhibit 25 was inadvertently omitted from the record on review. It is attached as
Addendum E.
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source from having to demonstrate it would not contribute to a violation of the Class I
• increment for a particular pollutant. SPC 4289. The facility would be exempt if its
impact on concentrations of that pollutant in a Class I area were less than the prescribed
• "significant impact levels" (SILs). SPC 4289-90. Under this "SILs policy," DAQ would
also give a new major source a permit even if it would contribute to a violation of a Class
I increment, as long as the source's impact on the increment was less than the SILs. ld.
Q
The SILs policy is attached as Addendum F. DAQ applied the SILs policy to SPC. In its
NSR and response to comments, DAQ stated repeatedly that the SILs policy was the
• reason that the agency did not require Class I increment analysis for the SPC plant. SPC
1027, 2526-28, 4715.
Cumulative Class I Increment Analysis. To protect Class I areas from sulfur
O
dioxide (SO2), Congress established the maximum 3-hour, 24-hour and annual average
increments. 42 U.S.C. § 7473(b)(1); UAC R307-405-4(1). Short spikes of greater
• concentrations of SO2 are as harmful as longer periods of lesser concentrations of SO2.
ld. To show that it will not violate the 3-hour, 24-hour or annual average increments
over the life time of its facility, SPC must undertake cumulative analysis of theO
contributions of all existing and planned increment consuming sources. UAC R307-405-
6(2). SO2 increment consuming sources include all major sources of SO2 upon which
O
construction commenced after the "major source baseline date" of January 6, 1975. UAC
R307-101-2 (def'mition of"baseline date"); R307-405-5(2)(a) (definition of"baseline
• concentration"). As the 3- and 24-hour increments can be exceeded only once a year, the
11
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analysis must demonstrate that future occurrences of elevated pollution, even if
infrequent, will not violate the short-term increments. UAC R307-405-4(1). •
Prior to adopting its SILs policy, DAQ required SPC to undertake cumulative
Class I increment analysis for SO2. SPC 4298 (attached as Addendum J). The SPC O
analysis modeled cumulative impacts on short-term (3- and 24-hour average) increments
by using annual average emission rates rather than peak short-term average actual
O
emissions from contributing sources. SPC 25. Utah's power plants regularly release
higher than annual average emissions of SO2 for short periods of time, SPC 3198-2000,
3203-04, and often do so at the same time. SPC. 3204-13. Annual average emission II
rates do not reflect the short-term spikes in actual pollution emissions, ld. SPC's
analysis also relied on one year of meteorological data. SPC 4719. One year of data
O
does not represent the varied weather conditions that will affect increment consumption
during the 40- to 50-year life of a new power plant. SPC 4715.
DAQ consistently stated that the SILs policy meant that SPC need not conduct II
cumulative Class I increment analysis. SPC 1027, 2526-28. As a result, DAQ did not
make SPC's Class I increment analysis part of its decisionmaking process. SPC 1027; O
2526-28. The Board determined that, should the SILs policy be determined invalid, DAQ
could rely on SPC's cumulative Class I increment analysis to fulfill agency's obligation
to show that the SPC plant will not cause or contribute to a violation of the SO2 •
increments. SPC 4720. The Board held that, in the alternative, DAQ could rely on the
Park Service's cumulative Class I increment analysis to fulfill its duty to protect •
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increments. SPC 4717. DAQ, however, did not make the Park Service Class I increment
• analysis part of its decisionmaking process. SPC 1027, 2526-28.
Eighteen-Month Update. Both state and federal regulations require that when
construction does not begin within 18 months of the AO's issuance, notice must be givenO
to the state agency. SPC 4720-22. (As noted in the argument section, the purpose for the
18-month review is to ensure than when construction finally does begin, it utilizes any
O
new technologies for pollution control developed in the interim.)
In this case, the AO issued in October 2004. SPC 4720. Some fifteen months
I later, SPC wrote the DAQ asking that the running of the 18 months be stayed. SPC 4721.
The state regulation in effect at the time was less stringent than the federal regulation,
which creates a presumption in favor of terminating the permit absent a showing of good
Q
cause to the contrary. SPC 4720-21. The DAQ decided not to revoke the AO. Id. DAQ
neither requested nor performed a formal analysis of updated pollution controls. SPC
• 4723. No public notice issued, and no public input was invited. SPC 4723-24.
Approximately seven months after SPC's initial request to stay the running of the 18-
month period, and only after the Sierra Club alleged that no 18-month review occurred,
the DAQ wrote SPC a letter for inclusion in the administrative record explaining that it
had decided against revoking the initial AO. SPC 4721. The Board affirmed the DAQ's
O decision. SPC 4723-34.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
• The DAQ and ultimately the Board are required to identify the "best available
control technologies" (BACT) for limiting air pollution where, as here, a new maj or
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source of pollution is proposed. Central to each of the issues raised herein is the Board's
failure to conduct a legally sufficient analysis. 4
I. Carbon Dioxide. Carbon dioxide is a "pollutant" as def'med by the Act. The
U.S. Supreme Court and EPA have recognized that carbon dioxide and other greenhouse II
gases present one of the greatest threats to health and safety of our time.
In 2007, the Board relied upon the 2005 BACT regulation that referenced
I
"pollutant[s] subject to regulation" to conclude that a "pollutant subject to regulation"
meant only those pollutants already regulated by the Board or EPA. The Board held that
since carbon dioxide was not already regulated, it need not be part of the BACT analysis. 4
The Board erred on two counts. First, the Board itself amended the BACT
regulation in 2006 to apply to "air contaminants," thus removing the term "pollutant
I
subject to regulation." In so doing, the Board eliminated any requirement that carbon
dioxide already be regulated as a condition precedent to analysis under BACT.
Second, the EPA has regulated carbon dioxide in rules promulgated pursuant to II
the Act. Therefore, even under the old BACT rule, the Board erred as a matter of law in
excluding carbon dioxide from BACT analysis, t
II. IGCC. When Congress amended the Act in 1977, it expressly intended to
force consideration of gasification technologies as BACT. IGCC is just such a
l
gasification technology. Significantly, IGCC also is the most effective coal-fired
production technology at controlling greenhouse gases.
The Board erred as a matter of law in concluding that IGCC need not be g
considered as BACT because IGCC is a "production process[]" and an "innovative fuel
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combustion technique[]" within the plain meaning of the BACT statute and rules.
• Pursuant both to congressional intent and the statute and rules' plain
language, gasification technology such as IGCC must be considered in BACT.
The Board also erred in concluding IGCC is not an "available" technology. As a
matter of law, the Board construed "available" contrary to EPA guidance. As a matter of
fact, IGCC is already used in similarly sized plants at home and abroad. Several more
plants planned for construction in the United States intend to use IGCC. The claim that
IGCC is not commercially available for 270 MW plants rings hollow because the larger
• plants merely link together IGCC units that are approximately the same size as the SPC
270-MW proposal.
III. _ The Board erred in affirming the DAQ's inadequate BACT analysis
involving nitrous oxides (NOx).
In this case, DAQ's BACT analysis of the SPC's NOx controls was inadequate.
• The proposed NOx limit primarily derived from one vender. Other lower emitting plants
were ignored. SPC and DAQ rested the NOx BACT analysis on outdated information.
The analysis excluded data that the EPA has declared relevant to BACT analysis.
Numerous technologies exist that would significantly lower NOx emissions below the
current proposal. Even small improvement in NOx control decreases NOx emissions over
the life of the plant by thousands of tons.
IV. The SILs "Policy." The Act, in addition to BACT, also requires that a
• proposed major pollution source establish that it "will not cause or contribute to a
violation of any maximum allowable increase overtthe baseline concentration in any
15
area." 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(3) (1977). The Act demands stricter pollution controls in
certain regions, such as national parks. A new source meets this requirement by 41
establishing that each pollutant in a Class I area, measured by increments, is less than the
prescribed "significant impact level[]" (SILs) for that pollutant. In Utah, Capitol Reef, O
Zion, Arches, Canyonlands and Bryce National Parks are Class I areas.
In this case, the DAQ violated state and federal law regarding the protection of
O
Utah's Class I areas when it issued a written statement of"policy" that relieved new
sources from complying with these requirements. Based upon this policy, the Board
affirmed the DAQ's decision exempting the SPC from Class I increment limits. Q
Rather than a screening tool, Utah's so-called SILs policy is a hard and fast rule of
general applicability that interprets state and federal law. The provision is inconsistent
O
with clear state and federal law. The SILs policy impermissibly circumvents the Utah
Administrative Rulemaking Act.
V. SO_2and Class I Increment Analysis. Particularly with regard to 802, O
Congress imposed additional requirements to protect Class I areas. Congress established
increment limits not only for annual emissions, but also for 3-hour and 24-hour periods •
because short spikes of greater SO2 concentrations are as harmful as longer periods of
lesser concentrations.
e
In this case, the DAQ refused to force the SPC to analyze 3- and 24-hour peak
emissions, instead allowing it to base peak emission estimates merely upon annual
averages. The Board twice erred, first in allowing the DAQ to ignore peak-period •
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emissions, and second in excusing the DAQ's failure by presuming to rely upon a
• National Park Service estimate in lieu of that which the DAQ should have conducted.
VI. Eighteen-Month Update. Both state and federal rules require a developer
that has not commenced construction within 18 months of the AO's issuance to notify the
state agency. The purpose for notification is to require consideration of all new pollution
controls developed in the interim. The state rule in effect at the time merely empowered
the DAQ to revoke the AO. The federal rule, which Utah recently adopted, presumes
revocation will occur absent a showing of good cause. The state rule may not be
• interpreted to the lessen minimum new source pollution standards and limits set by
federal regulations.
In this case, SPC informed the DAQ that no construction had commenced 15
I
months following issuance of the AO. It requested a stay of the 18-month period.
Although nothing appeared in the administrative record, the DAQ claims it then decided
• against revocation without public notice or formal review. It wrote a letter to this affect
seven months later only after the Sierra Club alleged that no 18-month review occurred.
In so doing the DAQ imposed standards less stringent than the federal new source
minimums.
VII. Cumulative Error. The foregoing errors of fact and law undermine
e
confidence in the Board's decision. That the process as a whole was flawed, and failed
adequately to diminish air pollution and protect health, constitutes plain error. The
• thousands upon thousands of tons of additional gaseous and particulate pollutants emitted
pursuant to these errors constitutes harm.
17
ARGUMENT
Congress enacted the Clear Air Act because increasing air pollution "has resulted t
in mounting dangers to the public health and welfare, including injury to agricultural
crops and livestock, damage to and the deterioration of property, and hazards to air and
ground transportation[.]" 42 U.S.C. § 7401(a)(2) (1990). Each state must adopt a
regulatory plan to enforce the federal Clean Air Act. 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(1) (1990).
An "installation" or "source" means any facility that "may emit any air pollutant
subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act." UAC R307-101-2 (2008). The executive
secretary of the Board, effectively meaning the DAQ, must approve any application to •
construct a new pollution source. UAC R307-401-8(1) (2008). Approval properly
occurs only where "[t]he degree of pollution control for emissions.., is at least best
l
available control technology." UAC R307-401-8(1)(a) (emphasis added). "Best
available control technology," or BACT, means:
[A]n emissions limitation (including a visible emissions standard) based on •
the maximum degree of reduction for each air contaminant which would be
emitted from any proposed stationary source or modification which the
executive secretary, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account energy,
environmental, and economic impacts and other costs, determines is
achievable for such source or modification through application of •
production processes or available methods, systems, and techniques,
including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel combustion
techniques for control of such pollutant.
UAC R307-401-2 (2008). The federal statute and federal rule are effectively identical to
Utah's BACT rule except that in place of"air contaminant" in the first sentence, they
substitute "pollutant subject to regulation under the Act." 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3) (1990); 40 t
C.F.R. § 52.21(b)(12)(2008).
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These BACT provisions invite a problem-solving, collaborative process in which
• the industry, regulators and advocates work together to balance our need for electricity
versus our vital, growing concerns about air pollution and worldwide climate change.
The six issues raised below address how the DAQ and the Board derailed this process by
becoming a strident advocate at every turn for the permit applicant, SPC, instead of
enforcing the law on behalf of all Utahns.
POINT I: THE BOARD ERRED AS A MATTER OF LAW IN AFFIRMING
THE DAQ's REFUSAL TO CONSIDER CARBON DIOXIDE AND
OTHER GREENHOUSE GASES.
• The Board should have reversed the DAQ's refusal to consider greenhouse gases,
including carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide (GHG's), in its BACT analysis because both
Utah law and the federal Clean Air Act (the Act) require it.
Q
A. The Board Plainly Erred in Not Applying the Correct BACT
Regulation When Determining Whether to Consider GHG's.
When the Board in 2007 refused to consider GHG's in the BACT analysis it
impermissibly relied upon an outdated version of the BACT regulation.
1. The Board's reliance on the pre-2007 BACT Regulation constitutes plain
error. Prior to amending and renumbering UAC R307-101 and R307-401 in 2006,
Utah's BACT regulation required analysis of technology to achieve maximum reduction
• of "each pollutant." UAC R. 307-101-2 (current through December 2005) (emphasis
added). During 2006, the Board amended (and renumbered) the BACT regulation to
require analysis of technology to achieve maximum reduction of"each air contaminant."
UAC R. 307-401-2 (effectively identical to the current version) (emphasis added).
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The Board relied upon the 2005 regulation in holding that GHG's need not be
considered during BACT analysis, even while weighing the implications of a 2007 •
Supreme Court decision. SPC 4695-96 (citing Massachusetts v. EPA, supra).
The Board erred because the 2006 regulation constitutes a clarification of the
former regulation, and its application does not violate any constitutionally protected
interest. A new law or amendment shall be retroactively applied where it constitutes a
clarification of existing law and does not infringe upon a vested property interest in
violation of constitutional due process. Heideman v. Washington City, 2007 UT App 11,
¶ 21, 155 P.3d 900. •
The 2006 amendment constitutes a clarification of the 2005 BACT regulation.
The legislature defines "air pollution" in terms of the presence of"air contaminants" that
are harmful as determined by the Board. Utah Code Ann. § 19-2-102(2) (1995). It
def'mes "air contaminants" as "any particulate matter or any gas, vapor, suspended solid,
or any combination of them, excluding steam and water vapors." Utah Code Ann. § 19- •
2-102(2). Thus the 2006 amendment replaces the term, "pollutant," with a term merely
describing the legislatively defined subparts of pollution, "air contaminant." Compare II
UAC R307-101-2 (2005) with UAC R307-401-2 (2006).
Because, under either version, GHG's must be considered, infra, Sec. B
l(establishing that GHG's must also be considered under the 2005 rule), the amendment
constitutes a mere clarification.
Nor did the initial AO in this case create vested rights. The DAQ issued an AO to •
SPC to build a power plant. SPC 4693. Because the AO was timely challenged pursuant
20
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to UAC R307-103-3, it did not become an "effective" or "final" order. UAC R307-103-
• 2(2)(a). By definition, therefore, the AO constituted a preliminary determination subject
to modification, not to reliance. 40 CFR § 52.21(r)(1); see also UAC R307-103-6
• (defining "parties and interveners]" allowed to participate in adjudicative proceedings
before the Board); R.307-401-2 (BACT). As such, the AO can no more create a vested,
constitutionally protected property interest than did the permit in Heideman, supra.
This erroneous reliance upon the wrong rule was plain. The Board is the very
body that amended the rule mere months before affirming the DAQ herein. See Utah
• Code Ann. § 19-2-104(1)(a), (f) (2006) (empowering the Board to enact regulations to
control air pollution and implement the federal Clean Air Act). The Board in this case
also engaged in regulatory analysis necessary to determine precisely when certain
Q
provisions relevant to other issues were amended. E.g., SPC 4721-22 (addressing the 18-
month revocation issue). Even the Utah Supreme Court relied upon the current version
• of UAC R307 when it reversed the Board's initial denial of standing to the to the Sierra
Club to challenge the AO. Sierra Club v. Utah Air Quality Bd., 2006 UT 74, ¶ 3.
2. The error caused harm. The Board relied upon the 2005 regulation, and that
regulation's use of"pollutant," rather than "air contaminant," to exclude GHGs from
BACT analysis. SPC 4695-96. The legislature defines "air pollution" as "air
O
contaminants" that are present in unhealthy concentrations "as determined by the rules
adopted by the board." ld. (citing Utah Code Ann. § 19-2-102(3) (1995)). Interpreting
• the term "pollutant subject to regulation" in the old BACT regulation, the Board
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concluded that a "pollutant subject to regulation" includes only those pollutants already
regulated by the Board. Id. (quoting UAC 307-101-2 (2005)). II
Utah's regulatory definition of BACT that the Board should have used requires
maximum reduction of"air contaminants," not "pollutants." UAC R307-401-2 (2006). II
The legislature defmes "air contaminant" without mention of whether it has already been
regulated: "'Air contaminant' means any particulate matter or any gas, vapor, suspended
I
solid, or any combination of them, excluding steam and water vapors." Utah Code Ann.
§ 19-2-102(2). Nowhere in the plain language of the statutory def'mition of"air
contaminant," nor in the plain reading of the current BACT regulation, exists any II
requirement that an air contaminant be previously regulated before consideration in
BACT analysis. See Utah Code Ann. § 19-2-102(2); UAC R307-401-2 (2006).
II
No legitimate debate exists that GHGs are gases, nor that they contribute to global
climate change. E.g., Massachusetts, 127 S.Ct. at 1451 (noting even the EPA's
recognition that "the concentration of green house gases has dramatically increased as a II
result of human activities, and.., the attendant increase in global service air
temperatures"), 1457 (noting the EPA's failure to "dispute the existence of a causal II
connection between mad-made greenhouse gases emissions and global warming"), 1460
(concluding that greenhouse gases are air pollutants as defined by the Act).
l
Had the Board relied upon the proper BACT defmition, it would have had no
choice but to reverse the refusal to consider GHG's. The Board must be reversed.
B. Even under the 2005 BACT Definition, the Board Erred in Not II
Requiring that Carbon Dioxide Be Considered in BACT Analysis
22
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Because, under the Federal Clean Air Act, Carbon Dioxide Is
"Regulated."
The formerversion of Utah's BACT mandates "the maximum degree or reduction
of each pollutant subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act and/or the Utah Air
• Conservation Act." UAC R307-101-2 (2005) (emphasis added). As detailed below,
carbon dioxide is regulated by the federal government under the Act, thus it must be
• considered during BACT analysis.
As part of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, Congress enacted Public Law
101-549, Section 821, titled "Information Gathering on Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Contributing to Global Climate Change." This section provides:
The Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency shall
promulgate regulations within 18 months after the enactment of the Clean
• Air Act Amendments of 1990 to require that all affected sources subject to
Title V 9 of the Clean Air Act shall also monitor carbon dioxide emissions. 3
42 U.S.C. § 7651k note; Pub. L. 101-549, Title IV, § 821 (Nov. 15, 1990). 4
• On January 11, 1993, EPA enacted the required regulations and codified them at
40 C.F.R. Part 75. These regulations require facilities to monitor carbon dioxide, prepare
and maintain monitoring plans, maintain records, and report monitoring data to EPA. 40
C.F.R. §§ 75.1(b), 75.10(a)(3), 75.33, 75.57, 75.60 to .64. They also prohibit operation in
3According to the Reporter's notes, the reference to Title V should have been Title IV.
4 In addition, Congress has amended the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 7545(0) specifically to
authorize the EPA administrator to regulate "additional renewable fuel," defined to
• include fuels that produce one-half or less GHG's produced from traditional fuels. This
amendment becomes effective January 1, 2009. Pub.L. 110-140, Title II, §§ 202(a)(1),
210(c), Dec. 19, 2007, 121 Stat.1521, 1532.
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qviolation of these requirements and provide that any violation of Part 75 is a violation of
the Act. 40 C.F.R. § 75.5. q
Nothing in the text of the Act, or in state or federal regulations, suggests that a
"regulation" requiring monitoring and reporting of a pollutant does not qualify as a q
"regulation" for determining which pollutants aer subject to the BACT requirement. E.g.,
Alabama Power Co. v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323,405-06 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (holding that
q
pollutants identified for further study subjects them to BACT analysis, as such a rule
"applies... BACT immediately to each type of pollutant regulated for anypurpose under
any provision of the Act" (emphasis added)). 4
Because carbon dioxide is "regulated," and the Clean Air Act and Utah's old
BACT rule require BACT analysis for any pollutant "subject to regulation," BACT
q
analysis is required for carbon dioxide emissions at major new sources. The Board's
conclusion to the contrary must be reversed and the matter remanded for reconsideration
of BACT. q
C. Carbon Dioxide Is Subieet to Regulation Even If It Has Not Previously
Been Regulated.
Congress provided certain explicit exemptions from the prevention of significant
deterioration (PSD) program for hazardous air pollutants listed in section 112(b)(1) of the
Act. 42 U.S.C. §7412(b)(6). Pursuant to this regulation, EPA regulations exempts the Q
chemicals identified by congress, while subjecting to regulation all other "pollutants
subject to regulation under the Act." 40 C.F.R. §52.21(b)(50)(iv). Section 112(b)(6) of
I
the Act provides that "[t]he provisions of part C or this subchapter (prevention of
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significant deterioration) shall not apply to pollutants under this section [those listed in
• the Act section 112(b)(1)]." That Congress specifically exempted these pollutants from
PSD requirements, while not exempting GHGs is yet another indication that carbon
dioxide is subject to PSD requirements, including BACT emission limitations.
POINT II: TIlE BOARD ERRONEOUSLY EXCLUDED IGCC FROM ITS
BACT ANALYSIS.
• The Board erroneously affirmed the DAQ's refusal to consider IGCC in its BACT
analysis. It also erred in finding and concluding that IGCC was not currently available as
a pollution control technology.
A. The Board Erred in Excluding IGCC from its BACT Analysis Because
IGCC is a "Production Process" and an "Innovative Fuel Combustion
Technique."
• The refusal even to consider IGCC in BACT analysis violates the law and stymies
the very purpose underlying BACT: innovative pollution control when it is most crucial.
As is common nationally, the DAQ in this case conducted a "top-down" BACT
analysis. SPC 4698; see Alaska Dept. of Envt'l Conservation, 540 U.S. at 476 n.7 (noting
the EPA's observation that top-down BACT analysis is widely utilized). A top-down
analysis proceeds as follows:
(1) identify control technology options ("Step 1"), (2) eliminate technically
infeasible control technologies, (3) rank remaining technologies, (4)
• evaluate the most effective controls, and (5) select the most effective
remaining option.
SPC 4698 (citing EPA, New Source Review Workshop Manual (NSR Manual), at B-5).
• The DAQ refused to consider IGCC in Step 1 of the BACT analysis. SPC 4698.
The Board affirmed this exclusion, citing a draft EPA guide. SPC 4698-700.
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1. The congressional mandate that IGCC be included in BACT analysis is
clear; no resort to agency interpretation is necessary. Congress clearly intended that 4
gasification techniques such as IGCC be included in BACT analysis. SPC 3585-86.
Congress expressly amended the Clear Air Act in 1977 to include "innovative fuel
combustion techniques," thus "gasification," in BACT analysis. 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3)
(enacting the "BACT" definition later used in the EPA regulation):
Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, the proposed provisions for •
application of best available control technology to all new major emission
sources, although having the admirable intent of achieving consistently
clean air through the required use of best controls, if not properly
interpreted may deter the use of some of the most effective pollution II
controls.
The def'mition in the committee bill of best available control technology
indicates a consideration for various control strategies by including the
phrase "through application of production processes and available methods •
systems, and techniques, including fuel cleaning or treatment." And I
believe it is likely that the concept of BACT is intended to include such
technologies as low Btu gasification and fluidized bed combustion. But,
this intention is not explicitly spelled out, and I am concerned that without
clarification, the possibility of misinterpretation would remain. It is the •
purpose of this amendment to leave no doubt that in determining best
available control technology, all actions taken by the fuel user are to be
taken into account--be they the purchasing or production of fuels which
may have been cleaned or up-graded through chemical treatment,
gasification, or liquefaction; use of combustion systems such as fluidized •
bed combustion which specifically reduce emissions and/or the post-
combustion treatment of emissions with cleanup equipment like stack
scrubbers.
II
The purpose, as 1say, isjust to be more explicit, to make sure there is no
chance of misinterpretation.
SPC 3585-86 (emphasis added) (quoting 95th Congress, 1st Session (Part 1 of 2), 123
II
Cong. Record $9421 (June 10, 1977)).
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Despite clear congressional intent that gasification, and thus IGCC, be included in
any proper BACT analysis, the Board found that "[t]he BACT requirement is not to be
used 'as a means to redefine the design of the source when considering available
emission control options.'" SPC 4699 (quoting NSR Manual at B-13).
Reliance upon the NSR Manual is of no moment where, as here, contrary
congressional intent is clear on the face of both the statute and regulation. New York v.
EPA, 443 F.3d 880, 884 (D.C. Cir. 2006). "'We presume that the legislature used each
word advisedly and give effect to each term according to its ordinary and accepted
• meaning.'" In reAdoption of T.H., 2007 UT App 341, ¶ 14, 171 P.3d 480 (quoting C.T.
ex. rel. Taylor v. Johnson, 1999 UT 35, ¶ 9, 977 P.2d 479).
These rules of statutory construction also apply when interpreting regulations.
Deference to an agency's interpretation of a regulation is proper only if the regulation is
ambiguous. Christensen v. Harris County, 529 U.S. 576, 588 (2000). Where, as here, a
• statute clearly establishes congressional intent, and the parroting regulation is not
ambiguous, "[t]o defer to the agency's position would be to permit the agency, under the
• guise of interpreting a regulation, to create de facto a new regulation." Id. at 588.
"Simply put, the existence of a parroting regulation does not change the fact that the
question here is not the meaning of the regulation, but the meaning of the statute."
Gonzales v. Oregon, 546 U.S. 243 257 (2006).
In this case, the federal statute and both the state and federal BACT regulations are
• clear. "Production processes" must be considered when determining BACT. 42 U.S.C. §
7479(3); 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(b)(12); UAC R307-401-2. The term is not qualified such that
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only "production processes" consistent with SPC's initial plan need be considered. Id.
Indeed, how might a specific production process such as IGCC be considered in BACT II
unless it is inconsistent with the initial proposal?
Moreover, the production processes that must be considered include "innovative t
fuel combustion techniques." 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3); 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(b)(12); UAC
R307-401-2. Nothing in the record disputes that IGCC is an "innovative fuel combustion
I
technique[]." ld.; e.g., SPC 3587. In fact, congressional intent that gasification is an
innovative fuel combustion technique that must be considered as BACT could hardly be
more clear. SPC 3585-87 (quoting 123 Cong. Record $9421 (Congress "leav[ing] no I
doubt" that gasification must be part of BACT analysis)).
2. Even if resort to agency interpretation of BACT is necessary, the Board
I
abused its discretion in concluding that the NSR Manual prohibits consideration of
IGCC. The NSR Manual itself concludes that a BACT control option may either be an
"'add-on' air pollution control technology.., or an 'inherently lower-polluting •
process/practice' that prevents emissions from being generated in the first place." In re
KnaufFiberglass, 8 E.A.D. 121, 129 (EAB 1999) (emphasis added) (quoting NSR •
Manual B-10, -13).5,6
5 This decision is accessible from the EPA website, at:
http://yosemite.epa.gov/oa/EAB Web Docket.nsf/ef8da29510bd7a78852570000042db6
9/cd5a74206c38 lcbe85257069005fTcb3 !OpenDocument The 1990 NSR Manual, which
still is labeled as a "Draft," is available at: www.epa.gov/ttn/nsr/gen/wkshpman.pdf
6The contrary "Finding of Fact," page 7 ¶ 12, states, "The BACT requirement is not to be •
used 'as a means to redefine the design of the source when considering avaialbe control
options.'" While this clearly is a legal conclusion mislabeled as a fact, the petitioner
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The EPA, in turn, defmes "Inherently Lower-Emitting Processes/Practices" as
• "including the use of materials and production processes and work practices that prevent
emissions and result in lower 'production-specific' emissions." NSR Manual at B-10.
• Any top-down BACT analysis should consider inherently lower polluting processes along
with add-ons, ld.
The NSR Manual does state that "historically," BACT analysis has not required a
permit applicant to redesign a process. NSR Manual at B-13. The Manual, however,
does not compel any such result. As noted above, how in this case could IGCC be
• considered pursuant to clear congressional intent without considering a redesign? Also
given the EPA's own guidance that entirely different "processes/practices" be considered,
no rational reason exists to be constrained by history.
nonetheless marshals the so-called evidence in its support. According to SPC 4699, ¶ 12,
the support in the record for this "fact" is as follows:
• In re Pennsauken County, N.J., Resource Recovery Facility, 1988 WL 249035
(Env.App.Brd. 1988), which, twenty years ago, regarding a municipal waste
combustion facility, held (1) the applicant's BACT was insufficient for failure to
include "available" alternative means for controlling nitrous oxides, and (2)
• without any citation to legal authority whatsoever, that the applicant was not
required include a different type of waste combuster in its BACT analysis.
• Response to Public Comments on DRAFT Air Pollution Control Prevention of
Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permit to Construct (Permit No. PSD-OU-0002-
04.00), specifically the response to public comment 2a, pp. 10-18, which argues
• that IGCC should be included in a BACT analysis. The unsigned, anonymous
opinion offers legal analysis to support its legal conclusion that source redesign is
not required, therefore IGCC need not be considered in a BACT analysis. It
acknowledges there is a spit of legal authority on the issue, ld. at 16. Then,
consistent with BACT, UAC R. 307-401-2, which requires that the analysis be
• conducted on a "case-by-case" basis, the Response then goes ahead and analyzes
why IGCC is technically or economically unfeasible for the project there at issue.
Id. at 18.
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In fact, a 2007 EPA "white paper" emphasizes that recent events have rendered
irrelevant any history of excluding IGCC from BACT analysis. Weeks, Advanced Coal II
Technology Development Can Be Supported under Existing Clean Air Act Permitting
Frameworks: Why IGCC, for Example, Is BACT for New Coal-Fueled EGUs (Nov. 12, •
2007). 7 The report includes IGCC as one of the "advanced coal technolog[ies]" (ACT).
ld. at 2. The report addresses the legal implication of the Supreme Court's recent holding
II
that GHGs are air pollutants within the meaning of the Clean Air Act. ld. at 3 (citing
Massachusetts, 127 S.Ct. at 1462). The report concludes that ACTs, including IGCC,
"must" be part of the BACT analysis "to be consistent with the Act's requirements, and •
to avoid litigation." ld. at 2.s
Further, other states have required that Step 1of BACT analysis include IGCC. In
particular, New Mexico, Illinois and Montana have required developers to address IGCC
as BACT when seeking to develop a coal-fueled power plant. SPC 3565; but see SPC
4699-700 (noting that Montana may no longer do so). A fOtLrthstate, Michigan, also has •
proposed to require inclusion of"clean coal technologies" in any BACT analysis,
specifically including IGCC. 9 Kentucky's position is unclear. SPC 3565-66. Finally, a
large interstate energy consortium including New York, New Jersey, Maine, New
7This publication is available on the EPA website at: •
www.epa.gov/air/caaac/coaltech/2008 02 actopps.pdf
s IGCC emits no nitrous oxide - perhaps the most dangerous GHG, whereas the SPC
plant is expected to emit 1,640 tons every year. SPC 3578. Pollution controls in
conjunction with IGCC can decrease by 90% the 2.2 million tons of another GHG,
carbon dioxide, the SPC plant would annually emit. SPC 3578-79. •
9Michigan's notice is on its Department of Environmental Quality website at:
http://www.deq.state.mi.us/aps/downloads/permits/igccfact%20rev%207-26-O7.pdf
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Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island (the Northeast States
• for Coordinated Air Use Management, or NESCAUM) has filed amicus briefs in two
pulverized coal plant appeals arguing that IGCC should be included in the BACT
• analysis. SPC 3565. This foretells these states' position that IGCC must be included in
BACT analysis if and when they directly confront the issue, ld.
Further still, even the National Park Service (NPS) declared that that SPC should
have considered IGCC as BACT:
[W]e believe that [SPC] should have also evaluated the technical and
economic feasibility of applying Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
• (IGCC) combustion technology to this project. We understand that IGCC
has been successfully demonstrated at Tampa (FL) Electric's Polk Power
Station. [SPC] should evaluate the potential for IGCC to achieve lower
emissions than those proposed for the [CFB] Boiler, and if lower emissions
are feasible, evaluate the economic feasibility and the environmental
• impacts of IGCC.
SPC 0980 (attached as Addendum L).
Clearly, as suggested by the NPS, SPC 0980, the place to address concerns about
the impact of redesigning the process should be the latter phases of the five-step, top-
down BACT process. There, on a "case-by-case" basis, the alternatives are compared
"taking into account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other costs[.]"
UAC R307-401-2. As noted infra, Sec. B, Congress's unmistakable intent that BACT
• analysis be a technology-forcing tool is doomed if innovative technologies such as IGCC
are outright eliminated without considering the potential benefits. No meaningful pluses-
and-minuses comparison with the applicant's choice will occur. No applicant - or state
bureaucracy - will be nudged from its comfort zone until innovative technologies at least
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are considered. See also Massachusetts, 127 S,Ct. at 1457 (observing that the EPA's
refusal to take even a small step forward in the fight against global climate change •
constitutes a "premise [that] would doom most challenges to regulatory action"); id. at
1462 (interpreting broad language of the Act as clear congressional intent to facilitate
regulatory initiative without which the Act would become "obsolete").
If indeed IGCC proves technologically or economically unfeasible, then so be it.
Nothing in the BACT regulations limits Step 1 considerations only to plainly feasible and
familiar technologies. See infra, See. C (IGCC is anything but unfeasible).
B. The Board Erred in Concluding that IGCC Was Not Available. •
The Board erred both as matters of law and fact in concluding that IGCC was not
"available" for purposes of BACT analysis.
1. The Board erred as a matter of law based upon its misinterpretation of
"available." Base upon a misreading of the BACT regulation, the Board also excluded
IGCC from BACT analysis because it was not "available": •
Even if the Executive Secretary was required to include IGCC in the BACT
analysis, the Executive Secretary did not err by not requiring consideration
of IGCC in the BACT analysis because only "available" control options are
required to be included in Step 1, and, with respect to the SPC application, •
IGCC could not be considered an "available" technology.
SPC 4700-01. As detailed infra, Subsec. 2, IGCC certainly is available both
domestically and abroad, actually built and in the planning stage, coal-fueled and other-
fueled, large output and small.
Significantly, the EPA directs that "available" include those processes that are •
"potentially" available, those that have been used in different industries, and those that
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have been employed at home and abroad - provided they have been demonstrated "in
• practice":
In identifying control technologies, the applicant needs to survey the range
of potentially available control options. Opportunities for technology
• transfer lie where a control technology has been applied at source
categories other than the source under consideration. Such opportunities
should be identified. Also, technologies in application outside the United
States to the extent that the technologies have been successfully
demonstrated in practice on full scale operations. Technologies which have
• not yet been applied to (or permitted for) full scale operations need not be
considered available; an applicant should be able to purchase or construct a
process or control device that has already been demonstrated in practice.
NSR Manual at B-11.
After all, the fundamental purpose underlying BACT is to compel "rapid adoption
of improvements in technology as new sources are built." S. Rep. No. 95-127, at 29
• (1977). This technology-forcing philosophy was "fundamental" to Congress's adoption
of the BACT requirement and congressional efforts throughout the 1977 amendments '_to
accentuate technological innovation in the control of air pollutants." Id. at 10. Senator
Huddleston's successful amendment of the BACT definition "to be more explicit" in
requiring consideration of innovative techniques such as gasification occurred in the
context of the 1977 amendments. Supra, Sec. A(1).
The Board's narrow interpretation of"available" contradicts both the EPA's
• interpretation, as well as the very policy underlying BACT itself.
2. IGCC has been demonstrated in coal-fueled and other-fueled power
plants, at home and abroad; therefore, it is available. Approximately one hundred
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thirty (130) gasification plants currently operate worldwide to produce fertilizers, fuels,
steam hydrogen, other chemicals and electricity. SPC 3557.1° •
The coal-fueled facility proposed herein would be a 270 megawatt (MW) plant.
SPC 3569. At least four coal-fired IGCC plants in this size range have operated. SPC
3558-59. Three more IGCC plants ranging in size from 280 MW to 545 MW began
operating in Italy from 2000-02. SPC 3559.
10The AQB's factual finding that IGCC is not "available" is based upon SPC 4700, ¶ 16
(citing SPC 3510, 3522, 3526-27, 3530, 3534, 3536-37, 3545-3547, and SPC, 35enkins,
at 4, 16, 20-21, 24, 28, 30-31, 40-42, and SPC 4733:200-04, 209-10, 240-41,307-08). •
Based thereon, IGCC technology "is still in the developmental stage, ld. This evidence
marshaled from the respondents' expert witness suggests:
• IGCC plants burn at high temperature and are complex. SPC 3510.
• Based upon review of several operational plants, including one in operation for
more than thirteen years, "These operating conditions impact the operational •
availability of individual systems and pieces of equipment, and therefore impact
the overall IGCC plant performance and operational availability." SPC 3522.
• Without describing how long ago it closed, Sierra Pacific's Pinon Pine IGCC
demonstration plant is no longer operational due to "design deficiencies" and
"defective equipment." SPC 3526-27. •
• While construction of some IGCC plants have been delayed due to a variety of
factors including costs and delays in the administrative process (as is the case with
the CFB plant at issue herein), still more have been announced. SPC 3534.
• The size of the proposed project (250 MW), the capital cost, higher altitude for the •
site, not using coal from the east, commercial guarantees and economic risks all
cause concerns, ld.
• A 250 MW plant was not commercially available, whereas 630 MW (net) is, and
altitude can affect IGCC efficiency. To produce 250 MW at 5000 ft. above sea
level, a larger plant would be necessary. SPC 3536-37. •
• SPC's expert would not recommend IGCC technology for the proposed plant;
IGCC has less cost certainty. SPC 3545.
• SPC's expert would recommend building a CFB plant, and agrees with the
Executive Secretary that IGCC should not be made a part of the BACT analysis.
SPC 3546-47. •
• SPC's testimony from the November 12, 2007, SPC 4733, hearing effectively
tracks that of his prefiled hearing testimony.
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Further demonstrating the availability of this technology, as many as thirteen
• additional IGCC electric plants have been announced domestically. SPC 3561.
Still more evidence of availability is demonstrated by the IGCC technology
• currently on the open market. SPC 3560. Large multi-national corporations are heavily
invested in IGCC technology, including but not limited to GE, ConocoPhillips, Shell,
Siemens and Mitsubishi. ld. Respondents countered below that this technology and the
dozen or more planned IGCC plants are much larger than the 270 MW unit currently
planned by IGCC. In fact, the larger IGCC plants are made up of single IGCC units
• approximately the same size as the plant proposed by SPC, which then are coupled
together to produce something in the range of 600 MWs. SPC 4733:111-12, 142-43.
C. The Board's Erroneous Exclusion of IGCC Caused Substantial Prejudice.
The Board's erroneous exclusion of IGCC from the BACT process caused
substantial prejudice. See Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-4 (1988). An error is prejudicial, or
• harmful, where it undermines the reviewing court's confidence in the outcome. E.g.,
State v. Todd, 2007 UT App, ¶ 31,173 P.3d 170.
• Important to understand is that the Sierra Club has not alleged that the respondent
absolutely should have required use of IGCC technology. Rather, the "outcome" sought
in these proceedings is the inclusion of IGCC in the BACT process. The Act was passed,
O
in part, for the very purpose of"assur[ing] that any decision to permit increased air
pollution.., is made only after careful evaluation of all the consequences of such a
• decision and after adequate procedural opportunities for informed public participation in
the decisionmaking process." 42 U.S.C. § 7470(5) (1977). As the forgoing has
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established that the exclusion of IGCC from the process itself was error, confidence in
the Board's legal conclusion that excludes IGCC from BACT is undermined. II
Additionally, had IGCC been included in BACT analysis, a reasonable likelihood
exists that it would have progressed into latter stages of the analysis, and either emerged II
as the technology of choice or, at the very least, influenced the conditions placed upon
the final choice. The top-down BACT analysis suggests ranking the available
II
alternatives as to pollution control. SPC 4698. Although neither SPC nor DAQ analyzed
IGCC as BACT, numerous sources provide a basis for such ranking, including recently
issued air permits for IGCC plants in the United States, and more recent data from reports II
such as those issued by EPA. SPC 3571-72, 3574. Any one of several variations on
IGCC technology better controls pollutants such as sulfur, nitrogen, particulates, carbon
II
monoxide, acids and mercury than the SPC proposal. SPC 3572-3575, 3576 (table).
BACT analysis next evaluates the remaining technologies based upon energy,
environmental and economic impacts. SPC 3577, 4698. IGCC plants are generally more Ii
energy efficient than CFB plants. SPC 3577. IGCC plants are lower polluting than CFB
plants, supra, and emit far fewer greenhouse gases such as CO2 and N20. SPC 3578-79. II
IGCC plants emit far less solid waste than CFB plants. SPC 3579.
Regarding cost, the focus must be on the cost of reducing pollution, not merely the
I
overall cost to SPC:
In the economical impacts analysis, primary consideration should be given
to quantifying the cost of control and not the economic situation of the
individual source. Consequently, applicants generally should not propose II
elimination of control alternatives on the basis of economic parameters that
provide an indication of the affordability of a control alternative relative to
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the source. BACT is required by law. Its costs are integral to the overall
cost of doing business and are not to be considered an afterthought.®
SPC 3580 (quoting NSR Manual at B-31). Cost effectiveness, therefore, must be
measured in terms of"dollars per ton of pollution reduced." NSR Manual at B-31.
O
Because IGCC was not considered during BACT analysis, the relevant
information is unavailable. Compare State v. Ison, 2006 UT 26, ¶¶ 36-39, 135 P.3d 864
• (rejecting attempt to blame one party for failing to support an argument with cites to the
record where that party did not cause record's insufficiency). Rather, SPC merely
concluded that, "For the Sevier Power Company Project, IGCC was not chosen due to the
O
higher costs." SPC 3580 (quoting letter to Utah Div. of Air Quality). Even without the
sometimes complex analysis necessary to fully evaluate cost effectiveness, "It is likely
• that IGCC would not be eliminated for cost reasons." SPC 3581.
III. THE BACT ANALYSIS AND DETERMINATION FOR NOx WERE
LEGALLY INSUFFICIENT.
• A. The Evidence Marshaled In Support of Factual Findings Is
Insufficient.
To settle the NOx issue, the Board makesl 8 Findings of Fact. SPC 4701-05. The
Sierra Club disputes, and marshals' the evidence relative to findings 4, 15, 17 and 18, SPC
4701, 4703-05, and makes comments relative to Findings 5, 14 and 16.11 SPC 4701-04.
• Finding 15, SPC 4704, appears to state DAQ's position that a NOx emission limit
of 0.10 lb/MMBtu on a 24-hour basis is equivalent to a limit of 0.07 lb/MMBtu on a 30-
day average. SPC 1031. Finding 4, SPC 47701, also attributes this conclusion to SPC.
11Findings 6, 8 and 9-12 relate to DAQ's decision to select SNCR as the pollution
control equipment for the SPC facility. Sierra Club does not appeal that choice.
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DAQ maintains this position even though 0.07 is one-third less than 0.10 and represents a
possible reduction of 300 tons or more of NOx per year or 12,000 tons over the 40-year •
life of the plant. SPC 4731:628. This matters because even SPC's limited search turned
up CFBs with NOx limits of 0.07 lb/MMBtu on a 30-day average. SPC 0134. DAQ
maintained that this 0.07 emission limit is not lower than a 0.10 emission limit and
therefore did not establish a lower achievable emission limit. Id.
DAQ contends that a plant complying with 24-hour average NOx limit will have
to be better controlled than one complying with a 30-day average limit and therefore will
ultimately emit less pollution. Yet nothing in the record that supports this thesis. 12 No G
record evidence shows that a well-controlled plant meeting 24-hour average emission
limit will actually emit 30% less NOx on average over 30 days, or an average of 30% less
6
NOx than its permit allows, while a plant meeting lower 30-day average emission limit
will not decrease its emissions below or much below its permit level. 13 Even if the well-
controlled plant were to operate an average of 10% below its 0.10 emission rate on a
daily basis over 30 days, it would still be emitting at a rate of .09 lb/MMBtu over 30
days, a level significantly higher than a 0.07 lb/MMBtu average over that same t
timeframe. SPC:4731:634.
O
12The agency record at the time it issued the AO contains no calculations, no actual
emissions data, and no analysis to support the agency's position. SPC 4729:193. Even
during the hearing, DAQ offered no data that supported its contention.
13After all, if both the plant with the 24-hour average and the plant with the 30-day
average are operating equally below their permit levels, the lower emission limit based on I
the 30 day average will result in less pollution. Mr. Jenks states that all plants operate
below their emission limits. SPC 4729:171.
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Oddly, Mr. Jenks states that "there is no reason" to compare a 24-hour to a 30-day
• average, because doing so is like comparing "apples and oranges," SPC 4729:173, and
that "the different averaging periods mean that the two permit limits are completely
different." SPC 4729:190. Contradicting these statements, Mr. Jenks then insists that he
determined that the 0.10 lb/MMBtu 24-hour and 0.07 lb/MMBtu 30-day averages are
"very similar." SPC 4729:192. Although he concedes his work is not in the record, Mr.
Jenks claims he based this conclusion on the standard deviation of"emissions from a
number of different [CFB] sources." SPC 4729:193-94. Mr. Jenks could not recall the
• plants he analyzed and admitted that he compared the plants "regardless" of their
emission limits, ld. Mr. Campbell too, takes a stab proving the "0.10 equals 0.07" thesis.
SPC 4731:656-67. Like Mr. Jenks, he provides no data to support his analysis, ld. Thus,
O
neither his nor Mr. Jenks' contentions can be verified or questioned - the underlying data
is not in the record.
• The evidence supposedly supporting Finding 4, SPC 4701, was in not the
contemporaneous record. Moreover, it does not hold up under scrutiny. Ms. Conger
contends that she preformed analysis showing a 24-hour 0.10 limit is "comparable" to theO
30-day 0.07 emission limit. SPC 4728:122. However, she concedes that she did not pick
a plant with a CFB boiler to illustrate her point and the plant she did pick had an emission
O
limit of 0.12 lb/MMBtu. SPC 4728:127-29. Moreover, her testimony shows only
variability for a plant with a 30-day rolling average, without demonstrating what she
• needs to show to equate the 0.07 lb/MMBtu 30 day average with the 0.10 lb/MMBtu 24
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hour average limit - that the variability would result in emissions that averaged 43% TMor
more over the plant's 30 day average emission limit over the long term. 9
Findings 5, 14 and 16, SPC 4701, 4703-04, describe the process through which
DAQ calculated the 0.10 lb/MMBtu NOx limit. These findings are valid because they 4
merely describe the process. The record makes clear, however, that there is not sufficient
evidence to support either DAQ's BACT analysis or its ultimate BACT determination.
I
As Finding 14, SPC 4703-04, concedes, Mr. Jenks' "independent" review was
confined to emission limits of CFB plants listed in the Clearinghouse database, along
with web and other searches that are not documented in the record. SPC 1034, 3379 & ii
n. 14, 4572-73. The record contains only the results of SPC's Clearinghouse search and
the short discussion parrotting SPC's submission. SPC 1033-34. Mr. Jenks disputes to no
i
avail that Clearinghouse data disregards new technology. SCP 4729:166-67, 184;
compare SPC 4731:629-30, 658 (two experts testifying that the Clearinghouse is
backward looking and does not represent advances in pollution control). Mr_Jenks was ii
unsure about the dates of the permits on which he relied, and neither the dates of the
permits nor the status of the plants appears in the NSR. SPC 4729:166-67, 184; SPC I
1033-34.
When presented with a table prepared by SPC providing the dates and status of the
G
14 plants listed in Table 11-1,15SPC 1033-34, Mr. Jenks concedes that only oneplant
listed has been permitted since 1999, six had not been built, one was inact!ve and the
I
140.10 is 43% more than 0.07. 0.07 is 30% less than 0.10.
15UCSC 25 (table) (Addendum E) details all the plants listed in Table III-1.
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status of one was unknown. UCSC Exh. 25 (Addendum E); SPC 4729:184, 186-187.
• Reliant Energy, the one plant permitted since 1999, does not bum coal, and DAQ insists
that BACT comparisons can only be made to coal buming plants. SPC 4704; SPC
4729:165. The AES Puerto Rico facility, actually permitted in 1998,16is twice as big ast
SPC's proposed 270 MW plant. SPC 1034; AESPuerto Rico, 8 E.A.D. 324, 325 (1999)
(order denying review). DAQ also rejects comparisons between plants of different sizes,
O
SPC 1034, 4704, 4729:165, except to say that pollutants from smaller plants are more
effectively controlled. SPC 3393-94 & n.65, 4927 (depo. pp. 73-74). Thus, based on
• DAQ's own discounting of comparisons to plants of different size and burning other fuels
and to limits with different averaging periods, SPC 4704, the entire foundation for
DAQ's BACT analysis hinges on NOx emission limits established in a couple of 1998
e
permits, 17dated six years before the 2004 SPC AO and ten years before the Board made
its decision, along with a few even more obsolete permits, ld. TM
Q In lieu of the insufficient Clearinghouse data, Dr. Sahu sets forth what, according
to the EPA, a properly supported BACT analysis must consider. SPC 3378-79, 3383-84,
3393-35. Relevant information includes performance tests and actual emissions forO
CFBs, as well as control strategies for reducing boiler-out NOx emissions 19and an actual
• 16UCSC 25 wrongly lists the permit date for the AES Puerto Rico facility. The correct
date is September 18, 1998. SPC 4728:126-27; AES, 8 E.A.D. 324, 325 (1999).
17The 1998 Archer Daniels permits are for 1500 lb/MMBtu plants, much smaller than the
2531.5 lb MBtu SPC facility, SPC 1034, and therefore not comparable to SPC.
18In the text following the table, DAQ notes three additional plants with very low NOx
• limits. DAQ rejects these out of hand as being too small for comparison. SPC 1034.
19Boiler-out emissions are those coming offthe boiler before "add-on" pollution control
equipment is applied. SPC 3383-84.
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statement of NOx emissions leaving the boiler. 2° SPC 3383-85. BACT analysis should
also consider proposed permits under consideration at the time. SPC 4731:620. Both Dr. 41
Sahu and the EPA maintain that BACT analysis should determine the expected control
effectiveness of SNCR. Control efficiency - the ability of the SNCR to reduce NOx 4
emissions by a particular percentage - is considered together with the boiler-out
emissions to help calculate a NOx emission limit.21 However, none of this information
t
was in the record when DAQ made its BACT determination for NOx, and before the
Board, DAQ insisted that it was not necessary. SPC 4729:198.
Finding 17, SPC 4704, reiterates that the emission limit from plants of different 4
sizes, using different fuel or technology, and with different averaging periods "are
distinguished" from SPC. Id. It also disregards data from operating plants, despite
I
contrary testimony from DAQ's own expert. SPC 4731:681. Thus DAQ's BACT
analysis for NOx depends on a few out-dated permits. As Dr. Sahu noted, this approach
defme[s] the concept of"similar" source so narrowly, that there is no hope of ii
identifying any source that may be comparable. This is contrary to EPA guidance
which explicitly and implicitly exhorts the applicant and the reviewing agency to
cast the net wider ....
i
20The NSR Manual states: "In many cases, a given production process or emissions unit
can be made to be inherently less polluting (e.g... a coal-fired boiler designed to have a
low emission factor for NOx). In such cases the ability of design considerations to make
the process inherently less polluting must be considered as a control alternative for the _!
source." SPC 4281 (emphasis added) (quoting NSR Manual, B. 14) (attached as
Addendum H).
21SPC 3383 & n.26. EPA determined that for a CFB, which DAQ touted as having
lower NOx emission rates than other boilers, SPC 1034, expected boiler-out emissions
are 0.12 to 0.16 lb/MMBtu. SPC 3391-92 & n.55. Dr. Sahu fmds a 75% control 41
efficiency for SNCR, SPC 3381 & n.19, given that DAQ noted that CFB is an "ideal"
application for SNCR. SPC 1033.
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SPC 3394.
• Inadequate evidence supports Finding 18, SPC 4704, which states that the SPC
0.10 lb/MMBtu, 24-hour average NOx emission limit is the "lowest" for a CFB using
SNCR and is BACT. Moreover, there is evidence - such as actual emission data andO
information on boiler-out emissions and control efficiency - that points to a lower BACT
limit being achievable, lnfra, Sec. B.
Q
B. The Board Erred in Affirmin_ NOx_Limits Set by the DAQ.
DAQ is the public's last defense against the health and environmental harm caused
• by air pollution. To carry out this obligation, the agency must determine a BACT that is
objectively reasonable, in keeping with the Act's mandates of best technology, maximum
reductions, lowest discharges and highest efficiencies, while remaining skeptical of the
e
applicant's claims. Moreover, the agency's evidence must be presented in a way that
allows full and meaningful public participation. 42 U.S.C. § 7470(5) (fmding that
• informed public participation and assessment are crucial to decision-making under the
PSD program).
Had DAQ consulted resources other than the 1998 permits, it would haveO
concluded that SPC' s 0.10 lb/MMBtu was not good enough. The SEA Northside facility
is a CFB equipped with an SNCR system and subject to a NOx permit limit of 0.09
O
lb/MMBtu 30-day rolling average - during 2002, the plant achieved an emission rate of
0.04-0.06 lb/MMBtu for NOx while burning coal. SPC 4929. AES Puerto Rico, a 454
• megawatt plant permitted in 1998 with an emission limit ofO.lO lb/MMBtu 30-day
rolling average achieved a NOx emission rate of 0.071 lb/MMBtu. SPC 4903.
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Accepted control efficiency numbers for SNCR and EPA boiler-out NOx emission
rates for the CFB proposed by SPC establish that the DAQ and the Board should have a
limited the new plant to at least 0.035 lb/MMBtu. SPC 3394.
In sum, insufficient evidence supports the agency's conclusion. Further, the i
conclusion is undermined by ample evidence in the record. The Board's decision
affirming the DAQ's NOx decision must be reversed and the matter remanded.
II
IV. THE BOARD ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE DAQ'S EXEMPTION OF
THE SPC FACILITY FROM CUMULATIVE CLASS I INCREMENT
ANALYSIS BECAUSE THE DAQ VIOLATED UTAH LAW.
The primary way that DAQ determines whether Class I increments are being II
protected is by requiring or conducting cumulative Class I increments analysis in the
context of review of an Notice of Intent (NOI) to construct a new source such as SPC.22
!1
UAC R307-405-6(2). Counted against the increment total are emissions from all existing
major stationary sources that commenced construction after January 6, 1975, plus all
approved and planned sources. Id. I
The only way to know ifa new major polluting source will cause or contribute to a
violation of an increment is to model the air pollution effects of all the increment !1
consuming sources together with the proposed facility in a cumulative analysis.
Monitoring data cannot be relied on because, pursuant to the Act definition of "baseline
!
concentration," not all sources consume increment, and also because there are not air
pollution monitors in every national park or at all locations throughout the parks.
il
22At trial, DAQ could not remember the last time it had modeled Class I increment
consumption. SPC 4730:373-74.
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A. The Factual Findings Are Not Reasonable.
Q This issue presents a question of law, thus marshaling the evidence is not
necessary. However, some "Findings of Fact" warrant brief discussion.
The SILs policy is not, as depicted in Finding 6, a "screening method," but anO
unbending rule. SPC 4714. The is no evidence in the record to suggest that the Park
Service has "adopted" the use of Class I SILs as Finding 8 contends. Id. While some
Q
Park Service employee of unknown authoritymay have suggested the use of SILs to
SPC, this in no way shows that the agency has "adopted" their use. Finding 9 contends
Q that EPA "supports" the use of SILs. SPC 4715. This statement directly conflicts with
the April 6, 2004 comments submitted by EPA - on the SPC facility itself- requesting
"an analysis of any potentially overlapping (i.e. cumulative) ambient impacts of the large
e
energy projects in Utah for which permits are simultaneously pending," including SPC
(aka NEVCO). SPC 1438 (attached as Addendum K). According to EPA, this
• cumulative impact analysis should address "PSDincrement consumption." /d. (citing
NSR manual at C-34).
B. The DAQ's SILs Policy Is Unlawful.O
DAQ's SILs policy is unlawful because the agency failed to subject it to the
rulemaking requirements of the Utah Administrative Rulemaking Act (Utah ARA). Utah
O
Code Ann. § 63-46a- 100 et seq. To determine when a policy is inappropriately exempted
from the Utah ARA, this Court employs the three-part test articulated in CP. v. Crime
• Victims ', 966 P.2d at 1230-31 (citing Williams v. PSC, 773 P.2d at 775).
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First, a generally applicable policy should be subjected to formal rulemaking.
eC.P., 966 P.2d at 1231. DAQ's SILs policy is generally applicable - it applies to any
new or modified source. SPC 4289-90.
' Second, a policy that interprets law should be subjected to formal rulemaking. •
C.P., 966 P.2d at 1231. An agency must make rules when it "issues a written
interpretation of a state or federal legal mandate" or issues a written statement that
"implements" state or federal law. Utah Code Ann. §§ 63-46a-3(3) (2001), 63-46a-
2(16)(a)(ii) (2007). The SILs policy both interprets and purports to implement 42 U.S.C.
§ 7475(a)(3), UAC R307-405-6(2) and 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(c). The SILs policy exempts •
sources that otherwise are required by state and federal law to undertake cumulative
Class I increment analysis and determines, as a matter of law, a level below which a
source is not considered to contribute to an existing increment violation. SPC 4289-90.
Third, a policy that alters clearly established law should be subjected to formal
rulemaking. C.P., 966 P.2d at 123 l(holding that "though it is it is uncertain as to what •
extent the Board's policy resulted in a change in clear law," the policy was subject to
rulemaking.). DAQ's SILs policy does just that. Before adopting the SILs policy, DAQ •
interpreted Utah law to require cumulative Class I increment analysis. SPC 4298,
4730:366. DAQ required cumulative Class I increment analysis of all sources and
offered no exemptions.
DAQ's SILs policy, therefore, should have been subjected to formal rulemaking.
The SILs policy also is unenforceable because it conflicts with the plain language
of UAC R307-405-6(2). Rule 307-405-6(2) requires that DAQ base its permitting
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decision on the cumulative impacts of the proposed facility together with all existing and
• approved sources that affect the PSD increment. Nothing in the rule allows DAQ to
avoid this requirement. The SILs policy unlawfully amends this regulation by exempting
sources from UAC R307-405-6(2). See also R302-405-6(2)(a)(i)(A).O
The Board's decision affirming the DAQ's avoidance of Class I modeling must be
reversed and the matter remanded.
e
V. THE BOARD ERRED IN AFFIRMING THE FLAWED AND
INCOMPLETE CUMULATIVE SOz INCREMENT ANALYSIS FOR THE
SPC FACILITY.
• A. The Evidence Marshaled In Support of Factual Findings Is
Insufficient.
Sierra Club challenges the following factual findings:
• Finding 2, SPC 4716, which determines that DAQ "required" cumulative Class I
increment analysis using a particular methodology or data set, conflicts with DAQ's
statements that it did not require such analysis due to the SILs policy. SPC 1027, 2526-
28
Finding 5, SPC 4717, reflects the DAQ's determination that the Hunter 1 plant
• "commenced construction" before the baseline date for SO 2 of January 6, 1975. This
means DAQ determined that Hunter 1 does not consume SO2 increment. This conclusion
• is not supported by, and conflicts with, the record. Nothing in the record suggests that
EPA agrees with DAQ baseless conclusion. 23
• 23UAC R307-101-2 (def'mition of"major source baseline date" for SO 2 January 6, 1975).
R307-405-5(2)(a) (Sources that commenced construction after the major source baseline
date consume increment.). SPC 44717, 4729:258.
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A source does not consume SO 2 increment if, prior to January 6, 1975, it has
I
all necessary pre-construction approvals or permits and either has: (1) Begun... a
continuous program of actual on-site construction... ; or (2) Entered into binding
agreements or contractual obligations, which cannot be canceled or modified
without substantial loss.., to undertake a program of actual construction .... "
i
UAC R307-101-2 (emphasis added). This is not to be confused with the PSD regulations
that use the same definition to determine that a source is subject to the PSD permitting
when "construction" on the plant "commenced" before the applicability date OfJune 1, II
1975.24 39 Fed. Reg. 42514 (December 5, 1974) (PSD regulations effective January 6,
1975 are "applicable to sources commencing construction on or after June 1, 1975.").
ii
According to the sworn statement of PacifiCorp, the owner of Hunter 1,
"[c]onstruction of Unit 1 began in March 1975 .... " SPC 4808. In a February 4, 1976
letter to EPA, then-Hunter 1 owner Utah Power and Light states that "on-site construction II
of the two Emery Units [aka Hunter Units 1 and 2] commenced on or about April 29,
1975" and "construction contracts covering on-site construction work were executed and
II
became effective.., on February 27, 1975 [.]" SPC 4809 (emphasis added)Y Thus,
construction of Hunter 1, as well as contractual obligations relative to the plant, were
commenced or executed after January 6, 1975. iii
24The definition of commence construction cited in Exhibit 13 is the same that is used in
connection with determining whether a source consumes increment. SPC 4796 (citing 40 Q
C.F.R. § 52.21(b)(7)). The current citation is 52.21(b)(9).
25Because this letter was written so soon after the described events, it has particular
weight. DAQ states that the dates provided in the two documents are different and
therefore "confusing" and should be discounted. SPC 4729:264-65. Yet both April 29,
and March, 1975, are after the baseline date. Moreover, DAQ itself relies on the _1
response to the February 4, 1976 letter, SPC 4729:261-62, and is not in a position to
question the letter. SPC 4800.
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The evidence DAQ provides fails to support the fmding and conclusion that
• Hunter 1 is not an SO2 increment consuming source. ES Exhibit 12, SPC 4795, suggests
only that Hunter 1 was permitted by DAQ prior to January 6, 1975. SPC 4729:258-59;
see UAC R307-101-2. DAQ's subsequent exhibits show only that, according to EPA,O
Hunter 1 is not subject to the PSD permitting regulations because construction on the
plant commenced before the applicability date, June 1, 1975. These documents do not
O
reflect an EPA determination that Hunter 1 is not a SO2 increment consumer.
In other words, each DAQ exhibit relates to whether Hunter 1 was required to
• obtain a PSD permit, and not to whether it consumes increment. These exhibits do not
support DAQ's claim that the Hunter 1 SO2 emissions do not have to be included in
cumulative Class I increment analysis for the SPC plant. 26
O
Finding 6, SPC 4717, asserts that SPC did not include IPP 3 in its modeling
because it was not "an approved, permitted source" at the time the SPC Class I increment
• modeling review took place. This finding wrongly equates "approved" with "permitted."
See UAC R307-405-6(2) (DAQ must consider allowable emissions from all "approved
sources."). The Executive Secretary signed the permit for IPP 3 three days after heO
26ES Exhibit 14, SPC 4800, makes no mention of the January 6, 1975 date and states that
the proposed modification would subject Hunter 1 to the requirements of 40 C.F.R. §
52.21 because the modification would take place after June 1, 1975. ES Exhibit 15, SPC
• 4802, deals with the same issue and cites the December 5, 1974 PSD rule that establishes
June 1, 1975 as the date beyond which a source must obtain a PSD permit. Exhibit 16,
SPC 4805, refers to sources permitted under the PSD program, and does not reference the
baseline date or increment consumption. ES Exhibit 17, SPC 4808, establishes the
construction date of Hunter 1 as "on or about April 29" and February 27, 1975 as the
• dated when Utah Power & Light entered into "contractual obligations" relative to Hunter
1. In this letter, Utah Power & Light requests an EPA determination as to whether
Hunter 1 is subject to PDS regulations.
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signed the SPC permit. SPC 2532. 27 This means DAQ "approved" IPP Unit 3 essentially
at the same time it approved the SPC plant and well before the predicted SPC start-up 41
date. 28
This finding also ignores Utah law requiring determination of whether a source O
will contribute to an increment violation "as of the source's projected start-up date."
UAC R307-405-6(2) (emphasis added). According to DAQ, construction of the SPC
O
facility was to begin in 2008, SPC 1059, while the start-up date for IPP 3 was to be July
2008. SPC 4323. IPP 3 increment consumption, therefore, must have been included in
modeling for SPC. •
In Finding 7, SPC 4717, the Board contends that the Park Service completed
cumulative Class I increment analysis that included IPP 3 and Hunter 1 and found no
O
increment violation for SO2.29 The Board relies upon this fmding to conclude that, even
if DAQ should have required modeling of IPP 3 and Hunter 1 emissions in the
cumulative SO 2 increment analysis, the Park Service's modeling absolves DAQ of its •
oversight obligations. SPC 4719. However, DAQ did not make the Park Service Class I
O
27In comments on the SPC project, EPA stated that its policy requires consideration of
"emissions that will occur at sources whose complete PSD application was submitted as
of thirty days prior to the date the proposed source files its PSD application." SPC 1438.
The date ofSPC's PSD application is September 10, 2003. SPC 4319. The date of the
final PSD application for IPP Unit 3 is December 10, 2002. SPC 4323. Therefore, SPC's •
increment analysis should have included IPP 3's projected emissions - IPP had submitted
its complete PSD application well over 30 days before SPC had done so.
28"Approved" cannot be equated with "permitted" or "issued an AO." The drafters of
the Utah regulations know how to specify these latter terms when the situation requires.
E.g., UAC R307-103-6 (regarding an approved permit application); 415-3(2)(b) •
("permitted source"); 415-6e; 415-7d( 1)(b).
29The Board makes this same finding in reference to the SILs issue. SPC 4715.
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increment analysis part of its decision-making process or present it to the public or other
• agencies as the basis for DAQ's permit authorization. SPC 1027; 2526-28. In addition,
the Park Service disagreed with methods that the agency adopted from SPC for this
• analysis. SPC 0984-85. Therefore, the Board's assertion begs the question of whether
the use of annual averages emission rates to assess contributing sources' impacts on the
short term average SO2 increments, which the Park Service relied upon against its own
recommendation, adequately protects short-term SO2 increment.
Finding 9, SPC 4718, is a legal conclusion. The cited regulations may not
• expressly prohibit using annual average emission rates to determine compliance with
short-term average increments. However, to interpret them as authorizing use of annual
averages brings them into direct conflict with the plain language of the Act and Utah
regulation.
Congress specifically chose to require compliance with 3-hour and 24-hour SO2
• increments in addition to annual average increments. 42 U.S.C. §7473(b)(1); UAC
R307-405-4. These requirements are plainly distinct and intended to protect against
different harms. Short-term average increments are significantly higher than the annualO
average increments and may be exceeded once per year, while annual average increments
may never be violated. 42 U.S.C. §7473(a); 40 C.F.R. §52.21(c). Maximum allowable
increases "shall not exceed" either the short-term or annual increment levels, id., and an
applicant to demonstrate that emissions "will not cause, or contribute to, air pollution in
• excess of any... . maximum allowable concentration for any air pollutant[.]" 42 U.S.C.
§7475(a)(3) (emphasis added). Congress could not have been more clear - applicants
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must show compliance with each applicable increment, the 3-hour, 24-hour and annual
average. Congress' explicit and mandatory language does not allow the use of annual •
average emission rates because these rates artificially smooth out short-term peak
emission rates and therefore do not reflect emissions that actually impact air quality. As
a
a result, such an approach cannot assure compliance with short-term increments, ld.;
UAC R307-405-6(2) & 6(2)(a)(i)(A). Reliance merely upon annual average emission
rates also conflicts with the Park Service's recommendations, the NSR manual, 40 CFR
pt. 51 Appendix W, §10.2.3.3(b) (2005), and long standing EPA policy and practice.
SPC 3201-02. 30 Had Congress not intended to prohibit sharp air pollution spikes, it •
would only have required annual average increments and nothing more.
Findings 11 and 12 gloss over Dr. Milford's firm conviction that: 1) the North
Dakota MOU, which is not final agency action, does not apply beyond the confines of
that agreement; 2) the NSR manual represents the long standing and appropriate guidance
as to how to comply with the Act and has the support of EPA's own modelers and •
technical staff; and 3) relying on annual average emission rates to model cumulative
short-term increment consumption fails to protect increments and therefore is illegal II
under the Act. SPC 4172-73, 4729:299-303.
In Finding 13, SPC 4718, the Board reaches the wrong legal conclusion. EPA
I
specifically stipulated that the MOU does not represent fmal agency action. SPC 4172-
73 (citing Joint Stipulation of Dismissal in Dakota Resource Council v. EPA, Civil
Action No. 04-1994 (8m Cir. 2004)); SPC 2391-96. This means that the MOU is not t
30Finding 10, SPC 4718, misstates Sierra Club's position.
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legally binding and does not apply to other situations or states. Dakota Resource
• Council, supra; SPC 4172-73. Moreover, EPA has not accepted the MOU methodology.
An email letter from EPA air quality modelers in nine EPA regions expresses deep
concerns over the MOU: "Using annual emissions for short-term impacts artificially
reduces peak emissions, and is not protective of shorter-term standards." SPC 1284,
4172-73. Finally, when EPA commented on the IPP 3 facility on May 24, 2004, at the
same time DAQ was considering SPC's application, the EPA declared that "current EPA
guidance" requires that "maximum short-term emission rates should be used in modeling
• for consumption of short-term PSD increment." SPC 4348 (attached as Addendum M).
Neither Finding 14 nor 15, SPC 4719, is supported by the record. 31 They beg the
ultimate question here: Does SPC's modeling, and DAQ's purported reliance upon it,
protect Utah's Class I areas from peak SO2 emissions? The whole of the record answers
that modeling based on annual average emissions does not adequately protect Utah's
• Class I areas, and thus violates the Act and Utah law.
To prove this point, Dr. Milford uses actual 2001 SO2 continuous emission
• monitoring (CEMS) data from four existing, increment consuming coal-fired power
plants in Utah that actually impact Utah's National Parks. 32 Focusing on Hunter 2, Dr.
Milford first shows graphically that actual hourly SO2 emissions from the plant were
"often much higher" than the annual average calculated by SPC. SPC 3198-99 & Figure
31Although Ms. Heying's pre-filed testimony marginally supports these fmdings. SPC
• 4031-4039.
32CEMS data is reported by power plant operators to the EPA. Dr. Milford uses 2001
data because SPC based its modeling on data from that year.
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133 Dr. Milford also notes the possibility that all existing sources might emit above their
annual average emission rates at the same time. SPC 3204. This undermines DAQ's •
claim that, because all sources will never or rarely emit at above their annual average
emission rates at the same time, using annual average emission rates reflects actual air I
quality. 34
Dr. Milford actually compared 3-hour and 24-hour average SO2 emissions from
four Utah power plants, Hunter 2 and 3 and IPP 1 and 2, for every hour of 2001. SPC
3206-3210. In 2001, the concurrent 3-hour average SO2 emission rates from the four
plants was greater than the sum of the annual average emission rates relied on by SPC - •
39% of the time. SPC 3209. The maximum value of the summed 3-hour average
emission rates, linked in time, was four times greater than the sum of the annual average
emission rates. Id. Similarly, the maximum concurrent 24-hour SO2emission rate from
the four units in 2001 was almost three times as great as the sum of the annual average
SO2 emission rates and, 45% of the time, the simultaneous actual 24-hour average II
emission rates from these four units exceeded the annual average rate of emissions that
SPC modeled. SPC 3213. This proves that only relying upon annual average emission II
33DAQ's Class I modeler agrees with Dr. Milford, stating that annual average emission
rates can only "poorly" represent short-term emission rates of existing facilities. SPC
4391-93, 4395. I
34After all, the highest, and only, concentration the DAQ method would model, would be
based on the assumption that all sources were emitting SO2 at their annual average
emission rate at once. Logic dictates then, if, in real life, the sum of all actual short-term
emission rates of all these plants, and particularly the ones that most affect the Parks, are
emitting at a rate higher than annual averages, DAQ's method would not reflect actual air I
quality and would not protect increment.
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rates violates clear statutory language and congressional intent that short-term peaks be
• considered and specifically regulated. Annual average emissions simply do not reflect
short-term spikes in SO2emission and therefore are "highly non-protective" of short-term
increments. SPC 3210. A conservative modeling approach is essential to safeguardO
short-term increments over the 40- to 50-year lifespan of the plant, through all types of
operating conditions, and weather and wind patterns. SPC 3202.
O
Just as significantly, considering the actual maximum 3-hour and 24-hour
emission rates from the four Utah power plants with the SPC cumulative Class I SO2
• increment analysis predicts violation of both the 3-hour and 24-hour SO 2 increment limits
in Canyonlands National Park. Because this analysis was based on SPC's modeling, it
relied on one year of meteorological data and did not include Hunter 1 and IPP 3
O
emission rates. Had emissions from Hunter I and IPP 3 been included, along with more
comprehensive meteorological data, the violations could be even worse. SPC 3217.
Q DAQ does not fault this damning analysis. Indeed, Ms. Heying relied on charts
that predict the same results. SPC 4729:275, 280-82. DAQ inexplicably maintains the
charts show that annual averages are more representative of actual air quality, includingQ
short-term spikes in air pollution, because "most of the data [i]s right there in the
middle." SPC 4729:275. 35 However, DAQ's approach does not protect short-term
Q
increments because it ignores that an increment is violated if it is exceeded more than
35See also SPC 4729:267 ("[T]he facilities actually emit most frequently closer to the
• annual number or the actual emissions."), 268 ("[S]ources cannot operate at their
maximum emissions 24 hours a day, 365 days a year .... [So] [w]e're not
underestimating the impact.").
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once during any given year. Annual increments are meant to protect health and the
environment from what sources generally do most of the time. Short-term increments •
protect against less frequent events that still are very harmful. As Dr. Milford's analysis
demonstrates, the four Utah power plants most likely to impact parks like Canyonlands •
and Capitol Reef have, during the same short period of time, emitted SO2 at three or four
times more than their summed annual averages. This is the real world that must be
modeled and must not exceed the congressionally mandated short-term increments.
Finding 16, SPC 4719, ignores that current regulations require at least three years
of meteorology for cumulative Class I increment analysis "because a single year of data •
does not adequately represent the meteorological conditions that could influence
increment consumption during the lifetime of a new plant." SPC 3216. The Park Service
agrees with this assessment. SPC 0983. This renders SPC's modeling based upon just
one year even less predictive of the next 40 or 50 years.
B. The Board Erred in Affirming the DAQ's Acceptance of Annual •
Emission Rates in Place of 3- and 24-Hour Pollution Levels.
By allowing the use of annual average emission rates for evaluating 24-hour and
3-hour pollution levels, DAQ has illegally masked short-term SO2 peaks. •
Congress established short-term increments to protect public health and the
environment from brief, high concentrations of air pollution. Congress granted extra I
protection to our most cherished landscapes, the nation's Class I areas. Utah has some of
the most spectacular natural resources in the world - places integral not only to our
11
economy and quality of life, but also to Utah's historical and modem identity. Under the
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Act and the Utah Air Conservation Act, these areas must be protected. Congress found
• the very aspects that make them so special are precisely what expose them to air
pollution.
DAQ's methods do not protect these Class I areas. First, DAQ impermissible
relies on SPC or Park Service cumulative Class I analysis that was not part of the
agency's decision-making, and was not subject to public and agency notice and comment.
DAQ failed to require that Hunter 1 and IPP 3 be modeled. It failed to demand available
meteorological data that accurately reflects possible weather conditions over the next
• decades. By allowing the use of annual average emission rates for evaluating 24-hour
and 3-hour pollution levels, DAQ has endorsed an approach that necessarily masks short-
term peaks in SO2 concentration.
Modeling annual average emission rates does not account for actual 3- and 24-
hour peaks simultaneously emitting from the four largest sources of SO2 that impact
• Canyonland Country. Dr. Milford confirms that annual average emissions significantly
under-estimate actual emissions for many time periods in any given year. DAQ's
reliance on annual averages is like enforcing highway speed limits based upon an
individual's annual average speed. Because the agency's methods fail to protect Class I
areas are unreasonable and unsupported by substantial evidence, the Board's decision to
affn'm the SPC's cumulative Class I increment analysis must be reversed.
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POINT VI: THE PURPORTED APPROVAL OF THE 18-MONTH EXTENSION
WAS ILLEGAL.
I
The Board interpretedUtah's eighteen-month new-source regulations to provide
less protection than parallel federal new-source regulations. In so doing, the Board erred
as a matter of law. •
Both state and federal law require notice to the permitting agency if construction
does not commence within eighteen months of the AO's issuance. UAC R307-401-11 •
(2005) (since renumbered at R307-401-18); 40 CFR 52.21(r)(2). SPC 4721-22.
The federal regulation in place then and now presumes revocation is proper where
construction does not begin within eighteen months:
Approval to construct shall become invalid if construction is not
commenced within 18 months after receipt of such approval, if construction
is discontinued for a period of 18 months or more, or if construction is not •
completed within a reasonable time. The Administrator may extend the 18-
month period upon a satisfactory showing that an extension is justified.
This provision does not apply to the time period between construction of
the approved phases of a phased construction project; each phase must
commence construction within 18 months of the projected and approved •
commencement date.
40 C.F.R. § 52.21(0(2).
The Utah regulation in effect then, and now, states: •
Approval orders issued by the executive secretary in accordance with the
provisions ofR307-401 shall be reviewed eighteen months after the date of
issuance to determine the status of construction .... If a continuous •
program of construction.., is not proceeding, the executive secretary may
revoke the approval order.
UAC R307-401-11(2005).
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The purpose for the 18-month check-in is to force the applicant to ensure that the
• proposed source will include any and all newly available pollution controls to achieve
maximum pollution reduction when construction finally does commence. In a recent
• response to an applicant's request to extend an eighteen-month period, based upon the
same federal regulation and state regulation in effect at the time of the DAQ's and the
Board's consideration of SPC's eighteen-month request, affirms this longstanding and
well-accepted interpretation:
The purpose of the rule's constraints on construction time is two-fold:
• .... to ensure that maj or emitting facilities.., are constructed in
accordance with reasonably current pollution control standards and on
the basis of current information regarding the level of air pollution in
the locality where the facility is to be located. The time limits also
operate to ensure that the available PSD increments for sulfur dioxide
• and particulate matter which are allotted to a Permittee are not tied up
for indefinite periods of time before it is known whether the Permittee's
proposed facility will actually be completed and put into operation.
Letter from Heying to Walker re: Extension of IPSC Unit 3 Approval Order (Apr. 28,
2008), at 2 (alteration in original) (attached hereto as Addendum D) (quoting In re New
York Power Authority, 1 E.A.D. 825 (Dec. 6, 1983), and citing In re: West Suburban
• Recycling andEnergy Center, L.P., 8 E.A.D. 192 (Mar. 10, 1999); Roosevelt Campobello
lnternat'l Park Com 'n v. EPA, 684 F.2d 1034, 1037 (lst Cir. 1982); Grand Canyon Truts
v. Tucson Elec. Power Co., 391 F.3d 979, 983-84 (9th Cir. 2004). 36
36EPA Region IX has adopted a policy implementing the permit lapse provision. See,
attachment to IPP extension letter (Addendum D). This EPA policy requires that any
• applicant requesting for relief from the 18-month lapse provision submit the following
information: 1) a written request for extension; 2) a written justification for the extension;
3) a new construction schedule; 3) a new BACT analysis; 4) a new PSD increment
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The AO at issue herein was granted October 12, 2004. SPC 4721. On November
17, 2005, five months prior to the eighteen-month deadline, SPC requested that the •
eighteen-month period be held "in abeyance." ld. The DAQ did not grant SPC's request
to toll the eighteen-month period, but rather concluded that the AO would not be revoked.
SPC 4721-22, 4723. It appears this decision was made during December, 2006. SPC
4723 (and testimony cited therein). No formal record of this decision or of the process
was compiled at the time. ld. DAQ neither requested nor performed a BACT update, ld.
Rather, DAQ merely conducted an "informal" review of recently issued air quality
permits "to compare the emissions limitations between those permits and the SPC AO." •
ld.
Eighteen months is practically a lifetime in terms of developing less polluting,
more energy efficient technology. The very purpose of BACT is to accelerate this
process, and to compel the "rapid adoption of improvements in technology as new
sources are built." S. Rep. No. 95-127, at 29 (1977). This technology-forcing philosophy •
was "fundamental" to Congress's adoption of the BACT requirement and its express
intent through the 1977 amendments "to accentuate technological innovation in the
control of air pollutants." ld. at 10. Senator Huddleston's successful amendment of the
BACT def'mition "to be more explicit" in requiring consideration of innovative
techniques such as gasification is a primary example. Supra, Point II, See. A(1) (quoting
consumption analysis and air impact analysis; and, 5) compliance with all new new or
interim PSD requirements since issuance of the original permit. Moreover, all this •
information and the agency's permit extension determination will be subject to public
comment and review as provided by 40 C.F.R. Part 124. ld.
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123 Cong. Record $9421). This mission has never before been so crucial as now we face
• "the most pressing environmental challenge of our time." Massachusetts, 127 S.Ct. at
1446. Given this "serious and well recognized" crisis, any relaxation of the requirement
for eighteen-month updates would ignore "the enormity of the potential consequences
associated with man-made climate change." See id. at 1455, 1462.
While the states may adopt administrative processes for implementing the federal
Clean Air Act, they "may not adopt or enforce any emission standard or limitation which
is less stringent than the standard or limitation under [42 U.S.C. § 7411 or § 7412]." 42
• U.S.C. § 7416 (1977). Section 7411 addresses "new source" applications such as SPC's
herein, and authorizes promulgation of regulations. 42 U.S.C. § 741 l(a)(2), (b).
Accordingly, the EPA promulgated 40 C.F.R. § 52.21, which sets new-source limitations
and standards, including the eighteen-month BACT review required by § 52.2 l(r)(2). 40
C.F.R. § 52.21(a)(1) (applying these new source regulations to state implementation
• plans).
In this case, the DAQ interpreted Utah's 18-month regulation to require no BACT
or pollution control update. SPC 4723-24. The DAQ's review constituted little more
than a wink and a nod. 37 Significantly, the DAQ now interprets the same language as
requiring BACT, and public notice and involvement. Addendum D. These are the same
requirements the DAQ, and the Board, should have imposed upon SPC in 2006.
• 37Indeed, no written record of the Secretary's decision issued until the Sierra Club
questioned whether any such review even occurred. SPC 4721 (and referenced
testimony).
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In sum, the DAQ's interpretation of Utah's old eighteen-month rule impermissibly
lessened federal new-source limits and standards. It contravened vital public policy II
underlying the requirement for eighteen-month pollution control updates. It is
inconsistent with the Executive Secretary's current practice. As such, the Board must be II
reversed, and the SPC AO revoked absent good cause based upon inclusion of the newest
available pollution controls.
IIVII: CUMULATIVE ERROR WARRANTS REVERSAL AND REMAND.
The Board's formal adjudication of whether the SPC AO sufficiently protects our
health and air is rife with error enough to warrant its reversal and remand with II
instructions to start over.
The cumulative error doctrine requires reversal where "the cumulative effect of
tl
the several errors undermines our confidence.., that a fair trial was had." Havatone,
2008 UT App 133, ¶ 9.
The Board's refusal to restart this process constitutes error that was plain. The II
Act's very purpose includes protection of the nation's air and health, and development of
new pollution fighting technology. 42 U.S.C. § 7401(b)(1), (2). The significant errors of
fact and law raised in each of the foregoing issues run counter to these vital goals. These
goals are best achieved by observing the process set forth in the Act and the regulations
promulgated pursuant to the Act, which promote the sharing of technology, knowledge
and perspectives, for example, through BACT analysis. See 42 USC § 7470(5). The
BACT analysis herein squelched this constructive collaboration. •
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These errors will cause harm if left uncorrected. Especially given that the AO at
• issue herein was granted October 12, 2004, SPC 4721, more than three and one-half years
ago, the industry experts, advocates and regulators should be allowed another chance to
• get right the specifications for this electrical plant that will be emitting thousands upon
thousands of tons of air contaminants for the next forty to fifty years.
CONCLUSION
The Board's decision to affirm the DAQ's 2004 AO should be reversed, and this
matter remanded with instructions to:
• (1) Include greenhouse gases and IGCC in its BACT analysis;
(2) Conduct a BACT analysis of NOx that includes relevant and more recent data;
(3) Conduct actual Class I increment analysis, the DAQ's so-called "SILs policy"
notwithstanding:
(4) Conduct adequate Class I increment analysis of 3- and 24-hour SO2 emissions;
• and,
(5) Revoke the 2004 AO tmless and until SPC updates its plans to include all new
and feasible technology to achieve maximum pollution control.
DATED this 14th day of May, 2008.
COUNSEL FOR THE UTAH CHAPTER
• OF THE SIERRA CLUB
ByrOn'(..) (_ I_z_f _/_
• Joro Walker _ v , _,
John Pace
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS
AO Approval Order(for Sevier Power Company, Oct. 12, 2004, AR SPC 2531)
BACT Best Available ControlTechnology
Board Utah Air QualityBoard
CAA Clean Air Act
CFB CirculatingFluidizedBed
• CO2 Carbon dioxide
DAQ Utah Division of Air Quality and/orthe Executive Secretaryof the Utah Air
Quality Board
EAB Environmental Appeals Board
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
• IGCC Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle
NO2 Nitrogen dioxide
NOI Notice of Intent
NOx Nitrogen oxides
NSR Manual U.S. EPA New Source Review Workshop Manual (draft 1.990)
• PC Pulverized Coal
PSD Prevention of Significant Deterioration
Respondents For the IGCC issue (in this brief) only: DAQ, SPC, and PacifiCorp
Sierra Club Utah Chapter of the Sierra Club
SO2 Sulfur dioxide
SPC Sevier Power Company
42 U.S.C. § 7401 (1977) Congressional Findings and Declaration of Purpose
(a) Findings. The Congress fmds-- •
(1) that the predominant part of the Nation's population is located in its rapidly expanding
metropolitan and other urban areas, which generally cross the boundary lines of local
jurisdictions and often extend into two or more States;
(2) that the growth in the amount and complexity of air pollution brought about by
urbanization, industrial development, and the increasing use of motor vehicles, has
resulted in mounting dangers to the public health and welfare, including injury to
agricultural crops and livestock, damage to and the deterioration of property, and hazards
to air and ground transportation; •
(3) that air pollution prevention (that is, the reduction or elimination, through any
measures, of the amount of pollutants produced or created at the source) and air pollution
control at its source is the primary responsibility of States and local governments; and
(4) that Federal financial assistance and leadership is essential for the development of
cooperative Federal, State, regional, and local programs to prevent and control air
pollution.
(b) Declaration. The purposes of this subchapter are-- •
(1) to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation's air resources so as to promote the
public health and welfare and the productive capacity of its population;
(2) to initiate and accelerate a national research and development program to achieve the
prevention and control of air pollution; •
(3) to provide technical and financial assistance to State and local governments in
connection with the development and execution of their air pollution prevention and
control programs; and I
(4) to encourage and assist the development and operation of regional air pollution
prevention and control programs.
(c) Pollution prevention
ql
A primary goal of this chapter is to encourage or otherwise promote reasonable Federal,
State, and local governmental actions, consistent with the provisions of this chapter, for
pollution prevention.
42 U.S.C.._ 7473(a), (b) (1977) Increments and ceilings
• (a) Sulfur oxide and particulate matter; requirement that maximum allowable increases
and maximum allowable concentrations not be exceeded
In the case of sulfur oxide and particulate matter, each applicable implementation plan
shall contain measures assuring that maximum allowable increases over baseline
• concentrations of, and maximum allowable concentrations of, such pollutant shall not be
exceeded. In the case of any maximum allowable increase (except an allowable increase
specified under section 7475(d)(2)(C)(iv) of this title) for a pollutant based on
concentrations permitted under national ambient air quality standards for any period other
than an annual period, such regulations shall permit such maximum allowable increase to
be exceeded during one such period per year.
(b) Maximum allowable increases in concentrations over baseline concentrations
• (1) For any class I area, the maximum allowable increase in concentrations of sulfur
dioxide and particulate matter over the baseline concentration of such pollutants shall not
exceed the following amounts:
Maximum allowable in-
Pollutant crease (in micrograms per
• cubic meter)
Particulate matter:
Annual geometric mean 5
Twenty-four-hour maximum 10
• Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean 2
Twenty-four-hour maximum 5
Three-hour maximum 25
(2) For any class II area, the maximum allowable increase in concentrations of sulfur
dioxide and particulate matter over the baseline concentration of such pollutants shall not
exceed the following amounts:
Maximum allowable in-
Pollutant crease (in micrograms per
cubic meter) •
Particulate matter:
Annual geometric mean 19
Twenty-four-hour maximum 37
Sulfur dioxide: •
Annual arithmetic mean 20
Twenty-four-hour maximum 91
Three-hour maximum 512
(3) For any class III area, the maximum allowable increase in concentrations of sulfur
dioxide and particulate matter over the baseline concentration of such pollutants shall not
exceed the following amounts:
Maximum allowable in-
Pollutant crease (in micrograms per 91
cubic meter)
Particulate matter:
Annual geometric mean 37
Twenty-four-hour maximum 75 I
Sulfur dioxide:
Annual arithmetic mean 40
Twenty-four-hour maximum 182
Three-hour maximum 700
(4) The maximum allowable concentration of any air pollutant in any area to which this
part applies shall not exceed a concentration for such pollutant for each period of
exposure equal to--
(A) the concentration permitted under the national secondary ambient air quality •
standard, or
03) the concentration permitted under the national primary ambient air quality standard,
whichever concentration is lowest for such pollutant for such period of exposure.
42 U.S.C. § 7475(a) (1977) Preconstruction requirements
• (a) Major emitting facilities on which construction is commenced. No major emitting facility
on which construction is commenced after August 7, 1977, may be constructed in any area to
which this part applies unless--
(1) a permit has been issued for such proposed facility in accordance with this part setting
• forth emission limitations for such facility which conform to the requirements of this part;
(2) the proposed permit has been subject to a review in accordance with this section, the
required analysis has been conducted in accordance with regulations promulgated by the
Administrator, and a public hearing has been held with opportunity for interested persons
• including representatives of the Administrator to appear and submit written or oral
presentations on the air quality impact of such source, alternatives thereto, control
technology requirements, and other appropriate considerations;
(3) the owner or operator of such facility demonstrates, as required pursuant to section
• 7410(j) of this title, that emissions from construction or operation of such facility will not
cause, or contribute to, air pollution in excess of any (A) maximum allowable increase or
maximum allowable concentration for any pollutant in any area to which this part applies
more than one time per year, (B) national ambient air quality standard in any air quality
control region, or (C) any other applicable emission standard or standard of performance
under this chapter;O
(4) the proposed facility is subject to the best available control technology for each pollutant
subject to regulation under this chapter emitted from, or which results from, such facility;
(5) the provisions of subsection (d) of this section with respect to protection of class I areas
• have been complied with for such facility;
(6) there has been an analysis of any air quality impacts projected for the area as a result of
growth associated with such facility;
• (7) the person who owns or operates, or proposes to own or operate, a major emitting facility
for which a permit is required under this part agrees to conduct such monitoring as may be
necessary to determine the effect which emissions from any such facility may have, or is
having, on air quality in any area which may be affected by emissions from such source; and
• (8) in the case of a source which proposes to construct in a class III area, emissions from
which would cause or contribute to exceeding the maximum allowable increments applicable
in a class II area and where no standard under section 7411 of this title has been promulgated
subsequent to August 7, 1977, for such source category, the Administrator has approved the
determination of best available technology as set forth in the permit.
42 U.S.C. § 7479 (1990) Definitions
For purposes of this part--
(l) The term "major emitting facility" means any of the following stationary sources of
air pollutants which emit, or have the potential to emit, one hundred tons per year or more
of any air pollutant from the following types of stationary sources: fossil-fuel fired steam 41
electric plants of more than two hundred and fifty million British thermal units per hour
heat input, coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers), kraft pulp mills, Portland Cement plants,
primary zinc smelters, iron and steel mill plants, primary aluminum ore reduction plants,
primary copper smelters, municipal incinerators capable of charging more than fifty tons
of refuse per day, hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants, petroleum refineries, lime •
plants, phosphate rock processing plants, coke oven batteries, sulfur recovery plants,
carbon black plants (furnace process), primary lead smelters, fuel conversion plants,
sintering plants, secondary metal production facilities, chemical process plants, fossil-fuel
boilers of more than two hundred and fifty million British thermal units per hour heat
input, petroleum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity exceeding three hundred G
thousand barrels, taconite ore processing facilities, glass fiber processing plants, charcoal
production facilities. Such term also includes any other source with the potential to emit
two hundred and fifty tons per year or more of any air pollutant. This term shall not
include new or modified facilities which are nonprofit health or education institutions
which have been exempted by the State. •
(2)(A) The term "commenced" as applied to construction of a major emitting facility
means that the owner or operator has obtained all necessary preconstruction approvals or
permits required by Federal, State, or local air pollution emissions and air quality laws or
regulations and either has (i) begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of physical 0
on-site construction of the facility or (ii) entered into binding agreements or contractual
obligations, which cannot be canceled or modified without substantial loss to the owner
or operator, to undertake a program of construction of the facility to be completed within
a reasonable time. •
03) The term "necessary preconstruction approvals or permits" means those permits or
approvals, required by the permitting authority as a precondition to undertaking any
activity under clauses (i) or (ii) of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph.
(C) The term "construction" when used in connection with any source or facility, Q
includes the modification (as defined in section 7411 (a) of this title) of any source or
facility.
(3) The term "best available control technology" means an emission limitation based on
the maximum degree of reduction of each pollutant subject to regulation under this
• chapter emitted from or which results from any maj or emitting facility, which the
permitting authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account energy, environmental,
and economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievable for such facility through
application of production processes and available methods, systems, and techniques,
including fuel cleaning, clean fuels, or treatment or innovative fuel combustion
• techniques for control of each such pollutant. In no event shall application of"best
available control technology" result in emissions of any pollutants which will exceed the
emissions allowed by any applicable standard established pursuant to section 7411 or
7412 of this title. Emissions from any source utilizing clean fuels, or any other means, to
comply with this paragraph shall not be allowed to increase above levels that would have
• been required under this paragraph as it existed prior to November 15, 1990.
(4) The term "baseline concentration" means, with respect to a pollutant, the ambient
concentration levels which exist at the time of the first application for a permit in an area
subject to this part, based on air quality data available in the Environmental Protection
Agency or a State air pollution control agency and on such monitoring data as the permit
applicant is required to submit. Such ambient concentration levels shall take into account
all projected emissions in, or which may affect, such area from any major emitting
facility on which construction commenced prior to January 6, 1975, but which has not
• begun operation by the date of the baseline air quality concentration determination.
Emissions of sulfur oxides and particulate matter from any major emitting facility on
which construction commenced after January 6, 1975, shall not be included in the
baseline and shall be counted against the maximum allowable increases in pollutant
concentrations established under this part.
O
40 C.F.R. 52.21(b)(12) BACT
(12) Best available control technology means an emissions limitation (including a visible II
emission standard) based on the maximum degree of reduction for each pollutant subject
to regulation under Act which would be emitted from any proposed major stationary
source or major modification which the Administrator, on a case-by-case basis, taking
into account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other costs, determines is
achievable for such source or modification through application of production processes or G
available methods, systems, and techniques, including fuel cleaning or treatment or
innovative fuel combustion techniques for control of such pollutant. In no event shall
application of best available control technology result in emissions of any pollutant which
would exceed the emissions allowed by any applicable standard under 40 CFR Parts 60
and 61. If the Administrator determines that technological or economic limitations on the 41
application of measurement methodology to a particular emissions unit would make the
imposition of an emissions standard infeasible, a design, equipment, work practice,
operational standard, or combination thereof, may be prescribed instead to satisfy the
requirement for the application of best available control technology. Such standard shall, _1
to the degree possible, set forth the emissions reduction achievable by implementation of
such design, equipment, work practice or operation, and shall provide for compliance by
means which achieve equivalent results.
ti
40 C.F.R. 52.21(1") Eighteen-Month Review
(r) Source obligation.
(1) Any owner or operator who constructs or operates a source or modification not in II
accordance with the application submitted pursuant to this section or with the terms of
any approval to construct, or any owner or operator of a source or modification subject to
this section who commences construction after the effective date of these regulations
without applying for and receiving approval hereunder, shall be subject to appropriate
enforcement action. I
(2) Approval to construct shall become invalid if construction is not commenced within
18 months after receipt of such approval, if construction is discontinued for a period of 18
months or more, or if construction is not completed within a reasonable time. The I
Administrator may extend the 18-month period upon a satisfactory showing that an
extension is justified. This provision does not apply to the time period between
construction of the approved phases of a phased construction project; each phase must
commence construction within 18 months of the projected and approved commencement
date. tl
• • *
Utah Code Ann. § 19-2-102 (1995) Air Conservation Act -- Definitions
• As used in this chapter:
(1) "Air contaminant" means any particulate matter or any gas, vapor, suspended solid, or
any combination of them, excluding steam and water vapors.
• (2) "Air contaminant source" means all sources of emission of air contaminants whether
privately or publicly owned or operated.
(3) "Air pollution" means the presence in the ambient air of one or more air contaminants
in the quantities and duration and under conditions and circumstances as is or tends to be
• injurious to human health or welfare, animal or plant life, or property, or would
unreasonably interfere with the enjoyment of life or use of property, as determined by the
rules adopted by the board.
• (4) "Ambient air" means the surrounding or outside air.
(5) "Asbestos" means the asbestiform varieties of serpentine (chrysotile), riebeckite
(crocidolite), cummingtonite-grunerite, anthophyllite, and actinolite-tremolite.
Q (6) "Asbestos-containing material" means any material containing more than 1%
asbestos, as determined using the method adopted in 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart M,
National Emission Standard for Asbestos.
(7) "Asbestos inspection" means an activity undertaken to determine the presence or
• location, or to assess the condition of, asbestos-containing material or suspected asbestos-
containing material, whether by visual or physical examination, or by taking samples of
the material.
(8)(a) "Board" means the Air Quality Board.
t
(b) "Board" means, as used in Sections 19-2-123 through 19-2-126, the Air Quality
Board or the Water Quality Board.
(9) "Executive secretary" means the executive secretary of the board.
O
(10)(a) "Facility" means machinery, equipment, structures, or any part or accessories of
them, installed or acquired for the primary purpose of controlling or disposing of air
pollution.
U (b) "Facility" does not include an air conditioner, fan, or other similar facility for the
comfort of personnel.
(11) "Friable asbestos-containing material" means any material containing more than 1%
asbestos, as determined using the method adopted in 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart M, g
National Emission Standard for Asbestos, that hand pressure can crumble, pulverize, or
reduce to powder when dry.
(12) "Indirect source" means a facility, building, structure, or installation which attracts
or may attract mobile source activity that results in emissions of a pollutant for which 41
there is a national standard.
(13)(a) "Pollution control facility" or "facility" means, as used in Sections 19-2-123
through 19-2-126, any land, structure, building, installation, excavation, machinery,
equipment, or device, or any addition to, reconstruction, replacement or improvement of, q
land or an existing structure, building, installation, excavation, machinery, equipment, or
device reasonably used, erected, constructed, acquired, or installed by any person if the
primary purpose of the use, erection, construction, acquisition, or installation is the
prevention, control, or reduction of air or water pollution by: 4i
(i) the disposal or elimination of or redesign to eliminate waste and the use of treatment
works for industrial waste as defined in Title 19, Chapter 5, Water Quality Act; or
(ii) the disposal, elimination, or reduction of or redesign to eliminate or reduce air
contaminants or air pollution or air contamination sources and the use of air cleaning 41devices.
(b) "Pollution control facility" or "facility" does not include air conditioners, septic tanks,
or other facilities for human waste, nor any property installed, constructed, or used for the
moving of sewage to the collection facilities of a public or quasi-public sewerage system. G
UAC R307-101-2 (2005) Former BACT Definition
• "Best Available Control Technology (BACT)" means an emission limitation and/or other
controls to include design, equipment, work practice, operation standard or combination
thereof, based on the maximum degree or reduction of each pollutant subject to
regulation under the Clean Air Act and/or the Utah Air Conservation Act emitted from or
which results from any emitting installation, which the Air Quality Board, on a case-by-
O
case basis taking into account energy, environmental and economic impacts and other
costs, determines is achievable for such installation through application of production
processes and available methods, systems and techniques, including fuel cleaning or
treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for control of each such pollutant. In
no event shall applications of BACT result in emissions of any pollutants which willO
exceed the emissions allowed by Section 111 or 112 of the Clean Air Act.
UAC R307-401-2 (2006 and current) Current BACT Definition
¢
"Best available control technology" means an emissions limitation (including a visible
emissions standard) based on the maximum degree of reduction for each air contaminant
which would be emitted from any proposed stationary source or modification which the
executive secretary, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account energy, environmental,
Q and economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievable for such source or
modification through application of production processes or available methods, systems,
and techniques, including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel combustion
techniques for control of such pollutant. In no event shall application of best available
control technology result in emissions of any pollutant which would exceed the emissions
6 allowed by any applicable standard under 40 CFR parts 60 and 61. If the executive
secretary determines that technological or economic limitations on the application of
measurement methodology to a particular emissions unit would make the imposition of
an emissions standard infeasible, a design, equipment, work practice, operational
standard or combination thereof, may be prescribed instead to satisfy the requirement for
O the application of best available control technology. Such standard shall, to the degree
possible, set forth the emissions reduction achievable by implementation of such design,
equipment, work practice or operation, and shall provide for compliance by means which
achieve equivalent results.
O
UAC R307-401-11 (2005 and current) Eighteen-Month Review
Approval orders issued by the executive secretary in accordance with the provisions of ql
R307-401 shall be reviewed eighteen months after the date of issuance to determine the
status of construction, installation, modification, relocation or establishment. If a
continuous program of construction, installation, modification, relocation or
establishment is not proceeding, the executive secretary may revoke the approval order.
I
R307-405-4 (2008) Area Designations
(1) Pursuant to section 162(a) of the federal Clean Air Act, the following areas are •
designated as mandatory Class I areas:
(a) Arches National Park,
(b) Bryce Canyon National Park, ql
(c) Canyonlands National Park,
(d) Capitol Reef National Park, and
e
(e) Zion National Park.
(2) Pursuant to section 162(b) of the federal Clean Air Act, all other areas in Utah are
designated as Class II unless designated as nonattainment areas, a
(3) No areas in Utah are designated as Class III.
UAC R307-405(6)(2) (2005, since amended) Ambient Air Increments
• (2) Major Source and Major Modification Review. Every new major source or major
modification must be reviewed by the Executive Secretary to determine the air quality
impact of the source to include a determination whether the source will cause or
contribute to a violation of the maximum allowable increases or the NAAQS in any area.
The determination of air quality impact will be made as of the source's projected start-up
• date. Such determination shall take into account all allowable emissions of approved
sources or modifications whether constructed or not, and, to the extent practicable, the
cumulative effect on air quality of all sources and growth in the affected area.
(a) In addition to meeting all other requirements of these regulations, any major source or
major modification which would be constructed in a PSD area, shall:
• (i) Provide the following additional information with the notice of intent required
pursuant to R307-401:
(A) An analysis of the air quality impact of the source or modification and a
demonstration that allowable emissions increases from the source or modification, in
• conjunction with all other applicable emissions increases or reductions (including
secondary emissions), will not cause or contribute to a violation of any maximum
allowable increase over the baseline concentration in any area or any NAAQS in any
area.
03) An analysis of ambient air quality in the affected area for each pollutant that a new
• source would have the potential to emit in a significant amount, and for each pollutant for
which a modification would result in a significant net emissions increase. With respect to
any such pollutant for which no NAAQS exists, the analysis shall contain such air quality
monitoring data as the Executive Secretary determines is necessary to assess ambient air
quality for that pollutant in any area that the emissions of that pollutant would affect.
• With respect to any such pollutant (other than non-methane hydrocarbons) for which such
a NAAQS does exist, the analysis shall contain continuous air quality monitoring data
gathered for purposes of determining whether emissions of that pollutant would cause or
contribute to a violation of the standard or any maximum allowable increase in any area
that the emissions of that pollutant would affect. In general, the continuous air quality
• monitoring data that is required shall have been gathered over a period of at least one
year and shall represent at least the year preceding receipt of the notice of intent, except
that, if the Executive Secretary determines that a complete and adequate analysis can be
accomplished with monitoring data gathered over a period shorter than one year (but not
to be less than four months), the data that is required shall have been gathered over at
• least that shorter period. Any data used in the analysis must be gathered using EPA
reference methods or equivalent and quality assurance procedures equivalent to 40 CFR
Part 58, Appendix B. A monitoring plan will be submitted to the Executive Secretary for
approval prior to data collection. The Executive Secretary may grant exceptions or
modifications to these monitoring requirements when not inconsistent with federal law.
(C) Upon request of the Executive Secretary, the air quality impact of the source or
modification, including meteorological and topographical data necessary to estimate such
impact; and the air quality impact of any or all general commercial residential, industrial,
and other growth which has occurred since the minor source baseline date in the area the
source or modification would affect. 9
(D) An analysis of the air quality related impact of the source or modification including
an analysis of the impairment to visibility, soils, and vegetation and the projected air
quality impact from general commercial, residential, industrial, and other growth
associated with the source or modification. The owner or operator need not provide an
analysis of the impact on vegetation having no significant commercial or recreational I
value.
(ii) After construction of the source or modification, conduct such ambient air quality
monitoring as the Executive Secretary determines may be necessary to establish the effect
which the emissions from the source or modification may have on the air quality in any
IIarea.
(b) If the Executive Secretary f'mds that the emissions from a proposed major source or
major modification would cause a violation of any maximum allowable increase over the
baseline concentration in any area, the Executive Secretary shall approve the proposed
source if and only if: a(i) the new source or modification is required to meet a more stringent emission
limitation sufficient to avoid a violation of the maximum allowable increase and/or
(ii) the new source or modification has acquired sufficient offset to avoid a violation of
the maximum allowable increase, and
(iii) the new emission limitations for the proposed source and for any affected existing I
sources are enforceable.
(c) If the Executive Secretary finds that the emissions from a proposed major source or
major modification would contribute to a known violation of any maximum allowable
increase over the baseline concentration in any area, the Executive Secretary shall
approve the proposed source if and only if: a
(i) the new source or modification has acquired sufficient emission offset so as to provide
a positive net air quality benefit in the affected area, and
(ii) any new emission limitations for affected existing sources are enforceable.
• . .
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The Utah Chapterof the SierraClub (reran-redto hergin as ,Sierra Ciub") filed a Request
O: for Agency Action datedNovember 12, 2004 and petition to interne seeking .reviewof the, : ..
Oct0b_ 12,2004 deciiion by the ExecutiveSecretary of the ',UtahAir Quality Board to issue an.
'. . _ ".
Approval Order gran't_g a permAtto Styler Power Company ("SPC") to construct and operate a
O _" > coal-fired p6wer plant, in Sevier County, Utah..... The Sierra Club presented nine issues for " #
. . ° .
consideration0ftheBoard. The Utah AirQuality Board denied Sirra Club,s petition to .
interwne, which was appealed. The Utah Sapreme Court, onNovember 21, 2006, determined
O . . . . • .. .
m
6
SierraClubhad made a sufficient demonstraiiontOSupportintervention and rem=ded the matter
t0.the Board for hearing. PacifiCo_ had als0 filed a p£fition to intervene, Which was initially
O denied: but as a result of the Utah Supreme Court decision, pacifiCorp renewed its petition to
,,.
intervene. The Boardgranted PacifiC0rpinterventionon Issue 2 of the SierraClub's ReqUeStfor _
' .. ....' -'. . .'
Agency Action. SierraClub filed aMotion for Leave to Amend itsRequestfor Agvncy.Action.
thatwas granted by the Board, which add_ an Issue 10, •
• OnApril 4, 2007, theUtah AirQualityBoard heard dispositivemotions from all parties ..
0 onSima Club;sRequests for Agency.Action. Joro Walker andDavid.Becker appear_ forthe.
•,( . sierra Club; Brian W' Burnett and Fred:W. Finlinson appearedf0r SPC; MartinK. Banks
. . - •
1 : : '' :'
&
" : .SPC- 4693"- "
.. " O
•appeared for PacifiCorp; and Paul M. McConkie and Christian C. Stcphens appeared for the ....
Executive Secretary. Utah _ Quality Board members present were Dianne R. Nielson, Wayne •
M. Samuelson, H. Craig Petersen, James R. Horrocks, Nau Bunker, Stead Burwcil, Stephen C.
.. . • , .
Sands, Don J. Sorensen, Kathy Van Dame, and Darrell Smith. Mr. Sands and Ms. Van Dame
• " " " O
recused themselves. Mr. Ernest E. Wessman had earlier recused himself and left the
proceedings. The Board denied all motions with the exception of the Motions for Judgment on
the Pleadings by SPC, Pacificorp, and the Executive Secretary on Issue 1,which was granted. @
Sierra Club subsequently Withdrew issues 5 and 5,leaving issues 2, 3, 4, 7, 8,9, and 10 to
be heard by the Board at hearings on October 1, 2007, October 3, 2007, NoVember 7, 2007, and
." ,0
November 12, 2007. The Board heard this matter pursuant to its authority as set forth in Chapter
2 of Title 19 ofthe Utah Code and conducted the proceeding pursuant to the provisions of Utah
Administrative Code ("UAC") RB07-103 et seq. as a formal adjudicative proceeding under the •
provisions of the AdministratiVe Procedures Act as set forth in Utah Code Ann. § 6B-46b-& Joro
Walker and DavidBecker appeared for the Sierra Club, Brian W. Bumett and Fred W. Finlinson
appeared for SPC, and Paul M. McConkie and Christian C. Stephens appeared for the Executive •
Secretary. Issue 2 was heard on November 12, 2007, and in addition to the counsel listed above,
Martin K. Banks and Michael ]'enkins appeared for PacifiCorp. At those hearings, Utah Air
O
Quality Board members present were Wayne M. Samuelson, H, Craig Petersen, James R.
• - .."
Horrocks, Nan Bunker, Kathy Van Dame (who recused herself), _loelE._Elstein, Pdchard W.
Sprott (who recused himself) _d Darrell Smith, Board member Stead BurweU was also in •
attendance for all but the October l, 2007, hearing. He reviewed the transcript and evidence
fi:om that ihearing date. Mr. Ernest Wessman and Mr. Stephen C. Sands had provi0usly recused
• " " 2
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_' _ themselves and were not present. " .
• In all the proceedings andhearings, Fred Nelson acted as counsel for the Board. '
.. .. -. -"
The underlying issue be'fore the Board is whether the Executive Secretary complied with
- • • 22 .
• State statutes and the Utah Air Quality Board mles in issuing the October 14, 2004, Approval
order to Sevier Power Company. ITo prevail, petitioners have the burden of proving that the .. "
Executive Secretary failed:to compiy with State air quality requirements. "[T]heproperstandard "
O . . .
of proof in the administrative context is generally the 'preponderance of the e.vi'dence' standm:d."
Harken SlY. Corp. v. Bd. of Oil, Gas & Mining, 920 P.2d 1176, i182 (Utah. 1996)i "
@ . . The Board makes the followha,g findings, conclusions, and final order with respect to
each of the issues presented •by sierra Club: • •
Issue 1 •
• Issue 1 is whether the Executive Secretary failed to address Carbondioxide and other
greenhousegasesrelatingtotheSPC P!ant.TheBoardgrantedtheMotionsfor3udt_nentOnthe
@ Pleadings by SPC, PaeifiC0rp, and the Executive Secretary on this Issue 1 by a votc of.seven in
favor ('Nielsen,Peterson, Burwell, samuelson, Smith,.Bunker, and Sorens0n) andnone0pposed, "
based on the following findings and conclusions that are restated as part of this finalorder.
t '.Whilethe United StatesSupreme Court has recently determinedthat carbon dioxide and
• . • . •
other greenhouse gases come within the definition of"air pollutant" subject to regulatiOnunder .
the federal Clean Air Act (Massachusettsv EPA, 127 S.Ct. 1438 (April.2, 2007)), neither the
O .• • .. "" •.
EPA (as recognized in the U.S. Supreme Court opinion)nor _e Utah Air Quality Board have, to
date, adopted rules requiririgiirni.tationsor consideration of earbondioxide'or other gfe_house
• gases as par of a new source reviewor a BACT determination. The definition of"air, pollution"
"i " •
_ --
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Ias defined in U.C.A. § i9-2-I02(3) over whichthe Board has authority to control and regulate .... '_
I
(U.C.A. § 19-2-104) is "the presence in the ambient air of one or more air contaminants in the
quantities and duration andunder conditions and circumstances as is or tends to be injurious to
h an heathorwelfare..,asdet  ninedbytherulesadoptedbYtheboar "Inanuchasthe 4
Board has never adopted rules governing Carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases, it has not, as
a matter of law, required limitations or consideration of carbon dioxide or other greenhouse
gases as part of the aPproval order or permit process. _ 4
The Board rejected Sierra Club's argument that the definition of BACT requires
consideration of all Pollutants that could be regulated, to include carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases. The Board interprets the language of its rule to mean that the phrase
"pollutant subject to regulation under the Clean AirAct and/or the Utah 'Air Conservation Act'.'
in the definition ofBACT (UAC R307-101-2) references pollutants for which the Board has g
'...
established roles, notpollutantsthat could potentially be subject to rules. Since the Board has
not promulgated rules governing carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gases, the Executive
4
Secretary had no rules to enforce, and, with respect to the issue of not requiring limitations and
consideration of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, the Executive Secretary correctly,
as a matter of law, issued the Approval Order to SPC Without addressing carbon dioxide or other |
greenhouse gas emissions. "
Issue 2
Issue 2 is whether the Executive Secretary failed to consider adequately Integrated Q
Gasification Combined Cycle ("IGCC") in its Best Available Control Technology ("BACT")
determination for the SPC facility.
9
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O.! On November 12, 2007, the Board upheld the actions of the Executive Secretary on Issue
O "
2 by a vote of six in favor (!-Iorrocks.,Peterson, S_. ue!son, Smi'th, Bunker, =d Elsiein)and one
opposed (BurwelI) based on the fo!!owmg findings and conclusions.
0 Findings of Faet
1. A party intending to construct a "major" new source _ a NA.AQS attainment area -
must _ftrstobtain an. approval order. UAC R307-401-1 (references to the Board's rules in the.
• . findings and conclusions of this Order are the rules in effect at the time oftheissuance of the
Approval Order to SPC).-
2. The applicant for an approval Ordermust demonstrate that the new sourcewill employO
BACT for each criteria pollutant emitted. UAC R307-401,6..
3. UAC 1t307-1.01-2(4) defines BACT as follows: " .
• i [A]n emission limitation and/or other controls to include design, equipment, work
practice, operation standard or combination thereof, basedon the maximum degree or
reduction, of each pollutant subject to regulation under the Clean Air Ae) and/or the Utah
Air Conservation Act emitted, from or which results from any emitting installation, which
the Air Quality. Board , on a case-by-ease basis taking into account energy, environmental,
0 and economic impacts and other costs, determines is achievable for suchinstallation.
•.tb_roughapplication. 0fprodnction processes and available mothods, systems, and
techniques, including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques
for control of each such pollutant. .....
• . 4, SPC filed an application, a Notice..... of Intent _t"NOI"_,asking the Executive.... Secretary
for an approval order to a/low SPC to build a power-plant u.tilizing a CirculatingFluidized Bed
("CFB") boiler in conjunction with a limestone injection and a dry lime scrubber for sulfur
• " dioxide control, along with selective non,ea!alytie reduction ("SNCR") with ammonia injection
• as a post-c0mbustion control device fqr NOx control. SPC 0052-0738.
• 5..After an applicant has proposed the _e of installation or power generation
/
• i
r_
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technology,, thenthrbugh the BACTanalysis theapplicantmust identifyavailable.emission •
'" a
control technology options for theparticular installationproposed. CampbellPre-Filed :. . ......
Testimony, August 31, 2007 at 5. CampbellHearingTestimony, November 12, 2007 at 265-
273,290. " . 4
6.. In d0ing a BACT review,.a,top-down"meth0_ thoughnot required,may be used for
dete_'ning BACT as follows: (1) identify control technology options ("Step 1"), (2) eliminate
• .°
• technicallyinfeasiblecontroltechnolOgies,(3)rankremainingtechnologies,.(.4)evaluatethe 4
most effective controls, and (5) select the most effective remaining optiom EPA's DraftNew
SourceReviewWorkshopManualC'I)raflNSR Manual"),atB.5,
7.InreviewoftheSPC applicationf ranapprovalorder,theExecutiveSecretary '
determined .thatIGCC had not been proposed by SPC and tl_t.IC_C was a different power
generation technology and not a "control technology"to be considered unde_Step 1, and I
". . , • . . . .
therefore,didnotincludeIc-ccinassessingwhatwasBAcT fortheproposedfacility.
September27, 2004 Memorandumto SevicrPower PlantFile, at 30, sPc 2523. Jenkspre-Filed
Testimi_iiy,Oclober 22, 2007, at 9-10. Jenl_ t-Ie_ng Test_ony, November 12, 2007,"iR37. '
8.SierraClubargued,thatIGCC isaproductionprocessandexistingavailable
technology that should have been considered in any BACT determination for the sPc plant, and a
i
present.edinformationonplantsintheUniledStatesandEurope.ThompsonPre-Ffled
. Testimony, August 31, 2007, at 5-41..Thompson Pre-Filed Testimony, November 6, 2007, at 2-
9.ThompsonHearir_gTestimony,November12,2007,at99-142. I
9. In a CFBplant, coal is a fuel,whereas in anIGCCplant the coal is a fe_lst0ck for a
chemicalprocess,whereitisthermallyconvertedintoagas,ForanIGCC facility,thisyngas 4
• " " 6"'" "
f
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; which is'the fuel is then _ombusted in a separate gasttu'bine power plat, not a boiler. Je_
Pre-Filed Testimony, August 31, 2007 at 3-5, 7, 9-10. Jenkins Hearing Testimony, November"
12,2007 at 182-i84,208-209. "
• 1o. IGCC is a power generation technology, notan emission control technology. Jenkins
Pre_Filed Tesfirn0ny, August 31, 2007 at 4, 7, 8, 42. Campbell Hearing Testimony, November
12, 2007. at 281,288. Jenkins Hearing Testimony, November 12, 2007, at 187-190, 200, 208.
• 11. IGCC is not a technology that can be added onto or designed.into theproposed CFB
• " installation "for the control of ... pollutant[s]," Jenkins Pre-Filed Testimony, August 31,2007,
at.7. jenkins Hearing Testimony, November 12, 2007, at 188-190.
12. The BACT requirement is not to beused "as a means tOredefine the design of the ..
source when considering available emission control options." Draft NSR Manual at B,l3. In re
• Pennsauken.County, NewJerseyResourceRecoveryFacility, PSDAppealNo.88-8, 1988 WL
/
249035 (EgA November 10,19.88). EPA's 8/30107 Respometo Comment #2a, Deseret Power's
Permit No. PSD-OU-0002-04.O0, attached to Jenks Pre-Filed Testimony, October 22,2007.
1.3. Because of the fundamenial diit'erenees be!ween CFB and IGCC,requMng the ..
inclusion of IGCC would effectively require SPC to .redefine the design 0fits proposed _'B •
• " installation. Jenkins Pre-Filed Testimony, August 3 !i, 2007; at 9-10, 42. Jenl_" Hearing
Testimony, November 12; 2007, at 189 -190. Campbell Pre-Filed Testimony,August 3.!, 2007,
at4, 8, 10-111
• " 14. Of the numerous states that have Considered the issue of whether to includeIGCC in
a BACT analysis for a proposed CFB boi'ler, only three (Illinois, New Mexico, aud Mont_a) did
• so, and Montana has Since-determined that IGCC not beincluded because it would redefine the
2
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source. None Ofthose states went on to conclude that IGCC was BACT. CampbeUPre-Filed
- •
Testimony, August 31, 2007, at 10-11. SPC's Summary of State Determinations re Inclusion of
IGCC in BACT, attached to SPC's Pre-Hearing Brief.
15. Even if IGCC should otherwise be considered in a BACT analysis, only"avaiiable" 4
_ control options are required to be included in Step l: UAC R307-101-2(4); Draft NSR Manual
B.5, B.11.
16. With respect to the sPc installation, IGCC is not an "available"teclmology', but is •
still in the developmental •stage. jenkins Pre-Filed Testimony, August 31, 2007, at 4,16, 20-21,
24, 28, 30-31, 40-42. Jenkins Hearing Testimony, November 12, 2007, at 200-204, 209-210,
240-241,307.308.
Conclusions of Law
1. Under the BACT definition in UAC RB07-101-2(4), IGCC does not need to be •
included in a BACT analysis;in that it isan installation that is a different power production
technology and to do so would require redefining the source, Findings 0fFact 9-13.
. . • . .'. •
2. Because the law does not require the inclusion of IGCC in the BACT analysis, the
Executive Secretary did not errby not requiring the inclusion 0fIGCC.
3. In exercising any discretion the Executive Secretaryhad to require or not require the
inclusion of IGCC in Step ! of the BACT analysis, the Executive Secretary's decision tOnot
require the inclusion of IGCC Was reasonable.
4. Even if the Executive Secretary was Otherwise required to include IGCC in the BACT t
analysis, the Executive Secretary did n0t err by not requiting consideration 0flGCC in the
BACTanalysis because only "available" control options are required to be included in Step 1,
'. •
: . . . 8 ¸
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i i' and, with res )ect to the SPC application, IGCC could not be considered an "available"0
technology. Findings of Fact 16.
Issue 3 . • :
• Issue 3 is whether the Executive Secretary failed ,topro_de adequate justificatio n for not
• ..
requiring Soviet Power Company to meet the.most stringent oxides ofrtitr0gen ("NOx") BACT
limits proposed or required for Other CFB Boilers. .
Q •
On November 7, 2007, the Board Upheld the actions of the Executive Secretary on Issue
• 3 by a vote of six.in favor (t-Iorrocks, Pcterson, Samuelson, Smith, Bunker, and Elstein) and one
•. Opposed (Burwell) based on the following findings and conclusions. . • "
. Findings of Fact .. "
1. SPC's NOIto build a power plant utilized a CFB boiler withselective n0n-catalytie
III , reduction ("SNCR") with ammonia injection as-a.post-combustion control device for NOx
..... /
control. SPC0054-0738. •.....
2. sPC is required to employthe "best available Control technology" ("BACT")for NOx.
. . .
UAC R3:07-401_6(1).
3. SPC Submitted a BACT analysis for NOx with its NOI, .SPC.0139-0145.
D .4. sPC's BACT analysis concluded that the proposed emission limit for NOx (0.10
lb MBtu basedon a 24-hour basis) Was equivalent to or lower than.other facilities using CFB "
boilers with SNelL SPC 0139-0i45, Conger Pro-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 4,13.
O. " -
• Conger Hearing Testimony, October l, 2007, at 114-122...
• 5. The Executive secretary conducted.a BACT analysis and independently evaluated
• . . . . ."
• control technoiogies with potential application to SPC's proposed CFB boiler. SPC ! 031-1035.
t
/
i
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Jenks Pre-Filed Testimony, September i0, 2007, at 8:9. JenkaHearing+Testimony, October 1, ....
" " " • • " '" 9
2007,at!61-180. .. ..: ....
6. The Executive Secretary identified b_,otechnologies that were potentialI_,applicable
. . . .. . + . . • - . "
to the sPc project: SNCR which hadbeen employedby SPC andSelective Catalytic Reduction t
("SCR"). SPC 1031. Jenks Pre-Filed Testimony,september !0, 2007, at 8.
7. Sierra Club argued that SCR should have been re°re fully consideredin the BACT
determination for the SPCfacility in that: SCR's use hadben demonstratedin CFB facilities •
• . . - :
overseas, SCR has better NOXcontrol efficiencies, the Utah Division of Air Quallty ("DAQ,)
did not discuss SCR with vendors, andDAQ did not describe why SCR technology transfer to
..
CFBs was infeasible. SahuPre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 5-22. SahuHearing
• Testimony, October 3, 2007, at 62i-655, 682-690.
8. The use of SCR on coal-firedatmospheric CFB boilers is notdemonstratedas I
technically feasible because of issues involving the high particulate matter Ofthe exhaust _eam,
the low exhaust gas temperature, as well as the chemical composition 0fthe exhaust stream.
, . . ., :
SPC 1032. Jenks Pre-mledTestimony, September 10, 2007, at 8-9, JeSts Hearing Testimony,
October 1, 2007, at i61-180, 211. CampbellPre-Filed Testimony,:August20, 2007, at 11-16.
Campbell Hearing Testimony,October 3, 2007, at 667, 676-677. CongurPre-FflextTestimony, I
June 27,2007, at i 1-13. Conger HearingTestimony, October 1, 2007, at 120. HennenfentPro-
Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 4-7. HennenfentHearing Testimony:,Oct0ber 1, 2007, at
.'309-314. •
9. The Executive Secretary "was unable to find a single instance of an atmosphericcoal-
• . +.
fired atmospheric CFBboiler using SCR for control ofNOx." ]enkJ;Pre-Filed Testimony, t
0'" " " :
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September i 0, 2007, at 8. Camp bellPre:Filed Testimony, August 20, 2007, at i2-16.
O' •.
10. The CFB boilers located overseas that use SCR are not comparable as argued by
Sierra Club because they are small industrial boilers whieii do not bum coal. ffenks He.m-tug
• Testimony, October 1, 2007, at 177-180. Helmenfent Heating Testimony, October 1, 2007, at
312-314.
11. The Executive Secretary approved SPc'S seleeti0n of SNCR as BACT for the SPC
• project because SNCR has been demonstrated to offer the maximum degree ofreducti0n in
• reducing NOx emissions from CFB boilers. SPC 1032-1033.
• 12. SNCR technology has been demonstrated for use on atmospheric coal-fired CFB .
boilers and is BACT for the SPC project. SPC 0139-0145, 1031-1035. Jenks Pre-Filed :
Testimony, September 10, 2007, at •8-9. Jenks Hearing TestimonY, October !, 2007, at 161-180.
• i C.ampbel!Pre-Fi!ed Testimony, Augu.st 20, 2007, at 17'20. Campbell Hearing Testimony,
October 3, 2007, at664-665,6£2-693_ Conger Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 4.13.
conger Hearing Testimony, October i, 2007, at 114-122,"149-150. 'Heunenfent Pre-Filed@
Testimony, June 27, •2007, at 4-7. ....... ,
13. Sierra Club argued that even Using SNCR, the ExeCutive Secretary had not
• approPriately established NOx emission limitations for the SPC facility, more s_ngent numbers
should have been •applied based Onactual emissions data from other facilities and alternative :
averaging periods. Sahu Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, Saliu Hearing Testimony, October
• '.
3, 2007, at 621-655, .682-690_
14. The Executive Secretary reviewed EPA's BACT/RACT/LAER Clearinghouse, along
• with web searches and a review ofother sources using CFB boilers with SNCR to approve the
.. • . .
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emission rate for NOx of 0.10 Ib/MMBtu based on a 24-hour basis as BACT for sPC's project. ",
sl'c i033-i0351Jenks Pre-Filed Testimony, September 10_2007, at 8-9.. Jenks Hearing ... •
• - .
Testimony, October 1, 2007, at.t61-180, 218-220, " :
• ,- ,"
15. Permits with different time frames are statistically compamble.to.SPC's proPOsed
" II
." ".) • m m
emission limit of 0.10 !b/MMBtu on a 24-hour basis. Jenks Pre-Filed Testimony, September 10,
2007, at 8. Jenks Hearing Testimony, October 1, 2007, at 191.-195. CamPbell Hearing
Testimony,October 3, 2007, at 655-658. - . .: •
." ...
16. The Executive Secretary did not find "any atmospheric CFB boiler Withla lower
emission limit expressed with the same averaging period," Jenl_ Pre-Filed Testimony,. •
.' •
.. - ,
September IO, 2007, at 9.
17. Other facilities, including those listed in the National Parks Service comments, are
distinguished from the SPC emission limits based on the type oftec .hnology, fuel used, size of : I
facility, different permit emission "timeperiods Rnd, actual emission s versus permit emission
," , -
limits, lenks Hearing Testirnony, October 1, 2007, at 161-180. Campbell Hearing Testimony, i
October3, 2007, at 655-675. " " : . . II
18. The emissions limit for NOx for the SPC project, 0.10 lb/MMBtu based :ona 24-hour
• . .' •, ,
basis, is the lowest permit limit for NOx for an atmospheric CFB boiler using sNcR and is
," . , g
BAeT.for _e SPC project. SPC 0139-0145, 1031-1035; Jenl_ Pre-Filed Testimony, September
10, 2007, at 8-9, Jenks Hearing Testimony, O.etober 1, 2007, at 161-180; Campbell _e-Filed
. • - ,. - .
Testimony, August 20, 2007, at 17-20. Campbell Hearing Testimony, October 3, 2007, at 660- •
• "..
666, 691-694. Conger Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 4-13. Conger Hearing Testim0ny,
October 1,i2007, at 114-122. Hennenfent Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 4-7.
12 ..
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/'_'_', Hermenfent Hearing Testimony, Oet0ber 1, 2007, at 323.
• Conclusions of Law
1. The Executive secret a_ correctly determined that SNCR technology is BACT for the
• SPC project. Findings of Fact 4-12. . . .. ' -
2. The Executive Secretary _did not err and Compiled with state rules in establishing the:
emission limit for NOx (0.10 ib/MMBtu based on a 24-hour basis) as BACT in that it is."4" " " . :
Q equivalent to or lower than other facilities using CFB boilers with SNCR. Findings of Fact 14-
18.
3. Sierra Club did not meet its burden of proving SCR was feasible and available to be
considered as BACT, nor that a more Stringent emission limitation was BACT.
•. . • .
Issue 4 "
• . Issue 4 is whetherthe ExecutiveSecretaryfailed to considersufficientlyactivatedcarbon
/
• .injection for control of mercury emissions fromthe SPC facility in its MACT deten_afion.
On November 7, 2007, the Board upheld the actions of the Executive Secretary on Issue•
• 4 by a ,_0te of six in favor (H.orrocks, Peterson, Samuelson, Smith, Bunker, and Elstein)and one :
opposed (Burwell) based On the following findings and conclusions.
0 Findings of Fact
1. The SPC facility will •emit mercury, a Hazardous Air Pollutant ("HAP;'), as defined by
1.12_) of the Clean Air Act. UAC 1t307:-101-2.. : .. •
• 2. SPC was required to obtainan approved Maximum Achievable Control Technology
• • " ?
("MACT") determination from the Executive Secretary regarding its mercury emissi6ns pursuant
to 40 C.F.R: § 63.43 which was incorporated into Utah's regulations at UAC R307-2!4-2(2),
• .. ."
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3. 40 C.F.R- § 63.43 (d) (1) and(2) stateasfollows: :' '
•" _
The MACT emissionlimitationorM.ACT requirementsrecommendedby the
" applicantand approvedbythepermittingauthority,ishallnotbeless tringent,than::- ..
the emission control which is achieved in practice bythe best controlled similar:
source, as determined by the permitting authority.
•" •
Basedupon availableinformation,asdefinedinthisubpart,heM.ACT emission:
• limitationa d controliechnology(includinganyrequirementsunderpara.graph
(d)(3) of this section) recommended by the applicant and approved by the
permitting authority shall achieve the n4axirnum degree of reduction in emissions !
of HAP which can be achieved by utilizing those control technologies that can be
identified from the available 'reformation, taking into consideration the costs of 41
achievingsuchemissionreductiona danyn0n-airqualityhealthand
enviromental impacts and energy requirements associated with the emission _ (
reduction "
• 4. sPC conducted a case by case MACT determination which was submitted to : I
the Executive Seeretra'y onDecember 5, 2003.:. SPC 0007-0011. . :.
._ • -'.
J
- .: ,-.
5.The SPC M.ACT determinationincludedreviewandcomparisonofexistingsourcesofI
Am
mercury emissions from CFB boilers with. fabric filters, and evaluation of other control options.
;
Conger Pre-Filed Testimony, june 27,2007, at 17-18. 2. : : ,.
6. CFB boilers •typically have high fiue gas concentrations of high-carbon-content fly ash I
andthereforehighlevelsofmercurycapturecanbe accomplishedinparticulateernissioncontrol
devices such as a baghouse (fabric filters). Conger Pre-File d Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 16-
• "' O
19.CongerHearingTestimony,October3,2007,at534.Hcnnenfen:tPre'FiledTestimony,June
. : . ." .;... 2.
27, 2007, at 9-i0. Hennenfent Hearing Testimony, October 3, 2007, at 548,550, 556.
: 7. Sierra Club argued that activated carbon injectionshould have been more fully
considered and applied for control of mercury and that actual mercury emissions at other coal- ,
firedpowerplants:arelowerthanSPC'semissionlimits.SahuIre-FiledTestimony,:June27, :
2007, at 23-32. Sahu Pre-Filed Rebuttal Testimony, September 19, 2007, at :1-4. Sahu G
: ". ..
@
- . : . ; ".
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• : ' Testimony, october 3, 2007, at577-585. •
O . . • " •
8. Activated carbon injection had not been demonstrated to achieve better results than .
thai proposed by SPC and it had not been demonstratedas available technology for the type of
• facility proposed by SPC. Conger Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 18.19. Conger .-
j " ,
Hearing TestimOny, October 3, 2007, at 534. Hennenfent Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at .
9-10. Hennenfent Hearing Testimony, October 3, 2007, at5482550,556. Jenks Pre.Filed
O . .- ' .." . ..
TestimonY, SePtember 10, 2007, at 10-11, Jenks Hearing Testimony,•Octob_ 3, 2007, at 564- .
566, 568, 571, CanapbellHearin.gTesfimony, October 3, 2007_:at599.605... i
• 9. The use by SPC ofa sorbent injection system with a dry-lime scrubber for control of
• , , .-...
Nox and Other acid gases thatwill inject.low-moisture slurry of lime into the exhaustprior to.the
baghouse would result in the lime particles absorbing sulfur compounds andacid gases as well.as
• " .
.... mercury emissions that are collected in the bag house, similar to an activated carbon injection.
system. JenicsPre-Fiied Testimony, S.eptemberi0, 2007, at 10-11.
. . • . J
I0.TheMAcT emissionlimitformercuryforsPc is4x 10,7Ib/MM]3tuor:fourtenths
of a pound per trillion Btu heat input. SPC 0861-0864, 2481-2493. Jenks Pre-Fi!ed Testimony, -
September 10,.2007, at 10-12. CampbellPre-Filed Testimony, August 20, 2007i at 27, 37.38. ..
• 11. The SPCmercury limitation is the lowestlmercury e_ssion limit of anYcoal-fired
electricity utility,boiler. Jenks Pre-Filed Testimony, September.10, 2007, at 10. _lenksHea_" g
TeStimony,October 3, 2007, at :567. CampbellPre-Filed Testimony,August 20, 2007, at 29.
. " • • .
p
Campbell Hearing Testimony,iOctober3, 2007,:at:607. Hennenfent Hearing Testimony, October "
• .- . :
"Z • "
' 3, 2007, at 563. -. '
.. ". . : : :
• " :12. EPA has rescinded the MACT standardforme .rcuryand is regulatingmercury ::
¢.
... "/. : ; . . :
:15•- . : :
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emissions from power plants Under the New Source Performance Standar& ("NSPS"). Conger. --
Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 14-15.: 70 FK 15994 (March 29, 2005). II
• .. •
• 13. EPA's current NSPS requirements for coal-fired electric generating units for mercury
,." . •
include the use of fabric filters or electrostatic precipitators, wet or dry flue gas desulfurization, •
- .- • .
•SCR or SNCR on bituminous units. 70 FR 28606 (May 18, 2005). Conger Pre-Filed Testimony,
June 27, 2007 at 20. " .+
14. SPC's permit application proposes to use:bituminous coal, fabric filters, SNCK for •
NOx reduction and a dry lime scrubber which meet thetechnical basis that EPA:used to
determine Best Demonstrated Technology under NSP S, Conger Pro-Filed Testimony, June 27,
• . _
2007, at 20. " . ".
•15: EPA's NSPS standard for bituminous coal is 20 x 104 lb/MWh. Conger Pre-Filed
•
Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 15, . .:. •
16. SPC's emissions limit for mercury in its AO is beiow_the NSPS mercury controi
• , . .. _ . .
limit. CongerPre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 20.
Conclusions of Law • : :
1. The Executive Secr:etary properly determined that SPC's-emissions limit for mercury :
complied with the MACT requirements in 40 CFR § 63.43(d) and was and is the lowest in the •
i
United Stat_. Findings of Fact 6, 9, and 11. :
• J : ?
:. 2, The Executive Secretary did not err in rejecting activated carbon injection for the :
- _ - : :
reasons set forth in the Findings of Fact 8 and 9 above. :
• ..
3; The Executive Secretary correctly determined that the MACT emission.limit for
mercuryfor:SPCis4 x 10"_Ib/MMBtu. . : ,am
-
+_ :
_v
• :. . • "" : " ill
I
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4.SierraClubfai,!edtomeetitsburdenofproof_atact!ratedcarboninjectionwas
commerCiallyavailableandcouldbeappliedtotheSPC facility.
Issue7 •
• Issue 7 i.swhether the Executive Secretary failed to require sufficient analysis 0ftlae
impacts of the SPC facility on visibility, soils, and veget,ation.
Mr. Horrocksrecused himself from discussion and voting on this issue. On November 7,
2007, the Board upheld the aetion.sof the Executive Secretary on Issue 7 by a vote of five in
favor (Pete_'0n, Samuelson, Smith, Bunker, and Elstein) and one opposed 03urwel!) based on
the followingfindings and conclusions. ,
Findingsof Faet
C2X)CiXD)1.UAC R307-405_5 statesthatanNOI mustcontain:
• An analysis of the air qualityrelated impact of the source or modification
..... including an analysis of the impairmentto visibility, soils, and vegetation
and the Pr0jected air quality impact from general commercial, residential,
industrial, and other growth associated with the source or modification.
The owner or operator neednot provide an analysis of the impact on
• vegetation having no significant commercialor recreational value.
'2. SPC submitted in its NOI an analysis of the impacts to visibility, soils and vegetation.
SPC 0269-0272,0637-0682, and 0284-0287.
• "-
3. Sierra Club argued that the analysis was inadequate because of lack of visibility
information for SevierValley, lack of analysis of pollutants other thafi SO2 and inadequate
• growthprojectionsand information. Sahu Pre-Filed Testimony, Jtme 27, 2007, at33-38. Sahu
HearingTestimony, October 3, 2007, at 496-502.
4. SPC conducted and submitted, and the Executive Secretary reviewed and approved, an
•
analys!sregarding visibility by submitting a plume bliglat0r visual impact analysis tOdetermine
17
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whether ornot _plume emanatingfrom.the proposed SPCproject wouldbe visible inside the
g
nearby national parks (Class I areas) that require specialprotection. Theresults of SPC'splume.
. . , " .
blight analysis showed that.atfive areas in Utah (Arches,BrYCe,Canyonlands,CapitolReef, and
ZionNational Parks) and one Class I areain ColoradoC_eminucheWildernessArea), theplume •
•would not be visible to an observer in these Classi areas. CapitalReef is the closest
(approximately50 Kilometers) to SevierValley. CongerPre-FiledTestimony,June 27, 2007, at
-- •
22-25. Conger Hearing Testimony, October3, 2007, at 427-429. OrthPre-FileATestimony,
September 12, 2007, at 13. CampbellHearingTestimony, October3, 2007, at516, 520, 528-
s30. •
• - . .
5. The visibility impacts in the SevicrValley (a Class Harea)werenot modeled sin_. ..
• there is no regulatory(federalor state)requirement for analysesof visibility impactin Class IT
,. • ..
areas. TheExecutive Secretarydeterminedthat "(n)ear-field modelingforvisibility is also •
problematic because the models are complex andthe results are tOOunreliable f°r using inpre-
conslzuctionpermitting.Therearealsolimitationstotheirapplicableus -intransporta eas•as
.... ,.. .
small as the Sevier Valley."..OrthPre-Filed Testimony, September12,2007, at 11-12. Orth
Ill
Hearing Testimony, October3, 2007, at 443, 452-453.. CongerPre-FiledTestimony, lunc 27,
2007, at 22-25. CongerHearingTestimony,October3, 2007, at427-429, 443. CampbellPre- •
Filed Testimony, August20, 2007, at24-26, . :
6.SPC'splumeblightOrVisualimpactanalysis.forClassIareas ervedasaproxyfor
:Class U areas because therewere ClassI areas thatwereclose enoughto be Coveredby aplume •
blight analysisratherthan aregionalhaze analysis. CampbellHearingTestimony, October3,
• . • .-
2007,'at 528-530.. • •
•. 2"
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/ 7, SPC's AO contains two pro_sions for opacity monitoring, one relat'mg to the overall
• facility and ano_er specific monitoring requirement for opacity at SPC's stack which g0vem and
are related to Visibility close to SPC's facility. SPC 2490,
• . 8. In preparing thesoils and vegetation section of a PSD permit, SPC consulted
AEP's Draft NSR Manual and the Natural Resource Conservation Service ('_rP.CS'3in
order to review the soil types in tile area. Draft NSR Manual at D.4-5. Richins Pre-Filed
• Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 4-7..- -
9. SPC eoneludedthat none of the soil .types in the area are likely to show adverse
impacts as a result of the low levels of near field emissions from. the SPC power plant, The .. :
emissions from the SPC facility are mildly acidic and should be neutralized by the soils in the "
area near SPC's facility which are nfildly to strongly alkaline. Richins Pre-Filed Testimony,
• _ Iune 27, 2007, at 6,7.
.... _ %" • 5
" 10. SPC alsorelied on the faci that "for most types of.soils :and vegetation, ambient
concentrations of criteria pollutants below the secondary [NAAQS] will not result in harmful
• effects." Draft NSR Manual ai D.4-5. Because sPC's modeled emissions are below the
second_ryNAAQS and the agricultural areas of the Sevier ValleY are almost completely
• " excluded from the predicted impact areas of the plume, harm to vegetation is not expected,
Richins Pre-FiledTestimony, June 27, 2007, at 13-15. Orth Pre-Filed Testimony, Septemb:er 12,
2007, at 10. Richins HeatingTestimony, October 3, 2007,. at 455-464. Jenks Heating
0. -Testimony , October 3,2007, at 481. . :
•
11. :SPC's review of the vegetation surrounding the SPC power plaixt,_after consultation:
.-
with NRCS, Bureau of Land Management and the United States Forest Service did not identifY.
• .ly " • •.•
4
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species that required regulatoryprote_tion. RJchins Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007; at 8-9. - "'_
• . .. • . . " . .
• 12. SPC determined that while some primary crops grown in the $evier Valley, alfMfa,.... l
-. . . . ,." ." ,
• • . .'. .'.
wheat and barley are considered to be S02sensitive, the maximum modeled S02concentrations,
• . f.: .
are below the threshold level at which harm to these crops is known to occur. RJchins Pre-Filed m
".. • , -
Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 12-131 Jenks Pre-FiIed.Testimony, September 1012007, at 12-13.
13. SPC's emissionsand modeling information was reviewed by DAQ'sioxieologist .. "
who determinedthatadditionalnalYSiswas notrequired.JenksPre-Filed Testimony, G
Scptemberl0,2007,at12-13.lenksHearingTestimony,October3,2007,at481_
• 14.The ExecutiveSecretaryeviewedSPC'smodelinganalysisandd_erminedthatno
O*
• • • . W
observablechangesinnativevegetationrcropplantswerexpectedtooccur.OrthPre-Filed '
.'." ,'
• ." ."
Testimony,September12,2007,at10-1L -
15.The SPC growthanalysis determined that the additional impacts caused by the .. . •
- ; ."
project wouldbe minimal.SPC 0288,0742-0747,:1402-1409.lenks Pr.e-FiledTestimony, :
.J ._ .
SeptemberI0,2007,at12-13.CampbellPre-FiledTestimony,August20,2007,at20-22. ::
i ofLawi: : : • : : : GC I " "• one us ons : : : ". . . .. . .
,, - .
_- 2
I.UAC R307-405-6(2)(a)(i)(D)settingforththerequirementsrelatingtovisibility,soils,
- _ . ."
vegetationa dimpactsfromgrowthforprojectssuchastheSPC facilitydoesnotspecifythe .
2
extent or content of the analysis regarding the impairment to visibility, soils, vegetation aud :
" ": - 2growth for the area. : : J
2.The ExecutiveSecretary'sdeterminationthatheanalysissubmittedbySPC on : .: Q
J
visibility, soils, vegetation and impacts from growth was adequate and met the req_firements of
• ; _
UAC RB07405-6(2)(a)(i)(D) was correct andreasonable. : :: :
: 0
• ; 2
2;
i
i
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......... 3. The Executive Secretary didnot err in determinin"g that the requiremems of UAC
R307-405-6(2)(a)(i)(D)had been met on visibility based on the Findings 0fFact 4-7 as stated
above. ,
• 4. While the SPCanalysis focused on some Specificpo!lutauts for impact on soils and
vegetation,all emissionswere considered ('Findingsof Fact 8-14), and the Sierra Club did not
meet its burden of proof that analysis of other impactsWasnot done or necessary.
• 5. The ExecutiveSecretary did not err in determiningthat the requirements ofUAC .
• . " ........ i :. •
R307-405-6(2)(a)(i)(D)had been met for growth analysisbased onFinding of Fact 15 above.
• Issue8 . :
• Issue 8 is whether the Executive Secretary illegally exempted the proposed facility _om a
cumulativeClass I incrementan_ysis. ,
• , On November 7, 2007, the Board upheld the actions of the Executive Secretary on Issuej " , , . . , . •
8 bYa vote of sixin favor (H0rroeks, Peterson, Samuelson, Smith, Bunker and Elstein) and one
opposed(Burwell)based on the following findings and eonelusiorm,
Findingsof Fact
1. Utah Admin. Code R307-405-6(2) states:
• Every new source or major modification mustbe reviewed by the ExecutiveSecretaryto
determine the air quality impact of the source to include a determination whether the
source will cause or contributeto a violation of the maximum allowable increasesOfthe
NAAQS in anyarea. The determination of air quality impact will be made as ofthe
source's projected start-up date_ Such determination shall take into account all allowable
• emissions of approved sources and growth in the affected area, or not, and, to the extent
practicable, the cumulative effect Onairquality of all sources and growth in the affected
area.• • .• .. , .
.. . ,.
2. PSD increments are the maximum allowable increases ofpardeular pollutants. PSD
ClassI increments are incremental amounts of pollution above a baseline level that cannot be
• . .,
21
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exceeded when new sourcesareconstructedin:a protectedClassI areas. UAC R307-405-5 and
UAC R307-405-17.
3. sPC performed an incrementanalysis to include a ClassI incrementanalysisfor
Capitol Reef, Canyonlauds,.Zion, Arches, and Bryce National Parks, Wilkerson Pre-Hled _ •
Test_. ony, June 27., 2007, at 27. Prey Pre-Filed Testimony, September10, 2007, at 4.
4. The SPC cumulative _malysisShowedthat the incrementsboth annualaudshort term
to include Class I increments were not exceeded at any NationalPark. Wilkerson Pre-Filed •
Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 27-28, 31, 34. Wilkers0n HearingTestimony,October 1, 2007, at
232, 346.
•
5. SILs is the acronym forSignificant Impact Levels, which areconcentrationlevels
that consist of 4 percent of the Class I increment. Wilkerson TestimonyiOctober 1, 2007, at
230-231. Wilkerson Pre-FiledTestimony, June 27, 2007, at26. Heying Pre-Filed Testimony; •
September 10, 2007, at 13-14.
6. Applying SILs as a screening method, ifa source modelsbelow the SILs, then
. •
the analysis is deemed complete. However, ifa source models in above the Class I SILs, then a
CumulativeClass I incrementanalysis is required. Wilkerson Pre-Filed Testimony,June27,
2007, at 26, 28. Prey Pre-Filed Testimony, September 10, 2007, at5. •
7. During the initial SPCpermitting process, upon DAQ's suggestion, SPC's "
modeler contacted the National Park Service ('.'NPS") for guidance onperf'0rminga cumulative
. ° .
•ClassI analysis. Wilkerson Pre-Filed Testimony,June 27, 2007,at 26. @
- , • ..
8. The NPS had adoptedthe use of Class I SILs and recommended SILs toboth SPC
and the DAQ as the method to followfor the far-field modeling effort. Wilkers0n Pre-Filed
- °
• 22-
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.,. . ,
• .¢: .
I" _ •- .. .." .-
• ' J Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 26. wilkerson Hearing Testim0ny,October 1, 2007, at230, 231.
Heying Pre-Filed Testimony, September 10, 2007, at 13. "
I
. •... .
- . . " . . .
9. The use of SILs as a screening tool is accepted in Utah andamong other states and is
-- [ ."
• supported by the Nationai Park Service and the EPA. HeyingPre-Filed Testimony, September
,v ..v,.,.% "mn_,at ,.,la. : .....
10. SPC performed modeling for the SPC facility, and the modeled maximum .
• •
' concentrationscame in below the PSD Class I increment andPSD ClassI SILs. Wilkerson Pre- :
Filed Testimony, june 27, 2Q07,at 27-28, 35. Prey Pre-Filed Testimony, September 10, 2007, at
• 4=5,7. Wilkerson Hearing Testimony, October 3,2007, at 346. " ::
11. In September 2003, SPCsubmittedits fmai permitapplicatlon based upon the SILs
modeling. Wilkerson HearingTestimony, October 1, 2007, at 231. " :
"(" ; 12. In April 2004, theNPS reran the SPC's cumulative analysis using sPc's modeling :
files, but also added HunterUnit 1 and theproposed IPP Unit3 to its atialysis;_d con_ed no
Class I increment violations. Wiikerson Hearing Testimony, October 1,2007 at 230-233, 23g.
I-!eying.HearingTestimony, october:3, 2007, at393"394.. :: .
13. Sierra Clubargued that use of SILs was not appropriatewithout going through
• rulemaking to authorizeuse ofSILs. ", . ./
Conclusions•of Law . : _:
i 1. Use of SILs is an appropriate screeni.'ngdevice for making the determin.ati'°n trader
• UACR307-405-6(2) as to whether a s0mee wouldcause or contribute to violations of maximum
allowable increases or whether a full cx_nulativeClass I increment analysis is reqxliredto make
• that demonstration. :'
1 " i" '
/ •
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21 The Executive Secretary did not err in making a determination that the final ....".....
applicationfromSPC couldbebasedontheSILsanalysisproperlyexercisingdiscretionin : •
determiningtile information requirements to demonstrate that the provisions ofUAC R307-405-
• -. - :
6(2) were met.
3. Tlle Executive Secretary complied with UAC 11307-405-6(2) based not only upon use
oftheSILs,butalsothecumulativeanalysisperforme_lbybothSPC andtheNationalPark :
Service which confirmed that emissions from the proposed SPC source Would not cause or •
contributeoanyviolationsofthemaximum allowableincreases.
4. Use of SiLs is a technical tool •for making the determination under UAC 11307-405-
6(2) and does not require mlemaking+
Issue 9
issue 9 is whether the Executive Secretary violated Utah rules because, as permitted, the •
proposed facility will contribute to Class I SO2 increment violations at Capitol Reef National
Park. "
On November 7, 2007, theBoard upheld the actions of the Executive Secretary on Issue . •
9 by a vote of six in favor (I-Iorrocks, Peterson, Samuelson, Smith, Bunker, and Elstein) and one
opposed ('Burwell) based on the following findings and conclusions.
Findings of Fact .. ' ,
1. The findings of fact from Issue 8 are incorporated herein.
•2. Though the Executive Secretary ultimately reliedupon the SILs, for the cumulative •
... -.
Class I increment analysis that was performedby SPC, increment consuming sources within the
domain (Utah and surrounding states) needed to be modeled. Wilkerson Pre-Fi!ed Testimony,
.. •
24 '
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June 27, 2007,at..30-31. .
3. Hunter Unit I and IPP Unit 3 were not included in the Cumulative Class I increment
analysis done by sPc under UACR307-405-6(2). Wilkerson Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27_
• 2007, at 33, 35. Wilkerson:Hearing Testimony, October 1, 2007, at 232-33.
• 4. Sierra Club argued that Hunter Unit 1 and !PP Unit 3 were reqnired t0 be "included
based on documents and testimony on construction dates 0fHunter Unit 1 and proposed
• construction dates of IPP Unit 3. Sierra Club Pre-Hearing Brief, Exhibits 16 and i7. Milford
Pre-filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 5-7,
5. The ExectitiveSecretary did not require that Hunter Unit 1 be included because the
Executive Secretary deemedHunter Unit i to have been permitted and commenced eonstmcfion
before the time of the baseline dareof January 6, 1975 (based on documentation presented by
0. _......, Executive Secretary), and EPA agrees with that:determination. Heying Hearing Testimony ,
Octobe* 1, 2007, at 257-265_ 276-2772
_:6. IPP unit 3 was not included beeaiise it was not an approved, permitted source at the
• time the SPC Class I increment modeling review took _lace. wilkerson Pre-Filed Testimony,
June 27, 2007, at 33, 35. _
• 7..In a •subsequent cumulative analysis performed by the National Park Service, both IPP:
Unit 3 and Hunter Unit 1 were included and no Class I increment violations were shown..
Wi.lkerson Hearing Testimony, 0ctober 1, 2007, at 232,33, 238. Heying Hearing Testimony,
• October 3, 2007, at 393-394., •
8. TheExecutive Secretary did not require the use of maximum actual 3 and 24hour
emission rates, Iand thus SPC Used average annualemissions in its Class I increment analysis ....
:25 •
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Heying Pre-Filed Tcstimony_ September 10, 2007,• at & Heying Hearing Testimony, October I ,
2007,at 254-57. : •
• ' 9. PSD regulations, specifically 40 c.F.R. § 51.166(b)(21) and § 51:.21(b)(21), do not
directly address how one is to determine actual emissions when modeling short-time periods,
such as 3 and 24-hour averaging times for a cumulativeClass I increment analysis. Wilkerson
Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007, at 32.
' 10. Sierra Club argued that using annual average emissions rates underestimates •
increment consumption because it does not account for sources which may emitat higher than
annual averages rates over the shorter time period. Milford Pre-Filed Testimony, June 27, 2007,
• .... . - •
at 3-12. . . .
• .. .
•11, Sierra Club's expert acknowledge d tile questionis •unsettled_ Milford Hearing
• . . - . ..
Testimony, 0etober 1, 2007, at 302. She testified that use ofanni£_i averages was too low, and
that all sources simultaneously emitting at their short term maximum, may be too extreme which
. , %
level would be permissible to back away fi'om, but did not state what shou!d be used. Milford -. "
Hearing Testim.ony, October 1, 2007, at 299, 303-30& " ' •
12. EPA is divided On what is an acceptable approach between the two. Heying Hearing
Testimony, October 1, 2007, at 253-57, 266.- Milford Hearing Testimonyl October !, 2007, at
•
. . . -. .. ..
299-302._ . '
- 13. EPA signed a Memorandu m of IJ.ride}-,standing with theState of NorthDakota stating
. . . .." .
that use of annual averages is an acceptabie method for cumulative Class I increment analysis, ii
Heying Pre-Filed Testimony, September 10, 2007, at 8. He)ring Hearing Testimor/y, October 1,
2007, at 254-257. " "
• . ..:.. -.
. . ". _ .
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• 14. To model usingexisting Sourcesat their maximumactual3-hour average and24-
hour average SO2 emission rates overestimates the impact of those facilities. Wilkerson Hearing
Test._ony' October 1, 2007, at 239-42. •.... ;
• •15. Use of annual averages rather than maximumactual 3-houraverage and 24-hour
average more accurately reflects actual air quality. Heying ProFiled Testimony,:September10,
• 2007, at 6-8. Heying Hea6.'ngTestimonY,October 1, 2007, at 257, 266, 268-269, 272-273.:
16. SPC submitted oneyear of meteorological data with its Sepiember 2003 permit
" application required by the rules. Wilkerson Hearing Testimony,October.I, 200.7,.at 242'243.
• 17. Sierra Club argued that one year of meteorological datawas insufficient. Milford
Pro-Filed Testimony, June27, 2007, at 23. Milford Hearing Testimony, October 1, 2007, at 294.
ConclusionsofLaw -
. • . .
...... 1. The Executive Secretary did not err in determining that IPP Unit 3 and Hunter 1 need
• " .. . • . . • :
not be included in any cumulativeanalysis to as.ses.sviolation.of Class ! increments in that IPP
• Unit 3 was notpermitted and Hunter lwas included in the baselineas supportedby the Findings
of Fact 5 above. : ..
2. WhetherIPP Unit 3 and Hunter 1 were included by SPC in its CumUlativeanalysis is
- . ; . .
. . . . , .
• •
not significantbecause in the cumulative analysis performed by the NationalPark Service, both
IPP Unit 3 andHunterunit 1were included and the results were also Underthe Class i " .. "
• increment. See Findingof Fact7 above.
3. The oneyear ofmeieorologieal datasubmitted by SPC compliedWiththe regulation
,. . .. ...
: in effect at the time of thepermit application.• • :
• 4. UAC R307-405-4(1) allows for discretion whether to use•maximum actual short term
j " . .
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average emission rates or annual average rates. "',
5. The Executive Secretary's use of long term averages for modeling purposes was 9
• . ." •
protective of the increment in that it more accurately represented actual air quality than using
every source's maximum emission rates and was in compliance, with existing roles of the Board rill
"" ' " I
based on the Findings of Fact, specifically 14 and i5 above.
6. The Executive Secretai-y complied with the rules of the Board in determining sources
to be included, required meteoroiogieal data, and use of annual average emissions of sources in I
modeling for increment determinations.
7. The proposed SPC installationwill not contribute to Class I increment violations at
Capitol Reef National Park based On the modeling analysis.
Issue 10
Issue 10.iswhether the Approval Order for the SPC facility is now invalid because •
construction did not commence Within 18 months Ofthe Approval Order, having therefore
automatically expired, and that the Executive Secretary's purported approval of the extension
was illegal. . " . •
On October.l, 2007, the Board ruled on the first part of Issue 10 (whether the Approval
Order is invalid because construction did not commence within 18 months, having therefore
automatically expired), by a vote of six in favor (I-Iorroeks, P.eterson, Samuelson, Smith, Bunker,
and Elstein) and none opposed, determining the Approval Order had not:automatically expired
based upon the following. •
Findings of Fact
,/
I
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(FI 1. The Executive Secretary signed the Sevier Power Company Approval Order ("AO")
on October 12, 2004 and 18 months from that date is April 12, 2006. SPC 2531. '
" 2. On..October 12, 2004 and offApril 12, 2006, the'applicable rule was UAC R307-401-
• 11 (now renumbered as UAC R307-2_01-18) which provides: ,
Approval orders issued by the executive secretary in accordance with the .
provisions ofR307-401 shall be reviewed eighteen months after the date' of
issuance to determine the stat_ of construction, installation, modification,
relocation or establishment. Ifa continuous program of construction, installation, :
• modification, relocation or establishment is not proceeding, the executive :
•secretary may revoke the approval order. '
¢
3. condition 9 of He Se_,ier Power Company AO states- _ : :_
• [i]f construction and/or installation has notbeen completed within eighteen
months from the date of this AO, the Executive Secretary shall be notified in "
writing on the status of the construction and/or installation. At that time, the
Executive Secretaryshall require documentation of the continuous construction
• and/or installation of the operation and may revoke the AO in accordance with ' :
' R307-401-11. . .:
... : : :SPC 2535. : ,
4. On November 17, 2005, SPC requested in a letter to the Executive.Secretary that the
running of the 18 month period for, construction of the power plant be held "in abeyance"
pending resolution Ofthe litigation. Jenk:s Pre-Filed Testimony, september 10, 2007, at 13.
• Sprott IreFile¢l Testimony, September 10, 2007 at 11:-12. " ...
.- .. . .
5. The Executive Secretary conducted a review of the status of the SPC Approval ...
7
: " . . /
Order prior to April:12, 2006. jenks Hearing Testimony, October l, 2007 at 84-86.
... . : • , .
• Jenks Ire-Filed Testimony, October 22, 2007, at 10. Sprott Ire-Filed Testimony, - "
September 10, •2007 at 11-12. _ ' .... • • "
7 _ ..
" 6. On iune 6, 2007, the Executive secretary, atthe request of_eBoard, sent a ..
• ..
N
7" ," :
2.9 . _
." _ .-
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letter to SPC in response to.the November i 7, 2005, letter explaining the Executive '•
• . . . " . .
Secretary's position on the request and that the Approval Order had not been revoked. •
June 6, 2007 Letter fi'0m Richard Sprott to Fr&l Finli_on. jenl_ Pre-Filed Testimony,.
September 10, 200'7, at 13. Jenks Pre-Filed TestimonY, October 22, 2007,.at 11. "
• •
• 7. Sierra Club argued that a federal rule, 40 CFR 52.21(r), stated that "[a]ppr0val
tOconstruct,shall become invalid if construction is not commenced within 18 months of
• . . . .
receipt of such•approval...', and therefore SPC's Approval Order is invalid, I
8. 40 C.F.R. § 52.2!(r ) was not incorporated into and effective as part oi'UAC
R307-405-19(1) by the Air Quality Board, until June 2006.
k
Conclusions of Law
•1. The operative provisiom, UAC RB07-401-11 and SPC AO Condition 9,:grant
• • . . . :
the Executive Secretary discretion to decide whether, based upon his review, to revoke an _ •
approval order if construction has not commenced after 18 montl_. The Executive.
; 2 "
Secretary reasonably exercised discretion in not revoking the Approval:Order. : :
2. 40 CFR 52.21(r) was not applicable to the SPC permit on April 12, 2006, : i
therefore, the Approval,Order did not automatically expire.
• ; ; ' .
•3. The Executive Secretary properly interpreted and complied with the •.
• I
requirements of UAC 11307-401-11 and SPC complied with the conditions of the '
Appro ord :val er. : : : :
: : O
- .; : . .
On November 12, 2007, the Board upheld the actions of the Executive Secretary on the
remaining part of Issue 10 (the legality of the 18 month review oftheApproval order) by a vote :
i ;
• i
• : '2_1t
2 j
• : 2
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0/ . • of six in fav0r(Horrocks, Pcterson, Samuel.son, Smith, Bunker, and El.s;tein) and one opposed
O
(Burwell). The Boards findings and conclusions.on the legality of the 18 month review were •
based on the.following: "
'O " . •
Finclings of Fact . .. "
1. The findings of fact for the first part of Issue 10 are incorporated herein..
• 2. Sierra Club argued that the Executive Secretary should have conducted a BACT
review and established a new construction date at the time of thel 8-month review.. • ' .
3. After receipt of the November 17, 2005 letter _om SPC, the matter was reviewed by:
O
. DAQ staff and there was consultation between staff and management (including the Executive
Secretary) with respect theretoi Jenks Hearing Testimony, October 1, 2007, at 86-89. Jenks Pre_
• . ._ Filed Testimony, September 10, 2007, at 13. Jenks Pre-Filed Testimony, October 22, 2007, at
...... 102Sprott Pre,Filed Testim0nYi Septemb_ 10, 2007, at 11;121 ..
4. The Executive Secretary directed that his permitting engineer conduct an .informal
O ' "
reviewofairqualityPermitsthathadbeenissuedsubsequenttotheSevierPower Company
: Approval Orderi to Compare:the emissions limitationsbetween those permits and the SPC AO,
• Jenks Pre'Filed Testimony, October 22,.2007, at 11. Jcnks Hearing Testimony, October 1, 2007,
at 88-92. - . • ."
5.After the review, theExecutive Secretary found nothing to indicate that the BACT
• •detcnninations for the SPC facility were outdated or otherwise inadequate and opted not to
revoke the SPC Approval order. Jenks Pre-Filed Testimony, September 10, 2007, at 13. Jenks:
=
• HearingTestimony,OctoberI,2007,at89-92.SprottPre-FiledTestimony,September22,2007,
1'
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Conclusions of Law : :: :
• 1. The Executive Secretary complied ,M.ththe reqtfirementsof UAC R307401,11 by:
.; " 2
conducting an 18 month review to determine the status of the SPC facility. : : m
• . . . . . : ; : . "lw
• 2. UAC R307-401-11 doesnot require a BACT:reviewat the time of the 18-month :
•
review nordoes it require a modification of the'permit. :
, : . :
I
3. The Executive Secretary's actions in regard to the 18monthreview were in :
: : : : ,.
compliance with the requirements ofUAC RB07-401-11. : :
• : FINAL ORDER "
: a
Based on the above, the Board finds that the Executive Secretarydid comply with State :
". . , - -
statutes and roles of thisBoard in issuingthe ApprovalOrderto SPCto constructand operatea
•, ", .
coal-fired electric generating facility near Sigurd in Sevier County, Utah.. The Sierra Club• _ e
- • . • :
Request for AgencyAction as amended is denied. The Approval0rder issued by the ExecUtive
' Secretary.to SPC is all'tuned and upheld.
'
_ _.__k_ _r_ng 0 fficer I_
. '.
O
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'f_:' Notice of the Right to Apply for ReconsiderationorReview
@ Within 20 days after the date this final order is signed in this matterby the Utah Air
Quality Board, any party shall have the right tOapply for reconsideration with the Board,
pursu.autto Utah Code Ann. § 63-46b-13. The request for reconsideration should state the
specific grounds upon which relief is requested and should be submitted in writing to the Board
at 168 North 1950 West, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84114. Aeopy of the request must be mailed to
@ eachparty by the person making the request. The filing of arequest forreconsideration is not a
prerequisite for seeking judicial review of this Order.
•Notice of the Right to Petition for ]udicial Review
Judicial review of this Order may be sought in the Utah:Court of Appeals under UtahO
Code Ann. § 63-46b-16 and the Utah Rules 0f Appellate Procedure by the filing ofa prop_.
petition within thirty days after the date of this Order.
• •
O
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.... CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE :'_"
I hereby certify that on this__ day of January, 2008, I caused a copy of the forgoing
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,and Final Order to be mailed by United StatesMail,
postage prepaid, to the following-'
,g
Joro Walker .
David Becket Brian Burner
Western Resource Advocates Callister Nebeker & McCullough
425 East 100 South Street 10 West South Temple, Suite 900
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 Salt Lake CitY, Utah 84i33 I
Cheryl Heying, Executive :Secretary Fred Finlinson
Utah Division of Air Quality Finlinson & Finlinson PLLC .
1fi0 North 1950 West 11955 Lehi-Falrfield Rd
Salt Lake City,•Utah 841i4 Saratoga Springs, Utah 84043 tll
Chris Stephens Martin K. Banks
Assistant Attorney General Steel Rives
Utah Division of Air Quality 201 South Main, Suite 1i00
150 North 1950 West. Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 " "• •
Salt Lake City,. Utah •84114 "
Michael G. Jenkins
Paul McC0nkie - Assistant General Counsel.
Assistant Attorney General PacifiCorp
160 E 300 S 201 South Main, Suite 2200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114. Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 •
..•
COunsel, Utah Air Quality Board
' 160 East 300 South 5thFloor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0873
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• Governor
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0
Department of
Environmental Quality
0
Dianue R. Nielson,Ph.D.
F_ecudvel_'rector
DIVISIONOF AIR QUALITY
RichardW. Sprott
Director.
0
October 12, 2004
..Clark M. Mower
NEVCO Energy Company, LLC
620 South Main Street
Bountiful, Utah 84010
O , i, Dear Mr. Mower.
Re: Approval Order:. Sevier Power Company's 270 MW Coal-Fired Power Plant, Sevier County -
CDS A; ATT: PSD: NSPS, MACT, HAPs, TITLE IV MAJOR, TITLE V MAJOR
Project Code: N2529-001
• The attached document is the Approval Order (AO) for the above-referenced project.
Future correspondence on this Approval Order should include the engineer's nan= as well as the DAQE
number as shown on the upper right-hand comer of this letter. Please direct any technical questions you
may have on thisproject to Mr. lohn D. J'enks. He may be reached at (801) 536-4459.
t,Ri_ard W/Sprott, Executive Secretary
D Utah Air t_uality Board
RWS:JJ:re
cc: Central Utah Public Health Department
Mike Owens, EPA Region VIIIO
....":) SPC 2531
• /3ah/150North 1950 West • PO Box 144820 • Salt Lake City, LIT84114-4820 - phone (801) 536-4009._ • fax (801) 536-4099
T.D.D. (god 536-4414 - www.deq.utaKgov Where ideas cannect"
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"_" STATE
__ " OF UTAH
._'¢
Department of Environmental Quality
t
Division of Air Quality
APPROVAL ORDER: SEVIER POWER COMPANY'S t
270 MW COAL-FIRED POWER PLANT
Prepared By: John D. Jenks, Engineer d
(801) 536-4459
Emaih jjenks@utah.gov
APPROVAL ORDER NUMBER
x.
DAQE-AN2529001.04
4
Date: October 12, 2004
a
Sevier Power Company
Source Contact
Clark M. Mower
(801) 298-7333
I
Richard W. Sprott
Executive Secretary-
Utah Air Quality Board. g
./
G
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I "-. Abstract
NEV£O EnergyCompanyLLC hassubmitteda NonceofIntent(NOI)toconstructandoper_ea 270
MW Circulating Fluidlzed Bed coal.fired steam electric plant. The plant will be equipped with
limestone in]ectio_ dry.lime scrubber, selective non.catalytic reduction with ammonia injection and a
bag,house for control of the various emissions. The source will be located in Sevier County, near the
• town of Sigurd Utah. Sevler County is an attainment area of the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAA QS)for all pollsdants.
This project is a new major Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) source. Onsite
meteorological monitoring, air dispersion modeling, air quality impacts analysis including visibility and :
¢# PSD class I and H impacts analysis, and a complete top-down Best Available Control Technology(BACT) review were completed and submitted aspart of the NOI.
New Source Performance Standards (NSP$) and Maximum Achievable Control Technology (MALT)
regulations apply to this source. Title IV of the 1990 Clean Air Act applies to this source. Title V of the
1990 Clean Air Act also applies to this source, with the requirement of submitting a Title V application
• within one (1)year of beginning operation.
The emissions, in tonsper year, will increase as follows: PM_o 177.4, NOx 1066.6, S02 233.9, CO
1278.6, VOC53.4, HAPs 24.7.
The project has been evaluated and found to be consistent with the requirements of the Utah
Q _ AdministrativeCode Rule 307 (UAC R307). A public commentperiod was held in accordancewith UAC
_: R307-401-4 andcomments were received. The commentswere evaluated and changes were made as a
result of those comments. This air qualityApprovalOrder(AO) authorizes the project with the following
conditions,andfailure to comply with any of the conditionsmay constitute a violation of this order.
0 General Conditions:
1. This ApprovalOrder (AO) appliesto the following company;
Site Office CorporateOffice Location
Sevier PowerCompany,LLC NEVCO Energy Company,LLC
I 1200 West SubstationRoad 620 South Main Street
Sigurd,Utah84657 Bountiful, Utah 84010
Phone Number (801) 298-5000
Fax Number (801) 298-7333
The equipmentlisted in thj'sAO shah be operatedat the following location:
O
1200 WestSubstationRoad,Sigurd,Utah 84657
Universal TransverseMercator(UTM) CoordinateSystem: UTM DatumNAD27
4,299.9 kilometersNorthing,414.9 kilometers Easting,Zone 12
Q
2. All definitions,terms,abbreviations,andreferencesused in this AO conformto those used
in theUtah AdministrativeCode (UAC) Rule 307 (R307) andTitle 40 of the Code of
-J Federal Regulations (40 CFR). Unless noted otherwise, references cited in these AO
conditions refer to those rules.
SPC 2533
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3. The limits set forth in this AO shall not be exceeded without prior approval in accordance
with R307-401. 6
• '--. -.
4. Modifications to the equipment or processes approvedby this AO thatcould affect the
emissions covered by this AO mustbe reviewed andapprovedin accordancewith
R307-401-1.
O
5. All records referenced in this AO or in applicable NSPS or MACT standards,which are
required to be kept by the owner/operator, shall be made available to the Executive
Secretaryor Executive Secretary's representativeuponrequest, and the records shah
include the five-year period priorto the date of the request. Records shall be kept for the
following minimum periods:
O
A. Emission inventories Five years from thedue date of each emission statement
or until the next inventoryis due, whichever is longer.
B, All other records Five years
6. Sevier Power Company,LLC (SPC) shall install and operatethe270 MW Circulating G
Fluidized Bed (CFB) Boiler and associated equipment and shall conduct its operations of
same in accordance with the terms and conditions of this AO, which was written pursuant
to SPC's Notice of Intent submitted to the Division of Air Quality (DAQ) on January 29,
2003 and additional information submitted to the DAQ on April 16,2003, July 2, 2003,
September 10, 2003, October31, 2003, December 5, 2003 and February25, 2004. Q
7. The approvedinstallations shall consist of the following equipment orequivalent*:
A. Coal Handling Equipment
Covered coal storage pile
Five (5) coal storage silos
Coal truckunloading hopper
Coal crushingbuilding
Covered coaltransferconveyors
B. Lime Handling Equipment
Lime storage silo tlJ
Lime conveyor
C. Limestone Handling Equipment
Limestone storage silo
Covered limestone conveyor i
D. Ash Storage and Handling
Two(2) ashstoragesilos
Ash pickups
Coveredashconveyors
Trucktransferpoints •
E. CirculatingFluidized Bed Combustor _....
Drum type CFB boiler
O
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Fluidizadbedheatexchangers ..
• Naturalgas startupburners
Air-cooled condenser**
Stack (at least 460 feet in height as measuredfrom base of stack)
F. ControlEquipment
Induceddraftbaghouses andcartridge-typeparticulatefilters at all material
,0 transferpoints
Silobaghouses
Ash recycle cyclones**
Dry-lime scrubber
Selective non-catalytic reduction (using)
• Ammoniainjection system with ammonia storagetank
Primarystack baghouse with bag leak detectors
0. Steam System**
Water treatment**
Turbinegenerator**
• Airheater**
H. Associated Equipment
Diesel-fired emergencyfire pump
Diesel-fired emergencygenerator
Q Diesel storage tanks) Pavedhaul roads
• Equivalencyshall be determined by the Executive Secretary.
• * This equipmentis listed for informational purposes only. There areno emissions from
O this equipment.
8. A manometeror magnehelicpressuregauge shall be installedto measure the differential
pressure across the mainstackfabric filter(baghouse). Staticpressuredifferential across
the fabric filtershall be between 0.5 to 12 inches of watercolumn. The pressure gauge
shall be located such that an inspector/operator can safely read the indicator at any time.
Q The reading shall be accurate to within plus or minus 1.0 inches water column. The
instrumentshall be calibratedaccording to the manufactures instructions at least once
every 12 months. Continuous or intermittentrecordingof the reading is not required.
9. SPC shall notify theExecutive Secretary in writing when the installation of the equipment
• listedin Condition#7 has been completed and is operational, as an initial compliance
inspection is required, To insureproper credit when notifying the Executive Secretary,
send yourcorrespondenceto the Executive Secretary,atm: Compliance Section.
If constructionand/or installation has not been completed within eighteen months from the
date of this AO, the Executive Secretary shall be notified in writing on the status of the
Q constructionand/or installation. At that time, the Executive Secretary shall require '
•documentationof the continuous construction and/or installation of the operation and may
: revoke the AO in accordance with R307--401-11. :
- j2_,
O
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Limitations and Tests Procedures 41
10. Emissions to the atmosphereat all times fromthe indicatedemission point(s) shall not
exceed the following rates and concentrations:
Source: (main boiler stack)
Pollutant Ib/mmBTU Averaging Period (I
SOz ..................................... _................. 0.05 24--hourrolling
SOa ....................................................... 0.022 30-day rolling
NOx...................................................... 0.1 24-hour roUing
H2SO4..................... .............................. 0.0024 24-hour rolling
SouSe: (main boiler stack)
Pollutant, lb/hr AveragingPeriod
PM/PMto............................................. 39.0 (0.0154 Ib/MMBtu) 24-hour rolling*
CO .................................................... 292.0 (0.115 Ib/MMBtu) l-hour
* Based on a 24-hour test run or any method approvedby theExecutive Secretary, 41
which will provide24-hour data
Source:(main boiler stack)
Pollutant EmissionLimit
HCI .................................................................................... 4.01 lb/hr
I-IF..................................................................... .................0.005 lb/mmBtu $
Fluorides............................................................................0.00019Ib/mmBm -
Lead(Pb)........:..................................................................0 0000113(1.13x10"5)lb/mmBm
Mercury......................................., ...................................0.0000004(4xlO"7)Ib/mmBtu
4
I 1. Stack testing to show compliance with the emission limitations stated in the above
condition shall be performedas specified below:
A, Testing Test
Emissions Poin¢ Pollutant Stam_____s.s Frequency
(main boiler stack) PMto....................... * ....................... & IJ
0 *S 2................................................ #
NOx ........................ * ....................... #
CO.......................... * ....................... #
H2SO 4 .......... •..................................
HCI......................... * ....................... @
HF * @
• ,Fluondes ...................... :................ @
Lead (Pb) ...............* ....................... @
Mercury " * ....................... %
e
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• B. Testing Status (To be applied to the source listed above)
• Initial compliance testing is required. The initial testdate shall be
performed as soon as possible and in no case later than 180 days after the
start up of a new emission source, an existing source without an AO, or
@ the granting of an AO to an existing emission source that has not had an
initial compliance test performed. If an existing source is modified, a
compliance test is required on the modified emission point that has an
emission rate limit.
& Test every, year. The Executive Secretary may require testing at any time.
@
# Compliance shall be demonstrated through use of a Continuous Emissions
Monitoring System (CEM) as outlined in Condition #23 below. The
Executive Secretary may require testing at any time.
• @ Test every two years. The Executive Secretary may require testing at anytime.
% Initial testing is required. Following this initial test, the source shall
demonstrate compliance with fuel testing and monitoring, as outlined in
Condition #19 below. TheExecutive Secretarymay require testing at any
@ time.
'°--" C. Notification
The Executive Secretary shall be notified at least 30 days prior to conducting any
required emission testing. A source test protocol shall be submitted to DAQ when
• the testing notification is submitted to the Executive Secretary.
The source test protocol shall be approved l_ythe Executive Secretary prior to
performing the test(s). The source test protocol shall outline the proposed test
methodologies, stack to be tested, and procedures to be used. A pretest conference
• shall be held, if directed by the Executive Secretary.
D. Sample Location
The emission point shall be designed to conform to the requirements of 40 CFR
60, Appendix A, Method I, or other methods as approved by the Executive
O Secretary. An Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) or Mine
Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) approved access shall be provided to
the test location.
E. Volumetric Flow Rate
Q 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 2 or other testing methods approved by the
Executive Secretary.
./
0
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For stacks in which no liquid drops are present, the following •methods shall be
used: 40 CFR 51, Appendix M, Methods 201, 201a and 202 or other testing
methods approved by EPA. All particulate captured shall be considered PM_,
The back half condensables shall be used for compliance demonstration as well as e
for inventory purposes.
•For stacks in which liquid drops are present, methods to eliminate the liquid drops
should be explored. If no reasonable method to eliminate the drops exists, then the
following methods shall be used: 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 5, 5a, 5d, or
5e as appropriate, or other testing methods approved by EPA. The back half Q
condensables shall also be tested using the method specified by EPA. The portion
of the fi'ont half of the catch considered PMIo shall he based on information in
Appendix B of the fifth edition of the EPA document, AP-42, or other data
acceptable to the Executive Secretary.
G. Sulfur Dioxide (SO_) 41
40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 6, 6A, 6B, 6C, or other testing methods
approved by the Executive Secretary.
H. Nitrogen Oxides (NO_ Q
40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 7, 7A, 7B, 7C, 7D, 7E, or other testing methods "-.
approved by the Executive Secretary.
L Carbon Monoxide (CO)
0
40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 10, or other testing methods approved by the
Executive Secretary.
J. Sulfuric Acid (I-I2SO_
40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 8, or other testing methods approved by the •
Executive Secretary.
K. Hydrochloric Acid (I-IC12
40 CFR 60,Appendix A, Method 26A, or other testing methods approved by the (0
Executive Secretary.
L. Hydrofluoric .Acid (H_
40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 26A, or other testing methods approved by the
Executive Secretary. •
(I
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M. Fluorides.
40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 13A, or other testingmethods approvedby the
Executive Secretary. ,
• N. Lead (Pb)
40 CFR 60, AppendixA, Method 12 or 29, or other testing methods approvedby
theExecutive Secretary. '
@ O. Mercury(Hg)
40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 29, or other testing methods approved by the
Executive Secretary.
P. Calculations
Todeterminemassemissionrates(Ib/hr,etc.)thepollutantconcentrationas
determinedbytheappropriatemethodsaboveshallbemultipliedbythe
volumetricflowrateandanynecessaryconversionfactorsdeterminedbythe
ExecutiveS cretary,togivetheresultsinthespecifiedunitsoftheemission
limitation.
)
...../ Q. New SourceOperation
Foranewsource/emissionpoint,theproductionrateduringallcompliancet sting
shallbenolessthan90% oftheproductionratelistedinthisAO. Ifthemaximum
AO allowableproductionratehasnotbeenachievedatthetimeofthetest,he
• following procedureshall be followed:
1) Testing shall be at no less than 90% of the production ram achieved to
date.
• 2) If'the test is passed, the new maximum allowable production rate shall be
110% of the tested achieved rate, but not more than the maximum
allowable production rate. This new allowable maximum production ram
shall remain in effect until successfully tested at a higher rate.
3) The owner/operator shall request a higher production rate when necessary.
• Testing at no less than 90%of the higher rate shall be conducted. A new
maximum production rate (110% of the new rate) will then be allowed if
the test is successful. This process may be repeated until the maximum
AO produCtionrate is achieved.
• R. Existing Source Operation
For an existing source/emission point, the production rate during all compliance
. .:< testing shall be no less than 90% of the maximum production achieved in the
previous thr_ (3) years.
SPC 2539
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12. Visible emissions from any stationarypoint shall not exceed 10% opacity. Opacity •
observationsof emissions from stationarysources shall be conductedaccording to 40 CFR
60, Appendix A, Method 9. For sources that am subject to NSPS, opacity shall be)
determinedby conducting observations in accordancewith 40 CFR 60.11Co)and40 CI_
60, AppendixA,Method9.
13. Visiblefugitivedustemissionsfromhaul-roadtrafficandmobilequiprmntinoperational
areashallnotexceed20% opacity,Visibleemissionsdeterminationsfortrafficsources
shalluseproceduressimilartoMethod9.Thenormalrequirvnmntforobservationstobe
madeat15-secondintervalsoverasix-minutep riod,however,shallnotapply,Six
points,distributedalongthelengthofthehaulroadorintheoperationalarea.shallbe
chosenbytheExecutiveSecretaryortheExecutiveSecretary'srvpresentative.An opacity •
readingshallbemadeateachpointwhenavehiclepassesthesvle,-tedpoints.Opacity
readingsshallbemade 112vehicleiengthorgreaterbehindthevehicleandat
approximatelyI/2theheightofthevehicleorgreater.Theaccumulatedsixreadingsshall
beaveragedforthecompliancevalue.
14. The following production and/or consumption limits shall not be exceeded: •
A. 1.000,000 tons of coal burned per rolling 12-month period
B. 2,700tonsofcoalburnedperdaybasedona24-hourollingaverage
C. 4,000gallonsofdieselburnedperrolling12-monthperiod
To determinecompliancewitharolling12-monthtotaltheowner/operatorshallcalculatea
new 12-month total by the twentieth day of each month using data from the previous 12 '
months. Re.cordsof consumption/production shall Ix)kept for all periods when the plant is
in operation. Production/consumption shall be determined by an operations logbook. The
records of consumption/production shall be kept on a daily basis.
O
15. The emergency generator shall be used forelectricity producing operation only during
periods when electric power from the public utilities is inten-upted,orfor regnlar
maintenance of the generator. Records documentinggenexator usage shall be kept in a log
and they shall show the date the generatorwas used, the duration in hours of the generator
usage, and the reason for each usage.
16. The diesel driven fire pump shall be operated on an emergency basis only, except for
routineengine and fire system maintenance and training. Records documenting diesel
driven fire pump usage shall be kept in a log and shall show the date the pump was used,
the duration in hours of use, and the reason for each usage.
Roads and Fugitive Dust
!71 The facility shall abide by all applicable requirements of R307-205 forFugitive Emission
and Fugitive Dust sources:
Fnel__..s •
18. SPCshall use coal as a primaryfuel and natural gas as a startupfuel in the CFB boiler. (
The emergency generators and diesel-driven fire pumps shall use only #2 fuel oil as fuel. \-:-"
SPC 2540
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19. The mercurycontentofanycoalburnedinanyfuelburningprocesshallbe monitored
andrecordedforeachloadoffueldelivered.Certificationoffuelshallbe eitherby Sevier
PowerCompany'sown testingortestreportsfromthefuelmarketer.Fordetermining
mercurycontentincoal,AmericanSocietyforTestingandMaterials(ASTM) Method
• D3684-01 or other method approved by the Executive Secretary, is to be used.
If the initial emission testing for mercury is passed, the source can operate using coal with
mercury content no greater than 110% of the tested mercury content without further
emission testing. Coal with higher mercury content shall not be used until successful
testing at this value has been completed. A new mercury content value of 1I0% of this
• tested value shall then be allowed without further emission testing.
20. The sulftn" content of any coal burned in any fuel burning or process installation not
covered by New Source Performance Standards for sulfur emissions shall contain no more
than 1.0 pound sulfur per million gross Btu heat input for any mixture of coal. Similarly,
• the sulfur content of any fuel oil combusted shah not exceed 0.5% by weight.
The sulfur content shah comply with all applicable sections of R307-203. Certification of
fuels shall be either by Sevier Power Company's own testing or test reports from the fuel
marketer. Records of fuel suppiiefs test report on sulfur content shall be available on-site
for each load delivered.
O /. ,
Methods for determining sulfur content of coal shall be those methods of the American! r-)\
_:: L - Society for Testing andMaterials
A. For determining sulfur content in coal, ASTM Methods D3177-75 or D4239-85
are to be used.
• B. For determining the gross calorific (or Btu) content of coal, ASTM Methods
D2015-77 or D3286-85 are to be used.
C. The sulfur content of fuel oil shall be determined by ASTM Method D-4294-89 or
approved equivalent. Certificati0nof fuel oil shall either be by SPC's own testing
or test reports from the fuel oil marketer.
• Federal Limitations and Requirements
21. In addition to the requirements of this AO, all applicable provisions of 40 CFR 60, New
Source Performance Standards (NSPS) Subpart A, 40 CFR 60.1 to 60.18 and Subpart Da,
40 CFR 60.40a to 60.49a (Standards of Performance for Electric Utility Steam Generating
• Units for Which Construction in Commenced After September 18, 1978) and Subpart Y 40
CFR 60.250 to 60. 254 (Standards of Performance for Coal Preparation Plants) apply to
this installation.
22. In addition to the requirements of this AS, all applicable provisions of 40 CFR 72, 73, 75,
76, 77 and 78 - Federal regulations for the Acid Rain Program under Clean Air Act Title
• IV apply to this installation.
)
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Monitorine - Continuous Emissions Monltorlne i__"""' t
23. SPC shallinstall,calibrate,maintain,andoperateacontinuousemissionsmonitoring
system on the main boiler stack. SIC shall recordthe outputof the system, for measuring
theSOa emissions, the NOz emissions andtheCO emissions. The monitoringsystem shall
comply with all applicable sections of R307-170; 40 CFR 60.13; and40 CFR60,
Appendix B. G
All continuous emissions monitoring devices as required in federal regulations and state
roles shall be installed and operational priorto placing the affected source in operation.
Except for system breakdown, repairs, calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments
requiredunder paragraph(d) 40 CFR 60.13, the owner/operatorof an affected source shall 41
continuously operateall requiredcontinuousmonitoring systems and shall meet minimum
frequency of operation requirementsas outlined in 40 CFR 60.13 and Section R307-170.
Records & Miseellaneou_
41
24. At all times, includingperiods of startup,shutdown,andmalfunction,owners and
operatorsshall, to the extentpracticable,maintain andoperateany equipmentapproved
underthis Approval Orderincluding associatedair pollution control equipmentin a
mannerconsistent with good airpollution controlpractice for minimizingemissions.
Determinationof whether acceptable operatingand maintenanceproceduresare beingused
will be based on information available to the Executive Secretary which may include, but I
is not limited to, monitoring results, opacity observations, review of operating and _" j
maintenance procedures, and inspection of the source. All maintenance performed on
equipment authorized by this AO shall be recorded.
25. The owner/operator shall comply with R307-150 Series. Inventories, Testing and
Monitoring. (I
26, The owner/operatorshall comply with R307-107. General Requirements: Unavoidable
Breakdowns.
The Executive Secretary shall be notified in writing if the company is sold or changes its name. dll
Under R307-150-1, the Executive Secretary may require a source to submit an emission inventory for any
full or partial year on reasonable notice.
This AO in no way releases the owner or operator from any liability for compliance with all other
applicable federal, state, and local regulations including R307. t
A copy of the rules, regulations and/or attachments addressed in this AO may be obtained by contacting the
Division of Air Quality. The Utah Administrative Code R307 rules used by DAQ, the Notice of Intent
(NOD guide, and other airquality documents and forms may also be obtained on the Internet at the
following web site: 41
http://www.airquality.utah.gov/
-'" '_" / _ -
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.S ¸ ,, _) :'-qae annual emissions estimations below are for the purpose of determining the applicability of Prevention
• bt S_gmficant Detenorauon, non-attainment area, maintenance area, and Title V source requirements of the
R307. "rhe¥ are not to be used for determining compliance•
The Potential To Emit (FIE) emissions for this source are currently calculated at the following values:Q
Total PTE
Emissions
Pollutant tons/year
O PMl0 ............................................................. 177.4
SO2 ............................................................... 233.9
NOz ............................................................. 1066.6
CO .............................................................. 1278.6
VOC ............................................................... 53.4
HAPs
6 HCL ........................................................... 16•9
Total HAPs ...................................................... 24.7
RicMrd W. Spr_, Executive Secretary
Utah Air Quality Board
O
• /
/
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• April 28, 2008
Joro Walker, Esq.
Western Resource Advocates
• 425 East 100 South
Salt Lake City_Utah 84111
RE: Extension of IPSC Unit 3 Approval Order
Dear Ms. Walke_
Thank you for your letter dated April 14. 2008, regarding extension of the IPSC Unit 3 Approval Order_
As the Director of the Utah Division of Ak Quality, I share your comndtment to protecting the air quality
of the State of Utah.
As you will note from the attached letter to the Unit 3 Development Committee, a conditional extension is
D being granted. The extension is conditional in that before physical construction of the facility commences.
the permit holder will be required to demonstrate that the facility will meet current standards. These
analyses will be subject to public notice and comment.
Thank you again for your participation in this process.
• Sincerely,
Utah Division of Air Quality
• Executive Secretary, Utah Air Quality Board
Attachment
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April 25, 2008
Doug Hunter, nap Unit 3 I)evelopr_at Committee Chair •
Utah Associated Municipal Power Systems
2825 East Cottonwood Parkway, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121-7077
RE: Conditional Extension of Approval Order #DAQE-AN0327010-04 •
Dear Mr. Hunter.
I have reviewed your April 4, 2008, letter requesting a 24-month extension of the period for commencing
construction for Approval Order #DAQE-AN0327010-04 (the AO). Based on the conditions in t.hiSInner,
aconditional 18month extension will be granted. •
In a letter signed by then-Executive Secretary Richard Sprott to Reed Searle of IPA, dated January 23,
2006, IPA was notified that purs_zant to the rule effective at the time (Utah Admin. Code R307-401-I !) the
above-referenced Approval Order would not be revoked. However, the Executive Secretary reqttired IPA
to provide an update on the status of construction by April 15, 2008, at which time reserving the right to
revoke the AO pursuant to R307-401-11 if circumstances warranted. •
Based upon review office information provided in your letter and in light of the fact that the Air Quality
Board has granted intervention to UAMPS to defend the Approval Order in the pending action before the
Board, I am not persuaded that immediate revocation of the AO is necessary. In particular, the
Development Committee has continued to pursue development activities at significant cost (as outlined in
your letter), which indicates to me an intent to move forward with Unit 3. UAMPS is also engaged in legal •
proceedings to settle the ability of the Development Committee to move forward with critical aspects of the
project.
While the fact that UAMPS contiflues to invest significant resources may indicate that UAMPS continues
to aspire to the construction and operation of Unit 3, it does not answer thethreshold question of whether
Unit 3 continues to be a viable project. Likewise, the ongoing litigation is not of itself reason enough for •
repeated extensions..
150 l'_r_ 1950 West • PO Bo_ 144820 * Salt Lake _ty, IAT 841 t4-4820, phone (801) 536=4000 • _ (891) 536,4099
T.D.D. (801) 536,44t4- wwwdteq.uttr&gov •
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• IhaveevaluatedyourletterinaccordancewithUtahAdmin.CodeR307405-19andthefederalroles
incorporatedby reference,40C.F.R.§ 52.21(r)(2),alongwiththerelatedfederalguidanceontheserules.
ThisandfutureactionsontheAO willbeconductedaccordingtotheprinciplesherctoforutlined.
AttheMarch2006AirQualityBoardmeeting,theBoardadoptedandincorporatedby referenceat40
C.F.R.§ 52.21(r)(2),whichstates:
[a]pprovaltoconstructshallbecomeinvalidifconstructions otcommencedwithin18months
afterreceiptofsuchapproval,ifconstructionsdiscontinuedforaperiodof18monthsormore,or
ifconstructions otcompletedwithinareasonabletime.TheAdministratormay extendtim18-
monthperiod upon a satisfactory showing that an extension is justified. This provision does not
• apply to the time period be_'een consla-uctionof the approved phases of a phased construction
pi'oject; each phase must commence construction within 18 months of the projected and approved
comsnmacemsnt date.
This .regulation Lame effective in June 2006.
• The EPA's Environmental Appeals Board (EAB) and two federal appellate courts have interpreted
§ 52.21(rX2) to mea_ that a permit expires by operation of law (1) if construction has not commenced
within 18 months, (2) if construction stops for a period of 18 months, or (3) if construction does not start
within a reasonable time.
The purpose of the rule's constraints on construction time is two-fold:
..... to ensure that major emitting facilities ... are constructed in accordance with reasonably
current pollution control standards and on the basis of current information regarding the level of air
pollution in the locality"wliere the facility is 'to be located. The time limits also operate to ensure
that the available PSD increments for sulfur dioxide and particulate matter which are allotted to a
Permittee are not tied up for indefinite periods of time before it is known whetlmr the Permittee's
• proposed facility will actually be completed and put into operation. Issuing a permit for a project
which has no realistic prospect of completion would um-easonabty tie up the available increments
allotted to the proposed facility, thus possibly delaying or even preventing other permit applicants
from obtaining permits for projects under no bar to timely construction.
In the matter of New York Power Authority, 1E.A.D. 825 (I)ec. 6, 1983);see also In re: Kendall New
l Century Development, 11 E.A.D, 40 (April 29, 2003); In re: West Suburban Recycling_and Ener_¢ Center,
L.P., 8 E.A.D. 192 (March 10, 1999); _oosevelt Campobello Intemat'l Park Comm'n v. EPA. 684 F.2d
1034, 1037 (let Cir. 1982)i Grand Can,con Trust V. Tucson Elee. Power Co., 391 F.3d 979. 983-84 (9th Cir.
2004).
Moreover, EPA Region IX has issued a guidance document interpreting 40 C.F.R. § 52.21(0(2). This
• doc_t is attached for your reference.
This extension is conditional in that to satisfy the requirement that the facility will be constructed in
accordance with current standards, before physical construction of tShefacility commences, the Executive
Secretary will require the foLlowing:
• (I) BACT reanalysis;
DAQ-035-08
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(2) Re,analysis of PSD increment consumption and air quality impacts; •
(3) That all new PSD requirements be applied.
These analyses will be subject to public notice and comment.
Further, for there to be any consideration for future extensions, the Executive Seeretary will require not •
only a showing that the delay is justified, but also of the project's continued viability - that there continues
to be a realistic prospect that the l_oject "will actually be completed and put into operation." New York
Power Authority, 1E.A.D. 825.
Based on the foregoing, the period of time for commmlcing construction for Approval Order #DAQE-
AN0327010-04 is tmreby conditionally extended until October 15, 2009. •
Sincerely,
Executive Secretary
Utah Air Quality Board
cc: Richard W. Sprott
Rusty Ruby
Regg Otson •
ChristianS_cphcns
Paul MeConkie
TRANSMITTAL NOTICE: 2-88
September 8, I'988
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT: EPA RegiOnIX Policy on PSD Permit Extensions
FROM: Wayne Blackard, Chief
New Source Section
TO: Region IX States and Districts
NSRJTPSDPermitting Contacts
Attached foryour information is a copy of a guidance document prepared by my staff addressing
EPA Region IX's policy on PSD permit extensions. The purpose of this document is to clarify the
criteria EPA examines priorto extending the 18-month commencem.entof construction deadline
found in 40 CFR 5221 (rX2). At the heart of these requirements are assurances of
current BACT determinations and continued public participation when permits are extended. Our
hope is that this policy will enhance agreement among permitting agencies in implementing PSD
regulations,
We hope you will find this document helpful. If you have any questions, please contact me at
(415) 974-8249.
EPA Region IX •
New Source Section
Guidance Document: 1-88
Date: 3/23/88 (PMF)
Revised: 7/6?88
EPA REGION IX POLICY
ON.
PSD PERMIT EXTENSIONS
e
The following is EPA l_gion IX's policy regarding Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
permit extensions. This policy clarifies the subject of extensions of the 18-month eommeacement
of construction deadline found in 40 CFR 52.21 (r) (2).
The intent of this policy is to grant a permit extension of the 18- month deadline to any good faith
application, provided the following requirements are met. If these requirements are not met or if •
the extension request is denied, the permit Willbecome invalid after its expiration date. The
applicant, however, may choose to file a project application for consideration as a new permit. :In
general, the import of this policy is to ensure that the proposed permit meets the current EPA
requirements, and that the public is kept apprised ofthe proposed action (i.e. through the
30-day public comment period). •
I. ADMINISTRATIVE REQ_MENTS
. . ; : .
(l) Submi
An extension request must be submitted and received by EPA- Region IX prior to
the expiration date of the permit. - __ •
(2) Ju,,_tification
The extension .request ml_t include an acceptableju_i.ficatiou why the
commencement of construction did not commence as scheduled. The request must
also include a revised construction schedule which assures that construction will •
be initiated d_g the extension period and that construction will be continuous.
(3) Certification
The extension request must be signed by a responsible
representative of the company proposing the project. •
II. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
(l) BACT Analysis
A BACT reanalysis is required in all permit extension requests, as in an •
applicationfora new PSD permit.Itshouldalsobe notedthat,accordingtoa
• recent EPA policy., any new BACT determination being prescribed for any
regulated pollutant must also confider the impact of the proposed BACT on the
emissions of tmmgulated or toxic pollutants.
(2) Additior_l PSD Review Requirement
• A reanalysis of the PSD increment consumption and air quality impacts is
reqnired. Interim source growth in the area may have occurred and caused
significant degradation of air quality. Therefore, the review agency is responsible
for ensuring that the source requesting an extension would not cause or contribute
to a PSD increment or NAAQS exceedances.
• (3) New PSD Re aulations or,Requirements
It is not the intent of this policy to exempt projects from meeting new
requirements. Therefore, all new or interim PSD requirements will be applied as
in an application for a new PSD permit
• III. PROCEDURAL ISSUES
(1) Duration of Extensions..,
Due to concerns of growth rights and public participation, EPA may limit an
extension to 12 months, or less, from the=initial date the permit was to expire. This
allows for an extension, if necessary, while ensuring that impacted States,
• Districts and the public have control of their own air resources and growth fights
and that state-of-the-art BACT will be employed.
(2) Public Comment
EPA will require the same public comment procedure for extension requests as for
• permit modifications including a 30-day public corrunaentperiod. Requests for
public hearings and petitions for permit appeals ._hall.follow the applicable
procedures of 40 CFR Part 124.
(3) Extensions of La.t._rUnits Or.l..'PhasedMulti-Unit Projects
• Determinations tbr phased multi-unit projects am very complex involving the
independence or dependence of a project and often dif/_,rent construction dates,
Therefore, please consult with EPA regarding any questions addres_singphased
construction projects.
EPA Staff Contact:
Peter Fickenscher (415) 974-8226 (FTS 454-8226)
Section Chiefi
Wayne Blackard (415) 974-8249 fiTS 454-8249)
• • • • • • • • • • •
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Permitting andPlanning Branches
el fROM. W.spo ,f
I DATE: December 16, 2003
SUBJECT: Utah Division of Air Quality (UDAQ) Class I Significant Impact I._vels
O1(-i _ The UDAQ has decided to make use of significant impact levels as a screening tool when
determining the need for a full PSD Class I increment analysis. A new or modified source
i contributing less thanthespecified significant concentration would be considered de minimis, orinsignificant as to the air quality impact on the Class I areabeing considered.
0
i I.,cvelsof ignificantimpactarecurrentlyusedasamatterofpolicyinthePSD programfordeterminingwhetheraproposedsourcemay beexcludedfromthefullrequii'ementsforan
incrementanalysisnClassIIareas.TheUDAQ believesthatitisreasonabletoextendthisidea
totheClassIincrementanalysis,also.Theadoptedsignificantimpactlevelswouldapplytothem
OI existing Class I increments for PMm,SO2, and NO2.
The technical basis for tl_cClass I significant impact levels (SILs) used in this policy, parallels
I thatwhichisusedbytheEPA fortheirClassISILsproposedintheJuly23,1996Federal
Register.AlthoughtheproposedClassISILswereneverformallypromulgated,many other
statesandEPA regionshaveincorporatedhemintotheirmethodologiesforreviewingClassI
• _ incrementanalyses.TheEPA ClassISILproposalwasbasedontheratiooftheClassIISILsto
theClassIIincrements,andthuswasconsistentwi hthelogicthatwasusedtodevelopthe
existingClassIISILs.
I In summary, the UDAQ will utilize the Class I SILs shown in Table 1. Any new major source or
major modification, which has model predicted ambient concentrations below the values in
O1_ TableI,wouldnotberequiredtoconductacumulativeClassIincrementanalysisforagivenpollutant.Inaddition,a deminimis(resultbelowthevaluesinTableI)impactwouldserveas/
.........150 North 1950 West • PO Box 144820 • Salt Lake City. UT 84114-4820 • phone (801) 536-4000 • fax (801) 536-4099
• T.D.D. (801) 536-4414 • www.deq.um_.gov
SPC 0995a
I SPC 4289
DAQP-121-03 I• ecember 16, 2003
thebasisfora determina_onthatsuchemissionswillnotcontributeoan existingviolationf ( •
theapplicableClassIincrements.
• I'"
•Table I - UDAQ classiSIL
• •
Pollutant AveragingClassISIL I
Period (pg/m3)
SulfurDioxide 3-hour 1
24-hour 0.2 I
Annual 0.I •
ParticulateMattvr 24-hour 0.3
Annual 0.2 I
Nitrogen Dioxide Annual 0.1
RWS/BL/gw I •
I
| •
!
!
!
!
!
|e
SPC 0995b •
SPC 4290 I
I , -'
rate (LAER) determinations are a_'ailable for BACT purposes and are included as control alternatives.
Step 2. Eliminate Technically Infeasible Options. Technically feasible control options art those thal have
been demonstrated to function efficiently on identical or similar processes. This demonstration, agd the
evaluation of what constitutes an "identical or similar" process, is based on physical, chemical, and
engineering principles.
Step 3. Rank Remaining Control Technologies by Control EffEctiveness. The remaining control alternatives
not eliminated in Step 2 are ranked in order of most effective (i.e. lowest emission rate) to the least effective.
j •Step 4. Evaluate blost Effective Controls and Document Results. The information developed in Step 3 isobjectively evaluated to determine whether economic, environmental, and energy impacts are sufficient to
justify exclusion of the technology. The analysis begins with the trip ranked technology and continues until
the technology under consideration cannot be eliminated by any economic, environmental, and energyimpacts, which justifj; that, the altern tive is inappropriate as BACT.
. SteF 5. Select BACT. The most effective control option not eliminated in Step 4 is identified as BACT.• .
1!!.3 BACT for NO,,.Emissions from Circulating Fluidized Bed Boilers
I Nitrogen oxides are formed in combustion sources by the thermal oxidation in the combustion air and thereduction an ubs quent oxidation of fuel nit ogen. Virtually all NO, emissions originate as nitric oxide (NO)
as both mtrogen and oxygen dissociate into atomic form at the high temperatures within the boiler and then
• 11 recombine to form NO. A minor fraction of the NO is further oxidized in the flue gas system to form NOn.II The bulk of NO_ formation for this project will be through thermal oxidation of nitrogen from the combustion
air or thermal NO,.
., .The amot,nt of fuel NO, formed is dependent on the amount of nitrogen compounds in the coal and the "amount of lime present in the boiler. The rate of formatio of thermal NO_ is a function of the residence time,
free oxygen, and peak flame temperature. Therefore, combustion techniques for managing the formation of
• thermal NO, are aimed at minimizing one or more of these variables. Selective catalytic reduction (SCR) and
i Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) remove NO, from the gas stream.
]I1.3.1 Step 1 - Identificationof Potential ControlTechnology
i Fluidized bed combustion boilers are inherently low NO_ emitters due to the relatively low combustion
• temperatures. For this project, the following Control technologies have been identified for NO_ control:
I I. Selective catalytic reduction
2. Selective non-catalytic reduction
I 111.3.2Step 2 - Discussion of Technical Feasibility
Two combustion control technologies were identified for the proposed CFB boiler and are discussed in the
I following sections.111.3.2.1Selective Catalytic Reduction
I Sevlcr Power Company's 2.70 MW CtxaI-Fl_'ed Power Planl
March ]. 2004
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The SElectiveCatalyticReductionprocessinvolvespostcombustionremovalofNO, fromthefluegaswitha
catalyticreactor.Ammonia (NH3)'isnjectedintothefluegasstreamupstreamofthecatalystbedandNO, •
and NH_ Combine at the catalyst surface, forming elemental nitrogen and water, The function of thecatalyst
is to lower the activation energy of the NO, decomposition reaction; the catalystallows NOL:reductionto
proceed at a lower temperature that required for SNCIL m •
ISelective catalytic reduction has been demonstrated to achieve high levels of NO_ reduction on severaltypes.
of combustion sources, including pulverized coal and stoker-type eoabfired boilers, but has not been
demonstrated on CFB boilers. This technology could potentially be transferredto a CFB boiler such as that at []
the proposed SPC project, but not without significant difficulty: SCR installation upstream of the baghouse is I
technically infeasible be_:ausethe paniculate matter loading upstream of the baghouse will contain a very high •
loading of alkaline paniculate matter that would likely preclude effective SCR operation, and SCR installation
downstream of the baghouse is technically infeasible because the exhaust gas temperature at that location is B
too low to support effective SCR operation.
An SCR system could be applied to the SPC project if another boiler technology, such as pulverized coal •
firing, were used insaead of FBC boiler technology. I
1II.3.2.2 Selective Non-CatalyticReduction
ma
Selective non-catalytic reduction has been applied to a number of different types of combustion sources, I
including petroleum heaters, utility an.d industrial boilers fired with natural gas and oil, as well'as Japanese and
European PC boilers and domestic coal-fired CFBs. B
The SCNR process is based on a gas-phase homogeneous reaction, Withina specified temperature range, B
between NO, in the flue gas a/_deither injected Nlq_or urea to produce gaseous nitrogen and water vapor.
SNCR systems do not employ a catalyst; the NOb reduction reactions are drivenby the thermal decomposition []
of ammonia and the subsequent reduction of NO_. Consequently, the SNCR process operates at higher II
temperatures than the SCR process.
Critical to the successful reduction of NO, with SNCR is the temperature of the flue gas at the point where • •
the reagent is injected. For the ammonia injection process, the necessary temperature range is 1,700 - 1,900
°F. Also critical to effective application of these processes are gas mixing, residence time at temperature, and .,
ammoniaslip. iTheoretically,onemoleofammoniawillreactwithonemole ofNO, formingelementalnitrogena dwater.
In reality, not all the injected reagentwill react due to imperfect mixing, uneven temperature distribution,and •
insufficient residence time. These physical limitations may be compensated for by injecting a large amount of []
excess reagent and essentially achieving low NO_ emissions at the expense of emissions of unreacted reagent, II
referred to as 'slip'.
These emissions representan adverse environmental impact and can lead to the formation of ammonium slats. B
Thus, for a given boiler configuration, there is a limit on the degree of NOXreduction which can be achieved U •
with SNCR while maintaining acceptable levels of slip.
The CFB design is described as the ideal application forSNCR in the available open literature. CFB boilers are I
h
eerier Power CLwnFany's 270 MW Coai-F_red Power Plato ma
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11_ constant[emperature,variableheat transferdevices• The bed temperatureanddownstreamflue gas
temperaturecan be setby the operatorto within a few degrees. The typicaltemperatureof CFB flue gas
leaving the bed and entering the hot cyclone is at the ideal temperature for SNCR. Additionally, the reduction
J reagent is injected .,,ithe inlet to the hot cyclone, where all of the flue gas is swirled at 50-75 ft pe_"second,and forced to change direction several times. This cycbnic action homogenizes the reagent flue gas NOi
• concentration, thus, maximizing mixing.
j 111.3.3Step 3 - Rank Remaining Technically l_easible Control Technologies by Control Effectiveness
Remaining control alternatives not eliminated in Step 2 are ranked in order of most effective (lowest emission
OJ. rate) as follows:1. SNCR
J 2. SCR
An SCR system could be applied to the. SPC project if another boiler technology, such as pub,'erized coal
• firing, were used instead of F'BC boiler technology. However, this technology substitution would not provide
! significant emission reduction below the level proposed to be achieved with CFB technology and SNCR, beO inconsistent with the S02 and sulfuric acid mist BACT determinations, because the achievable SO,. and
sulfuric acid mist emission reductions with PC boiler technology are not as great as with CFB boiler
technology, and
SNCR is preferred over SCR for the proposed CFB boiler since SNCR has been demonstrated to be effective,
is operating on existing units, and has lower capital costs. SNCR has been utilized on CFB boilers at emission
O|" levels below the level expected at the SPC Project. However, attempting to achieve a lower level at the SPC
I! Project is not considered technologically feasible.
,, .The economic, environmental, and energy impacts associated with each technology are evaluated in thefollowing section.
O !11.3.4 Step 4 - Evaluate Economic. Environmental, and Energy Impacts
I The SPC Project will implement SNCR control technology, which is listed as s technically feasible control
technology; thus, further review of economic, environmental, and energy impacts are not necessary.
i ]11.3.5 S.tep5 - ProposedNOx BACT _'orClUBBoiler
O
A summary of facilities utilizing CFB boiler technology and employing SNCR for NO, control is presented in
I Table/II- 1.
Table Ill- l
O Ira' Comparison of CFB Boiler NO, Emission Rates using SNCR
Facility Heat Input NO1 Emissions Fuel
I .MMBtu/hr (Lb/MMBIu)
Taunton Ener_ Center 1604.4 0.15 Eastern US Coal
O i Sevler PeJwerCompany's 270 MW C*_.lI.FIredP,¢w_._tPlant
II March3. 2004
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I,
I (q',
......... =,. ........
EnergyNewBedford C0_enerstion 3342.0 0.15 ....E.qstemU S coal i
i
EnergyNew BedfordCo_eneration 1671"0 0.15 ....Eas!,cmUS Coal
(ill
ReliantEnergyMid-AtlanticPower . 2532.0 0,15 RefuseC0al& No.2 i
Fuel Oil I
AES Warrior Rtm 20"70.0 0.10 EasXern US Coal I
m*,
AES -PRCP 4922.7 0.10 Columbia n Coal ...... (
ArcherDanielsMidlandfS&6) 1500.0 0.07I) Coal •
ArcherDanlelsMidland(7&8) 1500.0 0.I2 Coal
Midland(g&l0) i500.0 0,12 Coal _iArch_ Danie.Is (
York CounW EnerLzyPartners 2500.0 0.125 BituminousCoal
mm
Northampton Genemtin_ Co., l ]46.0 0.10 A_.fl_'aciteCt,lm .. I
I) Based on a 30-day rolling average.
!The SPC Project has proposed to achieve a NOx emission limit of0.10 lb/MMBtu (rafting 24*hour average 1basis). Of the 17 facilities liste.d in EPA's RACT/BACT/I..AER Clearinghouse and identified as utilizing CFB
technology,13usedSNCR forNO, reduction.OtherfacilitiesusingSNCR withlow emissionsinclude
ArcherDanielsMidland(0.07lb/IVIMBtubasedon a 30-dayrollingaverage),CogenerationNational(30ppm []
orapproximately0.05lb/MMBm), GWF Power Systems(0.074Ib/MMBtu),andBMCP (0.039lb/MMBm_. II
GWF Power Systemsutilizespetroleumcoke;thus,cannotbejustifiablecomparedtotheSPC facility."l'h.•
ArcherDanielsMidlandfaciliv/NO_limitof0.07Ib/MMBtu ona 30-dayrollingaverageisno more stringcnl [] (
thantheproposedlimitof0.10Ib/IvlMBmona 24-hraveragebasis.CogenerationNationaland GWF Power m
Systemsoperatesmallboilers,49MW.and 20 MW, respectively,andarcnotindicativeoftheNOx emission
levelachievablewitha 270 MW plantsuchasthatproposedfortheSPC project. " i
The CPB designofferslowerNO, formationthanothercommercialboilertypesduetothelow combustion I
temperaturesandstagedairoperation.ThermalNOt formationincreasesdramaticallyatcombustion |
temperaturesexceeding2000OF.ThermalNO_ formationinCFBs isinherentlyimitedbythelow (1600-1700 i
OF)combustion temperatures. However, there are site-specific technic_,l features of the proposed boiler, []
which must be considered in determining the lowest emission level, which SNCR is capable of meeting. This i
includes the fuel characterisncs and other factors that affect NO, emission rates, including CO and VOC
emission rates. Evaluation of these facilities must consider the feasibility of lower NOt emission levels in the •
contexl of CO and VOC emission levels since measures to decrease NO, also increase formation 0fCO and • !
VOC. Of thefacilitieswithlowerNO, limitsthanproposedfortheSPC Project,mosthad ahigherCO and d
VOC emissionlimithanthoseproposedforSPC Project.
l
Therefore,theconceptofBACT asitappliestoNO_ must bereviewedinthe contextofCO, VOC, andSO_ 1Sev,er PlowerCnmp,=ny*s2"/0 MW Coal-F,red Pnweg Pt.m. •
M_ch 3. 2004 tI
Pa$c _9 i
• $PC 1034 i
SPC 4270 1 |[]
emissions as well.
The SPC Project will achieve a NO, emission rate of 0.10 lb,%lMBm on a 24-hr average with the use of aCFB boiler in conjunction with SNCR. This is considered BACT control for NOx emissions. )
• 1II.4BACT for VOC Emissions fromCirculatingFluidized Bed Boiler
Emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) result from the incomplete combustion of carbon and
organic compounds and are a function of oxygen availability, temperature, residence time, and turbulence. In
J general, VOCs can be controlled in two ways: (1) controlling combustion parameters in order to rrmximizecomplete combustion, and (2) flue gas catalytic oxidation. The control of VOCs must be optimized with thecontrol of the boiler exit emissions of NO,,
...
1II.4.1 Step 1 - Identification of Potential Control Technology
There were two techniques identified for reducing VOCs in the flue gases: catalytic oxidation and combustion
• 1" controls.
111.4.2Step 2 - Discussion of Technical Feasibilit3,
i Two VOC control technologies were identified for the proposed CFB boiler and are discussed in the followingsections.
• 1 i' ) II.4.2.1 Catalytic Oxidation
II
For catalytic oxidation, a catalyst is situated in the flue gas stream, which would lower the activation energy
of a series ofreacuons where reactant species, such aS VOC, are converted to carbon dioxide and water.
" The cfitalyst permits the combination of the reactant species at lower gas temperatures than would be requiredfor uncataJyzed oxidation.
I The catalyst would be located at a point where the gas temperature is within an acceptable range. In a CFB,this means that the catalyst grid would need to be installed at a point upstream of the particulate matter controldevice.
I Catalyst non-selectivity is a problem for sulfur-containing fuels such as coal. Catalysts promote oxidation ofSO., to SO3. The amount of SO., conver ion is a function of temperature nd c t l t design. Under
• optimum conditions, formation of SO_ can be minimized to 20% of inlet SO_. Compared to the proposed
I emissions level, this level of conversion would increase H2SO._emissions of more than 2,000 tons per year,which aside from the increased ambient air impacts would result in unacceptable amounts of corrosion to the
air preheater and ductwork.
I Based examination of the available literature, there is no evidence that catalytic oxidation technology has ever• been applied to coal-fired units. This technology could potentially be tr nsferred to a CFB boiler suc as that
at the proposed SPC project, but not without significant and possibly insurmountable difficulties.
Consequently, catalytic oxidation systems were not considered technically feasible for this facility.
111.4.2.2Combustion Controls
• 1 SCvt,_r Po'.'_¢r C_mpany TM2'70 MW Cl_aI.FIrcd Po_cr Plan!
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set of raw materials. In such cases, the permit agency may require the
applicant to include the inherently lower-polluting process in the list of
BACT candidates.
In many cases, a given production process or emissions unit can be made
to be inherently less polluting (e.g; the use of water-based versus sol'vent
based paints in a coating operation or a coal-fired boiler designed to have alow emission factor for N0x). In such cases the ability of design
considerations to make the process inherently less polluting must be
considered as a control alternative for the source. Inherently lower-p lluting processes/practice ar usually more environmentally effective
because of lower amounts of solid wastes and waste water than are generated
with add-on controls. These factors are considered in the cost, energy and
environmental impacts analyses in step 4 to determine the appropriateness of
the additional add-on option.
I Combinations inherently lower-polluting processes/practices (or a
of
process made to be inherently less polluting) and add-on controls are likely
to yield more effective means Of emissions control than either approach alone.Therefore, the option to utilize a inherently lower-polluting process does
not, in and of itself, mean that no additional add-on controls need be
I included in the BACT analysis. These combinations should be identified in
step 1 of the top down process for evaluation in subsequent steps.
°!
IV.A.4. EXAMPLE
I The process of identifying control technology alternatives .(step 1 in
the top-down BACT process) is illustrated in the following hypothetical
I example.
.!
!
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In each case, the average rate is calculated as the average over previous I
2-year period (unless the permitting agency determines that a different time
period is more representative of normal source operation). I •
For each short-term averaging period (24 hours and less), the change in I[]the actual emissions rate for the particular averaging period is calculated as
the difference between: I •
• the current maximumactual emissions rate, and
mm
• the maximu_______mactual emissions rage as of the minor source baseline I
date (or major source baseline date for applicable major us
stationary sources undergoing consturction before the minor source •
baseline date). I
In each case, the maximum rate is the highest occurrence for that averaging
period during the previous 2 years of operation. I
w
Where appropriate, air quality impacts from fugitive emissions and
Ibuilding downwash are also taken into account for the PSD increment analysis.
Of course, they would only be considered when applicable to increment- I
•consuming emissions. I •
If the change in the actual emissions rate at a particular source I
involves a change in stack parameters (e.g., stack height, gas exit
temperature, etc.) then the stack parameters and emissions rates associated
with both the baseline case and the current situation must be used as input to l
the dispersion model. To determine increment consumption (or expansion) for I
such a source, the baseline case emissions are input to the model as negative I
emissions, along with the baseline stack parameters. In the same model run,
the current case for the same source is modeled as the total current emissions I •
I
associated with the current stack parameters. This procedure effectively
calculates, for each receptor and for each averaging time, the difference
lbetween the baseline concentration and the current concentration (i.e., the
amount of increment consumed by the source). I
l
Emissions changes associated with area and mobile source growth
occurring since the minor source baseline date are also accounted for in the !
C.49 • •
I
I
(b) In the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, Chemical Substances and Physical Agents and Biological
t_ 1988. Exposure Indices, pages 15 - 72 (2000)."
I Minor baseline date means the earliest "Chargeable Pollutant" means any regulated air
(2) source
• date after the trigger date on which the first complete pollutant except the following:
application under 40 CFR 52.21 or R307-405 is submitted (1) Carbon monoxide;
.by a major source or major modification subject to the (2) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutantrequirements of 40 CFR 52.21 or R307-405. The minor solely because it is a Class l or II substance subject to a
• source baseline is the date after which emissions from all standard promulgated or established by Title VI of the Act,
new or modified sources consume or expand increment, Stratospheric Ozone Protection;
i including emissions from major and minor sources as well (3) Any pollutant that is a regulated air pollutantas any or all general commercial, residential, industrial, and solely because it is subject to a standard or regulation underother growth. The trigger date is: Section 112(r) of the Act, Prevention of Accidental
(a) In the case of particulate matter and sulfur Releases.
i dioxide, August 7, 1977, and "Chronic Hazardous Air Pollutant" means any
(b) In the case of nitrogen dioxide, February 8, noneareinogenic hazardous air pollutant for which a
• 1988. threshold limit value - time weighted average (TLV-TWA)
"Best Available Control Technology (BACT)" having no threshold limit value - ceiling (TLV-C) has been
means an emission limitation and/or other controls to adopted by the American Conference of Governmental
I include equipment, work practice, operation standard Industrial Hygienists in its "Threshold Limit Values .for
design,
or combination thereof., based on the maximum degree or Chemical Substances and Physical Agents and Biological
reduction of each pollutant subject to regulation under the Exposure Indices, pages 15 - 72 (2000)."
Clean Air Act and/or the Utah Air Conservation Act emitted "Clean Air Act" means federal Clean Air Act asI
• I from or which results from any emitting installation, which amended in 1990.
the Air Quality Board, on a ease-by-case basis taking into "Clean Coal Technology" means any technology,
account energy, environmental and economic impacts and including technologies applied at the precombnstion,
i other costs, determines is achievable for such installation combustion, or post combustion stage, at a new or existing
through application of production processes and available facility which will achieve significant reductions in air
methods, systems and techniques, including fuel cleaning or emissions of sulfur dioxide or oxides of nitrogen associated
treatment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for with the utilizati6n of coal in the generation of electricily,
i, . control of each such pollutant. In no event shall applications or process steam which was not in widespread use as of
• _' J of BACT result in emissions of any pollutants which will November 15, 1990.
exceed the emis ions allowed by Section 111 or 112 of the "Clean C0al Technology Demonstration Project"
Clean Air Act. means a project using funds appropriated under the heading
"Board" means Air Quality Board. See Section "Department of Energy-Clean Coal Technology," up to a
I 19-2-102(6)(a). total amount of $2,500,000,000 for commercial
"Breakdown" means any malfunction or demonstration of clean coal technology, or similar projects
• procedural error, to include but not limited to any funded through appropriations for the Environmental
malfunction or procedural error during start-up and Protection Agency. The Federal contribution for a
I shutdown, which will result in the inoperability or sudden qualifying project shall be at least 20 percent of the totalloss of performance of the control equipment or process cost of the demonstration project.
equipment causing emissions in excess of those allowed by "Clearing Index" means an indicator of the
approval order or Title R307. predicted rate of clearance of grotmd level pollutants from a
I "BTU" means British Thermal Unit, the quantity given area. This number is calculated by the National
• of heat necessary to raise the temperature of one pound of Weather Service from daily measurements oftemperatm'e
water one degree Fahrenheit. lapse rates and wind speeds from ground level to 10,000
"Calibration Drift" means the change in the feet. The State has been divided into three separate air
I instrument meter readout over a stated period of time of qualil3, areas for purposes of the clearing index system:normal continuous operati n when the VOC c ncentration at (1) Area 1 includes those valleys below 6500
the time of measurement is the same known upseale value, feet above sea level and west of the Wasatch Mountain
"Carbon Adsorption System" means a device Range and extending south through the Wasatch and
• I containing adsorbent material (e.g., activated carbon, Aquarius Plateaus to the ,_rizona border. Included are theII aluminum, silica gel), an inlet and outlet for exhaust gases, Salt Lake, Utah, Skull and Esealante Valleys and valleys of
and a system for the proper disposal or reuse of all VOC the Sevier River Drainage.
adsorbed. (2) Area 2 includes those valleys below 6500
i "Carcinogenic Hazardous Air Pollutant '_means feet above sea level and east of the Wasatch Mountainany hazardous air pollutant that is classified as a known Range. Included are Cache Valley, the Uintah Basin,
human carcinogen (AI) or suspected human carcinogen Castle Valley and valleys of the Green, Colorado, and San
• (A2) by the American Conference of Governmental Juan Rivers.
I Industrial Hygienists in its "Threshold Limit Values for (3) Area 3 includes all valleys and areas above
j General Requirements 2
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6500feetabovesealevel, operationconstitutingthesourceoperation).
• "Commence"asappliedtoconstructionofamajor "EmissionLimitation"meansarequirement m
sourceormajor.modificationmea sthatheowneror establishedbytheBoardor.the.Administrator,EPA,which !
operatorhasallnecessarypre-constructionapprovalsor limitsthe.quantity,.rateo concentrationofemissionofair
permitsandeitherhas: pollutantsonacontinuousemissionreductioni cluding•
(I)Begun,orcausedtobegin,acontinuous anyrequirementrelatingtotheoperationrmaintenanceof i
programofactualon-siteconstructionofthesource,tobc asourcetOassurecontinuousemissionreduction(Section i
completedwithinareasonabletime;or 302(k)).
• (2) Entered into binding agreements or "Emissions Unit" means any part of a stationary
contractualobligations,whichcannotbecanceledor sourcewhichemitsorwouldhavethepotentialtoemitany []
modifiedwithoutsubstantiallosstotheowneroroperator, pollutantsubjecttoregulationu dertheCleanAirAct. !toundertakeaprogramofactualconstructionofthesource "Enforceable"meansallimitationsa d
tobecompletedwithinareasonabletime. conditionswhichareenforceablebytheAdministrator,
"Compliance Schedule" means a schedule of including those requirements developed pursuant to 40 CFR []
events, by date, which will result in compliance with these Parts 60 and 61, requirements within the State I
• regulations. Implementation Plan and R307, any permit requirements
"Construction" means any physical change or established pursuant to 40 CFR 52.21 or R307-40I.
change in the method of operation including fabrication, "EPA" means Environmental Protection Agency. []
erection, installation, demolition, or modification of a source "Executive Director" means the Executive !
which would result in a change in actual emissions. Director of the Utah Department of Environmental Quality.
"Control Apparatus" means any device which See Section 19-1-103(2).
prevents or controls the emission of any air contaminant "Executive Secretary" means the Executive m
• directly or indirectly into the outdoor atmosphere. Secretary of the Board. I
"Department" means Utah State Department of "Existing Installation" means an installation,
Environmental Quality. See Section 19-I-103(1). construction of which began prior to the effective date of
"Electric Utility Steam Generating Unit" means any regulation having application to it. i
any steam electric generating unit that is constructed for the "Facility" means machinery, equipment, Ipurpose of supplying more than one-third of its potential structures of any part or accessories thereof, installed or
electric output capacity and more than 25 MW electrical acquired for the primary purpose of controlling or disposing
• output to any utility power distribution system for sale. Any of air pollution. It does not include an air conditioner, fan isteam supplied to a steam distribution system for the or other similar device for the comfort ofperso.nnel.
purpose of providing steam tea steam-electric generator that "Fireplace" means all devices both masonry or
would produce electrical energy for sale is also considered factory built units (free standing fireplaces) with a hearth,
in determining the electrical energy output capacity of the . fire chamber or similarly prepared device connected to a i
affected facility, chimney which provides the operator with little control of !
"Emission" means the act of discharge into the combustion air, leaving its fire chamber fully or at least
atmosphere of an air contaminant or an effluent which partially open to the room. Fireplaces include those devices
• contains or may contain an air contaminant; or the effluent with circulating systems, heat exchangers, or draft reducing !
SO discharged into the atmosphere, doors with a net thermal efficiency of no greater than •
"Emissions Information" means, with reference to twenty pereentand are used for aesthetic purposes. II
any source operation, equ!pment or control apparatus: "Fugitive Dust" means particulate, composed of
(I) Information necessary to determine the soil and/or industrial particulates such as ash, coal, []
identity, amount, frequency, concentration, or other minerals, etc., which becomes airborne because of wind or Icharacteristics related to air quality of any air contaminant mechanical disturbance of surfaces. Natural sources ofdnst
• which has been emitted by the source operation, equipment, and fugitive emissions are not fugitive dust within the
or control apparatus; meaning of this definition. []
(2) Information necessary to,determine the "Fugitive Emissions" means emissions from an Iidentity, amount, frequency, concentration, or other installation or facility which are neither passed through an
characteristics (to the extent related to air quality) of any air air cleaning device nor vented through a stack or could not
contaminant which, under an applicable standard or reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or other II
limitation, the source operation was authorized to emit functionally equivalent opening. I
• (including, to the extent necessary for such purposes, a "Garbage" means all putrescible animal and
description of the manner or rate of operation of the souroe vegetable matter resulting from the handling, preparation,
operation), or any combination of the foregoing; and cooking and consumption of food, including wastes []
(3) A general description of the location and/or attendant thereto. Inature of the source operation to the extent necessary to "Gasoline" means any petroleum distillate, used
identify the source operation and to distinguish it from other as a fuel for internal combustion engines, having a Reid
• source operations (including, to the extent necessary for vapor pressure of 4 pounds or greater, an
• such purposes, a description of the device installation, or "Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP)" means any I
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either the national secondary orprimary ambient air quality would be emitted in significant amounts, or, in tbe case of a
standard whichever concentration is lowest for the pollutant major modification, there would be a significant net
for a period of exposure, emissions increase of the pollutant. With respect to
(4) Exclusions from increment consumption. The paniculate matter,significant shall mean significant for
following concentrations shall be excluded in determining PM10.
compliance with a maximum allowable increase: (4)[a) Any minor source baseline date established
(a) Concentrations attributableto the increase in originally forincrements of total suspended particulates
emissions from sburces which have converted from: shall remain in effect and shall apply for purposes of
(i) the use of petroleum products, natural gas, or determining the amount of available PM10 increments, •both by reason of an order in effect under sections 2(a) and except thatthe executive secretary may rescind any such
(b) of the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination minor source baseline date where it can be shown to the
Act of 1974; or executive secretary'ssatisfaction that the emissions increase
(ii) using natural gas by reason of a natural gas from the major stationary source or the net emissions
curtailmem plan in effect pursuantto the Federal Power increase from the major modification responsible for
Act, over the emissions from such sources before the triggering that date did not result in a significant amount of
effective date of such an order or plan. PM 10 emissions.
No exclusion of such concentrations shall apply (b) Any baseline area established originally for •
more than five years after the effective date of the order or the increments of total suspended particulates shall remain
the plan. If both an order and plan are applicable, no such in effect and shall apply for purposes of determining the
exclusion shall apply more than five years after the later of amount of available PM 10 increments, except that such
such effective dates. . baseline area shall not remain in effect if the executive
(b) Concentrations ofPMl0 attributable to the secretary rescinds the corresponding minor source baseline
increase in emissions from construction or other temporary date in accordance with(a) above.
emission-related activities. •
(c) Concentrations attributable to the temporary. R307-405-6. PSD Areas - New Sources and
increase in emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides or Modifications.
PM 10 from sources which are affected by plan revisions (1) Emission Limitations. Any source
approved by EPA as meeting the criteria specified in 40 constructed or modified in a PSD area must meet all
CFK 51.166(0(4 ). applicable emissions requirements of R307 and the Utah
.. State Implementation Plan. A proposed source or
( R307-405-5_ Baseline Concentration and Date. modification which is not a major source or major •
(1) Baseline concentration. A baseline modification may be approved without meeting the
concentration is determined for each pollutant for which a requirements in (2)below, provided such source meets all
minor source baseline date is established and shall include: other applicable requirements of these regulations. The
(a) The actual emissions representative of sources emission limitations shall be stated as conditions of the
in existence on the applicable minor source baseline date approval order.
except as provided in (2) below; (2) Major Source and Major Modification
(b) The allowable emissions of major sources Review. Every new major source or major modification •
which commence construction before the major source must be reviewed by the Executive Secretary to determine
baseline date, but were not in operation by the applicable the air quality impact of the source to include a
minor source baseline date. determination whether the source will cause or contribute to
(2) The following will not be included in the a violation of the maximum allowable increases or the
baseline concentration and will affect the applicable NAAQS in any area. The determination of air quality
maximum allowable increase(s): impact will be made as of the source's projected start-up
(a) actual emissions from any major source on date. Such determination shall take into account all •
which construction commenced after the major source allowable emissions of approved sources or modifications
baseline date, and whether constructed or not, and, to the extent practicable,
(b) actual emissions increases and decreases at the cumulative effect on air quality of all sources and growth
any source occurring after the minor scarce baseline date. in the affected area.
(3) Baseline date. The minor source baseline date (a) In addition to meeting all other requirements
is established for each pollutant for which increments or of these regulations, any major source or major modification
other equivalent measures have been established if: which would be constructed in a PSD area, shall: •
(a) the area in which the proposed source or (i) Provide the following additional information
modification would construct is designated as attainment or with the notice of intent required pursuant to R307-401:
unclassifiable under section 107(d)(i)(D) or (E) of the (A) An analysis of the air quality impact of the
federal Clean Air Act for the pollutant on the date of its source or modification and a demonstration that allowable
complete application under 40 CFR 52.21, or R307-405; emissions increases from the source or modification: in
and conjunction with all other applicable emissions increases or
(b) in the case of a major source the pollutant reductions (including secondary emissions), will not cause •
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orcontributeoaviolationofanymaximum allowable allowableincreaseoverthebaselineconcentrationnany
• increase over the baseline concentration in any area or any area, the Executive Secretary shall approve the proposed
NAAQS in any area. source if and only if: I
(B) An analysis of ambient air quality in the (i) the new source or modification is required to []
affected are_/for each pollutant that a new source would meet a more stringent emission limitation sufficient to avoid
have the potential to emit in a significant amount, and for a violation of the maximum allowable increase and/or I
each pollutant for which a modification would result in a (ii) the new source or modification has acquired []
significant net emissions increase. With respect to any such sufficient offset to avoid a violation of the maximum []
O pollutant for which no NAAQS exists, the analysis shall allowable increase, and
contain such air quality monitoring data as the Executive (iii) the new emission limitations for the proposed
Secretary determines is necessary to assess ambient air source and for any affected existing sources are enforceable. I
quality for that pollutant in any area that the emissions of (c) If the Executive Secretary finds that the I!
that pollutant would affect. With respect to any such emissions from a proposed major source or major
pollutant (other than non-methane hydrocarbons) for which modification would contribute to a known violation of any
such a NAAQS does exist, the analysis shall contain maximum allowable increase over the baseline
• continuous air quality monitoring data gathered for purposes concentration in any area, the Executive Secretary shall II
of determining whether emissions of that pollutant would approve the proposed source if and only if:
cause or contribute to a violation of the standard or any (i) the new source or modification has acquired
maximum allowable increase in any area that the emissions sufficient emission offset so as to provide a positive net air
of that pollutant would affect. In general, the continuous air quality benefit in the affected area, and II
quality monitoring data that is required shall have been (ii) any new emission limitations for affected
gathered over a period of at least one year and shall existing sources are enforceable.
represent at least the year preceding receipt of the notice of (:3) The requirements of (2)(a) above shall not I
• intent, except that, if the Executive Secretary determines apply to amajor source or major modification if: !
that a complete and adequate analysis can be accomplished (a) The source is a portable stationary source
with monitoring data gathered over a period shorter than which has previously received a permit under this paragraph,
one year (but not to be less than four months), the data that and II
is required shall have been gathered over at least that shorter (i) The owner or operator proposes to relocate the II
period. Any data used in the analysis must be gathered source and emissions of the source at the new location
using EPA reference methods or equivalent and quality would be temporary; and
• assurance procedures equivalent to 40 CFR Part 58, (ii) The emissions from the source would not _ll
Appendix B. A m0nitoring plan will be submitted to the exceed its allowable emissions; and II
Executive Secretary for approval prior to data collection. (iii) The emissions from the source would impact
The Executive Secretary may grant exceptions or no Class I area and no area where an applicable increment is
modifications to these monitoring requirements when not known to be violated; . II
inconsistent with federal law. (b) The source or modification would be a non- I
(C) Upon request of the Executive Secretary, the profit health or non-profit educational institution and the
• air quality impact of the source or modification, including Board approves a request that it be exempt from those
meteorological and topographical data necessary, to estimate requirements. I
such impact; and the air quality impact of any or all general (c) The source or modification would be a major |
commercial residential, industrial, and other growth which source or major modification only if fugitive emission and
has occurred since the minor source baseline date in the area fugitive dust, to the extent quantifiable, are considered in
the source or modification would affect, calculating the potential to emit of the source or
(D) An analysis of the air quality related impact modification and the source does not belong to any of the |
l_ of the source or modification including an analysis of the following categories:
impairment to visibility, soils, and vegetation and the (i) Coal cleaning plants (with thermal .dryers);
projected air quality impact from general commercial, (it) Kraft pulp mills; II
residential, industrial, and other growth associated with the (iii) Portland cement plants; 1
source or modification. The owner or operator need not (iv) Primary zinc smelters;
• provide an analysis of the impact on vegetation having no (v) Iron and steel mills;
significant commercial or recreational value. (vi) Primary aluminum or reduction plants;
• (ii) After construction of the source or (vii) Primary copper smelters; |
modification, conduct such ambient air quality monitoring (viii) Municipal incinerators capable of charging
as the Executive Secretary determines may be necessary to more than 250 tons of refuse per day;
establish the effect which the emissions from the source or (ix) Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants; III
modification may have on the air quality in any area. (x) Petroleum refineries; |
(b) If the Executive Secretary finds that the (xi) Lime plants;
emissions from a proposed major source or major (xii) Phosphate rock processing plants;
• modification would cause a violation 0fany maximum (xiii) Coke oven batteries; IM
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i(l) Within the restrictions and requirements of redesignation of any area with respect to which a Federal
this paragraph, the Board may submit to the Governor for Land.Manager has submitted comments the Board shall •
decision a recommendation to redesignate m'eas from any publish a list of any inconsistency between such
class to any other class, redesignation and such comments and recommendations
(2) In accordance with Section 162(a) of the together with the reasons for recommending such
federal Clean Air Act, areas designatedas Class I under redesignation against the recommendation of the Federal
R.307-405-2 may not be redesignated. Land Manager; and
(3) In accordance with Section 164(a) of the (b) A discussion of the reasons for the proposed
federal Clean Air Act, the following areas may be redesignation, including a satisfactory description and •
redesignated only as Class I or II. analysis of the health, environmental, economic and social
(a) An area which as of August 7, 1977, exceeded and energy effects of the proposed redesignation, will be
10,000 acres in size and was a national monument, a prepared and made available for public inspection at least 30
national primitive area, a national preserve, a national days prior to the hearing. Any person who petitions the
recreation area, anational wild and scenic river, a national Board for redesignation of an area may be required to
wildlife refuge, a national lakeshore or seashore; and prepare and submit this analysis to the Board.
(b) A national park or national wilderness area (6) Lands within the exterior boundaries of •
established after August 7, 1977, which exceeds 10,000 reservations of federally recognized Indian Tribes may be
acres in size. redesignated only by the appropriate Indian body as
(4) Except as provided in (2), (3) and (6) the provided in Section 164oftbe Clean Air Act.
Board may submit to the Governor for decision a
recommendation to redesignate areas of the State as Class R307-405--4. Increments and Ceilings.
III if: (1) In Class 1, II, or Ill areas, the maximum
(a) There has been compliance with the allowable increases in concentrations of sulfur dioxide, Ill
requirements of (5) below, nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter over baseline
(b) Such redesignation will not cause, or concentrations of such pollutants are limited to the
contribute to, concentrations of any air pollutant which following:
exceed any maximum allowable increase permitted under
the classification of any other area or any national ambient TABLE
air quality standard; and
(e) Any permit application for any major source (1)Maximum Allowable Increase (ug/m3) •
_i ) or major modification which could receive an approval Pollutant Class I Class II Class III
order only if the area in question were redesignated as Class
III, and any material submitted as part of that notice of PM10:
intent were available, insofar as practicable, prior to any Annual Arithmetic Mean 4 17 34
public hearing or redesignation. 24-hr. Maximum 8 30 60
In accordance with Section 164 of the federal Sulfur Dioxide:
Clean Air Act, redesignations to Class llI may be approved Annual Arithmetic Mean 2 20 • 40
by the Governor only after consultation with appropriate 24-hr. Maximum 5 91 182
committees ofthe legislature and if units of local 3-hr. Maximum 25 512 700government representing a majority of the residents of the Nitrogen Dioxide:
proposed area to be redesignated enact ordinances Annual Arithmetic Mean 2.5 25 50
concurring in the redesignation.
(5) Prior to submittal to the Governor of a Note (1): At any one location, the maximum allowablerecommendation to redesignate any area: increase for other than the annual period may be exceeded O
(a) Notice shall be published in each daily once each year. For any period other than the annual period,
newspaper in the affected area and written notice shall be the applicable maximum allowable increase may be
made to local government units, other states, Indian exceeded during one such period per year at any onegoverning bodies, Federal Land Managers whose lands may location.
be affected by the proposed redesignation and public
hearings shall be conducted in the affected areas. Such (2) Variances to Class I areas will be allowed
I notice shall be made at least 30 days prior to the public only after compliance with the requirements of and withinhearing and include a statement of the availability of the the increments provided in Section 165 of the federal Clean
discussion outlined in (b) below. Prior to the issuance of a Air Act, or in the case of PMI0 increments, only after
notice under this paragraph respecting the redesignation of compliance with the Title 40 of the Code of Federal
any Federal lands, a written notice shall be given to the Regulations, Section 51.166(p)(4) (as amended-see the June• ppropriate Federal Land Manager who shall be afforded 3, 1993 Federal Register notice, 58 FR 31637) which is
opportunity (not to exceed 60 days) to confer with the hereby incorporated by reference.
Board respecting the redesignation and to submit written (3) In any area,,no resultant concentration of any •
comments and recommendations. In recommending air pollutant shall exceed the concentratio n permitted under
i Permits page 7
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considered enforceable. If the emission rate used in one of the NAAQS analyscs does not
satisfy these criteria, please resubnfit thaLpta'tiou oftheAQIA using the appropriate etnission
i rata. Final detamainaion of compliance wifll UACR307-401-6 is the outcome of the
awail_ng
• review byNSR staff.
D. PSI) Class IIncrerficnt
1. Cumulative Impact Analysis
I DAQ rules states that the air quality impact analysis shall take into account all aUowablc• emissions of pproved sources or modifica ions wheLharsengi,fueled Orno , and, t the extent
practicable, the cumul._tive effect on air quality of al/sources and growth in the affected area
i 0JACR307-405-6(2)). A cumulative analysis could b_ completed using the refined CALPUFFmodel or a more eonset'vative screening approach may be possible; which method is mostappl_priat_ needs to be detem_ined on a ease-by-case decision. ]qLWCO should work with the
DAQ to decide on _ appropriate cumulative analysis approach.
I 2. Sulfur Dioxide (SO_)and Particulate Matter I._ss Than 10Microns fI_Mto)
Proge_"detcmahaationof the proposed project's worst-case, short'term operating scenario is
necessary.t0 evaluate impacts.on the P.SD C"lassi inav,ment when averaging periods ate2a huur_ tr I_.q in dural;;on. In the. ase of SOn, the emission level used in the analysis is based
•'., ' on a seven-day rolling average sulfur content.' The value was estimated to be 0,7% sulftrr, .'
i." which.equates to 9.7.1 lbs/hr. This. vtdue rna_ nol'he a representative estimate of the propos_0 ....I . • facflhy's.short-_crmoperating con.d.ifons fbr..av.em_'.'pgperiods of less _m seven days. For.
"' PMaa,it isunclear: ".ffthe emission ._t_s used in tbe analysis represent a worst-ease operating ...
s_enario. The emissipn,rate u_e,din a short-t_'m avera_fingperiod analysis should reflect the
I maximum eXl-_Led level of release over that p_riod, and shotlld becon._idet_d enforceable. ,If ' '.the e ission rate used m one of the NAAQ$ aaalys_ does not satisfy,these eritea-ia,please ....
.rosubrait that portion of the AQIA udng the appmpriale emiga_enaram,
I 3. The mod_ling uses Lambert projection coordinates, which is different from the coordinatesyste specified in the protocol, Neveo must supply a computer program and backup.
supporting calculation methods that were used to convert UTM coordinates to Lambert
i ProjeclSoncoordinates.Q - g. Commenu regarding the optiom used in the CALMET/CALPIYFF mrs'Isling system.
• The following options used in CALMET and CALPUFF did not use the IWAQMiI| ' recommended values. Please provide reasons why the default values were not used, and
indicatn the alT,-eton the modeling results that using tl_se non-ddauk values bus.
If proper reasoning and/or sensitivity analyses are not provided, the recommendation would be
O_ to re-ran the CALPUFF modeling system using the default values. The default values as weUII an the value used by Neveo are indicated tbr the following options:
i CALMEF Oplions, U_eof non-default values:
_o
1)
Rotate inputwinds from true north map north using a Lambert eonformal projection?
Default: 1: !LLCONF = T [
e| '
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__) UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 8
_1 999 18TM STREE - SUITE 300
DENVER, CO 80202-2466
Phone 800-22%8917
I http'J/www.epa.govlregion08
April 6, 2004
1 Ref:8P-AR
I Rick Sprott, DirectorD
Division of Air Quality
Dept. of Environmental QualityP,O. Box 144820
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4820
m
OI Re: Comments on Intent-to-Approve for NEVCO
Energy's Sevier Power Company Project
Dear Rick:
This is to submit comments on the Intent-to-Approve (ITA), DAQE-lN2529001-04, for theQ : above-named project. The project is described in the 1TA as a 270 megawatt coal-fired steam
electric plant, with one circulating fluidized bed boiler and associated air pollution control
I equipment. The project will be located near the town of Sigurd, Utah. The public comment periodwas originally set t xpire on April 2, 2004, but was extended by your office to April 12 by request
from the public. We have the following comments:
°I .1. Statement that ]GCC is too cosily shoifld be quantified. Page 35 of the State's
engineering analysis says that one of the ways to achieve a Best Available Control Tech-
i nology (BACT) level of emission control is by good process design. Page 20 of theengineering analysis brie ly mentions I tegrated Gasification Coal Combustion (IGCC) as
Q an alternative production process for generating electricity from coal. It is our understanding
i that IGCC is apotentially lower polluting process than Circulating Fluidized Bed combust-ion. The State's analysis says IGCC was not chosen due to "higher costs." We recommend
some quantification of cost be provided to support the statement that IGCC is too costly.
01. 2. Condensibles should be included in demonstration of compliance with the PM_o
emission limit, as well as in ambient impact analysis, and should be tested by Method
i 202_.._=Page 6 of the ITA lists aPM_0 emission limit of 39.0 lb/hr. Page 7 of the ITA says "allparticulate captured [in stack testing] shall be considered PMt0." If appears to us, from
examination of the input parameters for the dispersion modeling, that 39.0 lb/hr was the
emission rate assumed for PM_0ambient impact analysis. Page 8 of the ITA says, however,n
I_ I that "the back half condensibles shall not be used for compliance demonstration but shall
be
¢
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used for inventory purposes., This statement implies to us that condensibles were not
included in establishing the 39.0 lb/hr limit, nor in ambient inapact analysis. I
O
• It is EPA national policy that States include condensibles in PM,0 emission limits in PSD m
permits. This policy is expressed in a letter dated March 31, 1994, from EPA's Office of Air I
Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS) to the Stat_ of Iowa. The letter is available on
EPA's NSR Policy and Guidance website. The letter says that "for evaluating compliance m a
tests for determining ambient PMt0 levels in PSD permits," States are "required to compute Ii
PM_0 as the sum of in-stack and condensible PM_o."
To be in accordance with this policy, and to account for condensibles in ambient impact I
analysis, we believe the 1TA must include condensibles in stack testing for demonstration
m
of compliance with the PM_o emission limit. If the proposed limit of 39.0 lb/hr must be _ Q
increased by any substantial amount to account for condensibles, then the ambient impact ll
analysis for PMto would have to be revised accordingly.
Also, the ITA should specify Method 202 for measurement of condensibles. The ITA !
currently requires "the method specified by the Executive Secretary." The above-mentioned m •
OAQPS letter to Iowa says that "States must use Method 202 unless the EPA Administrator
approves the use of an alternative method." The letter cites 40 CFR 51.212 as the basis for ]l
this statement and says the statement applies to PSD permitting program.
3. BACT emission limits for PMI_ and CO should be in lb/MMBtu_ not just Ib/hr. The IITA proposes BACT emission limits for PM_0 and CO only in terms of lb/hr. To ensure that -- 0
PM_0 emission controls, as well as combustion practices for CO emissions control, are
optimized at all times, including periods of partial boiler load, we believe that emission m
limits for these pollutants should also be expressed in lb/MMBtu. I
4. BACT emission limit should be established for total filterable particulate matter. No II
BACT emission limit for total filterable particulate matter is proposed in the 1TA. Utah air II
regulations, at R307-401 (6), require a BACT determination for all emissions at anew source,
except as otherwise provided in R307. Federal PSD regulations at 40 CFR 51.166(j)(2) ml
require BACT for each regulated air pollutant that a new major stationary source would have II
the potential to emit in significant amounts. Since SIP-approved PSD regulations must be '0
at least as stringent as 51.166, we interpret R307--401(6) to be at least as stringent as •
51.166(j)(2). "Particulate matter" (i.e., total filterable particulate matter) is listed in R307- II
101-2 as one of the pollutants for which a PSD significance level has been established.
Therefore, we interpret Utah regulations to require that a BACT emission limit be established •
for total filterable particulate matter from NEVCO, in addition to the BACT emission limit |
already proposed for PM_o from NE¥CO. •
For monitoring PM compliance, we believe a particulate matter continuous emission I
monitoring system (PM CEMS) should be required. Since EPA has published Performance
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Specification Test #11 for PM CEMS as a final rule in the Federal Register on January 12,
6 1 2004, we believe the emission data from PM CEMS can be used for compliance purposes.
I Some States are already requiring PM CEMS in permits for new coal-fired power projects.
(Example: West Virginia permit for Longview Power, dated March 2, 2004.)
5. Testinl_ for compliance with rolling 24-hr emission limits for PM10 should be required
• for the entire 24 hours, The PMl0 emission limit in the 1TA is expressed on a 24-hour
rolling average, but the ITA does not require compliance testing for a 24-hour period.Instead, the ITA only requires use of Method 201, 20 IA, or "other testing methods approved
by the Executive Secretary." Methods 201 and 201A do not require testing over a 24-hour
period. We do not believe an emission limit expressed on a 24-hour rolling average is
• enforceable as a practical matter unless measurement of emissions is required for the entire
24 hours.
I 6. The case-specific MACT determination for mercury should be expressed as an emission
limit rather than design rate_ should be expressed on an output rather than input basis_
l and a tvDoeraphical error in the stringency of the determination should be corrected.O
a. Emission limit rather than desien rate. We do not consider the phrase "BACT
I design rate" in the ITA to be the same asan enforceable emission limit. 40 CFR63.43(g)(1) requires the cas -sp cific M.ACT determination to be expressed as a
Federally enforceable emission limit. The header in condition 13 of the 1TA should
• I ) be retitled "emission limitation."1
b. Output basis rather than input basis. We recommend that the case-specific
I MACT determination for mercury be expresse.d on an output basis (lb/megawatt-hour), •rather than on an input basis (lb/MMBtu), as is done in EPA's proposed
• electric utility MAC'r standard for new coal-fired boilers. EPA's preamble to the
• proposed MACT explains (on page 4667) that "The objective of an output-based
I standard is to establish an emission limit in a format that incorporates the effects of
plant efficiency." Although EPA's proposed MACT standard for existing coal-fired
boilers includes an input-based limit, the proposed standard for new coal-fired boilers
i does not.Q
i c. Tvpo_zraphical error i.nstringency of MACT determination. From a conversationwith your office, it is our understanding that the proposed "BACT design rate" for
mercury of 4 x 10-6lb/MMBtu is a typographical error, and that the correct figure
should be an order of magnitude more stringent, at 4 x 10-7Ib/M2v[Btu.1
O
• The proposed electric utility MACT, published by EPA in the Federal Re_ister on
January 30, 2004, lists mercury emission limits for existing bituminous coal-fired
I boilers at 2.0 x 10"6Ib/MMBtu on an input basis x lb/megawatt-hour on
and 21 10 .6
an output basis. For new bituminous coal fired boilers, the proposed MACT lists a
O1 -3-
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- mercury emission limit of 6.0 x 10.6lb/megawatt-hour. It appears to us that 4 x 10"_
lb/MMBtu would be at least as stringent as EPA's proposed MACT emission limit _ II
for new bituminous coal-fired boilers. i
7. Total increme.nt consumption should be mentioned in the State's enmneerm, analysis,
not just incremental consumption by NEVCO alone, Page 7-39 of the Notice of Intent I
(NOD projects total increment consumption of 83.2% of the 24-hour SO2Class I increment t
and 53.2% of the 3-hour SO2 Class I increment atCanyonlands National Park. These figures
include consumption by all increment-consuming sources in the area, not just NEVCO.
These consumption figures are not mentioned in the State's engineering analysis. The State's
analysis only mentions the projected Class I increment consumption by NEVCO alone. The
consumption figures listed in the State's analysis (at Table 11"-8on page 32) are 2.9% of the
24-hour SO; Class I increment and 3.1% of the 3-hour SO: Class I increment. We believe il
these figures could give the mis-impression that 97% of Class I increment for SO2 is still i
available to be consumed, when in fact only 17% Ofthe 24-hour ClassI increment and 47%
of the 3-hour increment is still available.
m
8. Potentially overlapping ambient impacts of multiple pendin2 enerLrvprojects should I il
be considered. We recommend an analysis of anypotentiallyoverlapping(i.e., cumulative)
ambient impacts of the large energy projects in Utah for which permits are simultaneously i
pending. This includes NEVCO, Pacifieorp Currant Creek, and Intermountain Power Unit II
3. EPA's draft New Source Review Workshop Manual of 1990 states, on page C-34, that:
"'Itwill be necessary to include in the NAA QS inventory those sources which have received I
0
PSI) permits but have not yet begun to operate, as well as any complete PSI) applications
for which a permit has not yet been issued. In the latter case, it is EPA 'spolicy to account i
for emissions that will occur at sources whose complete PSI) application was submitted as I
of thirty days prior to the date the proposed source files its PSD application. "'
I IWe have been advised by OAQPS that this policy also extends to inventories for PSD
increment consumption. []
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you have any questions, please feel free to i
contact me at 303-312-6005, or Mike Owens of my staff at 303-312-6440. i
Sincerely, i
to
Richard R. Long, Director
Air & Radiation Program l|
It
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• I Rick Sprott, Director
Utah Division of Air Quality
150 North 1950 WestSalt Lake City, Utah 84114-4820
] _ Dear Mr. Sprott:O !
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on NEVCO Energy Company's
'1 r . 0 , • , .(NEVCO s) p oposed 270 MW Atmospheric Circulating Flul&zed Bed coal-fired boder
I near Sigurd, in Sexier County, Utah. The NEVCO power plant would emit 547.3 tons
per year (tpy) of sulfur dioxide (SO2), 1066.6 tpy of nitrogen oxides (NOx), 177.4 tpy of
filterable particulate matter (PMx0), 26 tpy of sulfuric acid mist (H2SO4), 1278.6 tpy of
O I" ._ -- carbon monoxide and 0.0098 tpy of beryllium. "
The proposed power plant is located in the vicinity of five National Park Service (NPS)
.,. Class I national parks: 67 kilometers (km) from Capitol Reef National Park (NP), 135 kmfrom Bryce Canyon NP, 155 km from Canyonlands NP, 190 km from Zion NP, and 195
lit _ km from Arches NP. We are concerned with the large increase in air pollution emissions
i in the area of the five Utah Class I parks from several recently proposed power plants.These five national parks have some of the most pristine air in the NPS system, and the
NEVCO site is located upwind from the parks in this "clean air corridor". As you know,
0 IIII under the Clean Air Act, the Federal Land Manager (FLM) and the official with direct
responsibility for management of Class I lands (i.e., the Park Superintendent) have an
affu-mative responsibility to protect visibility and other air quality-related values from the
i adverse impacts of air pollution, and we take this responsibility seriously.
Although the proposed NEVCO plant is a relatively well controlled coal-fired power
plant, we remain concerned about potential cumulative impacts on visibility, especially at
9} I Capitol Reef NP. We are also concerned that the Utah Division of Air Quality (UDAQ)
did not alert the FLM prior to issuing the Intent to Approve notice. We would have
appreciated an opportunity to discuss this project with you before the public commentF
n period began. As we have recently discussed with you and other State Air Directors,
m
consistent with the notification requirements in the visibility regulations, we ask that you
provide us a copy of the staff analysis and draft permit at least 60 days prior to any public
01 hearing.
I
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We have enclosed our Technical Support Document with our detailed comments. Wc ask
that you consider these, comments before issuing the final permit for the NEVCO project. "" S •
We are interested in continuing the dialogue with UDAQ and NEVCO representatives in S
the hope of resolving any outstanding issues and concerns. If you have any questions
regarding the enclosed ,comments, please contact me at (303) 969-281g. I
W
Sincerely, qll
i
John Bunyak '"
Chief, Policy, Planning, and Permit Review Branch ,0
Enclosure I
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, National Park Service
_ _ Comments on the NEVCO Enerk_' Sevier PowerPrevention of Significant Deterioration Permit Application
For the construction and operation of a 270 MW Atmospheric Circula¢int_ Fluidized
Bed coal-fired boiler near Sigurd_ Utah
I April 2004
I
I Background
HEVCO Energy (NEVCO) proposes to construct and operate a 270 MW Atmospheric
J Circulating Fluidized. Bed (ACFB) coal-fired boiler near Sigurd, in Sevier County, Utah.Annual average SO2 emissions would be controlled to 547.3 tpy @ 0.022 lb/mmBtu (30-
day rolling average) and 0.05 lb/mmBtu (24-hour average) by the SO: removal inherent
I in ACFB, plus a Dry Lime Scrubber; NOx to 1066.6 Ipy @ 0.10 Ib/mmBtu (24-hour
average)by Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR); and filterable PMi0 to 177.4 lpy
@ 39 lb/hr and 0.015 lb/mmBtu (3-hour average) by a fabric filter (baghouse). The
d project is also subject to PSD review for sulfuric acid mist (26 tpy) and beryllium (0.0098tpy); no addi;donal controls are proposed for these pollutants.
I The site of the proposed NEVCO Sevier power plant is located 67 kilometers (km)northwest of Capitol R efNP, 135 km no th f Bryce Canyon NP, 155 m northwest of
Canyonlands NP, 190 km northeast of Zion NP, and 195kin west-northwest of Arches
Best Available Control Technology (BACT') Analysis
I BA CT definition andprocess: BACT is defined as
an emissionslimitation(includinga visible emission standard)based on the maximum
• degreeof reductionfor eachpollutantsubjectto regulationunderthe CleanAir Act which
I wouldbe emittedfrom any proposedmajorstationarysourceor majormodificationvahichthe revi wingauthority,ona ease-by--c sebasis, takinginto accountenergy,environmental, "
andeconomicimpactsandothercosts,determinesisachievableforsuchsourceor
modificationhroughapplicationofproductionprocessesoravailablemethods,ystems,
I and techniques,including fuel cleaning or treatment or innovative fuel combustion
• _ techniquesforcontrolof suchpollutant...
Because BACT is an emission limit, that emission limit can be set by the permitting
I authority without actually specifying the design of the emission source that is to meet thatlimit. Thus, a permit ing authorit has the power to s t an emission limit that it has judged
to represent BACT for a broad source category, and then allow the applicant the freedom to
I determine how to meet that emission limit. According to the EPA New Source Review• Workshop Manual (NSRWM):
Historically,EPA has not consideredthe BACT requirementas a meansto redefinethe
design of the source when considering _vailablecontrol alternatives. For example,
I applicantsproposingto constructa coal-firedelectricgenerator,have notbeen requiredbyEPA as part or a BACT analysisto considc_building a naturalgas-£wedelectric turbine
although the turbine may be inherently less polluting per unit product (in this case
• m electricity).However.thisis an aspect of the PSD permittingprocessin whichstateshave1 the discretionto engageina broaderanalysisif theyso desire, Thus,a gasturbinenormally
I s' SPC 0979
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wouldnotbeincludedinthelistof conlrola ternativesforacoal-firedboiler.However, I
there may be instancesv,here, in the permitauthodty's judgment,the considerationof
alternativeproductionprocesses is warrantedand appropriatefor considerationin the ! 41
BACTanalysis.A productionprocessis defmed intermsof itsphysicalandchemicalunit II
operationsused to producethe desiredproductfroma specifiedset of raw materials,in
such cases, the permit agency may require the applicantto include the inherently
lower-pollutingin the listof BACTcandidates. , •process
So,apermittingauthoritydoeshave"thediscretiont engageinabroaderanalysisifthey
sodesire." II
Clean Coal Technologies: One of the fundamental principles of pollution control is to
minimize the amount of pollution generated in the first place. According to the EPA
NSRWM: IThefretstepina"top-down"analysisistoidentify,orthe missionsunitinquestion.(the
•term"emissionsunit"shouldbereadtomeanemissionsunit,processoractivity),all a
"available"controlptions.Availableeonlroloptionsarethoseairpollutioncontrol •
technologiesor techniques with a practical potential for applicationto the emissionstrait II
and the rcguhtcxlpollutant under evakmtion. Air pollution control technologiesand
techniquesincludethe applicationof productionprocessor availablemethods,systems,and
techniques,includingfuelcleaningor treatmentor innovativefuel combustiontechniques
forcontrolftheaffectedpollutant.Thisinchdestechnologiesemployedoutsideofthe i G
UnitedStates.As discussedlater,in some circumstancesinherentlylower-polluting
processesareappropriateforconsiderationasavailablecontrolalternatives.
The NEVCO-Sevier projectisan exampleofhow thiscan be accomplishedusingcurrent
technology-AtmosphericCirculatingFluidizedBed (ACFB).However,we believethat
IntegratedGasificationCombined Cycle(IGCC) combustiontechnologytothisproject.
We understandthat]GCC hasbeen successfullydemonstratedatTampa (FL)E]ectric's
Polk Power Station. NEVCO should evaluate the potential for IGCC to achieve lower []
emissions than those proposed for the ACFB boiler, and if lower emissions are feasible,
evaluate the economic feasibility and the environmental impacts of IGCC. II II
SO;: NEVCO has proposed ACFB with limestone injection, plus a circulating dry I
scrubber, which, at 0.05 lb SO2/mmBtu for 24-hours and 0.022 lb/mmBtu for a 30-day
rolling average, represents the lowest SO2 emissions rates we have seen for a coal-f'tred •
boiler.
I
H;S04: The use of ACFB and dry lime scrubbing reduces the creation of H2S04typical •
of a wet scrubbingsystem. II
,VOx: NEVCO has proposed a 24-hour average NOx limit of 0.10 lb/mmBtu based upon I
the inherent low-NOb emissions of an ACFB boiler plus addition of Selective Non- _ 41
Catalytic Reduction (SNCR). However, we have identified at least five other coal-fired
boiler projects, with lower 24-hour NOb limits (See Attached Table 1.a.), and 15 with a •
lower 30-day average NO_ limit (See Table 1.b.). Utah Division of Air Quatity (UDAQ) |
incorrectly ranks SNCR as being more effective than Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) and eliminates further consideration of SCR because of its higher capital costs.
Furthermore, NEVCO incorrectly eliminates SCR from its BACT analysis on the basis I I
2 I
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Othat SCR has not been applied to a CFB boiler. We would like NEVCO and' UDAQ toO
further investigate the technical feasibility of SCR. NEVCO and/or UDAQ should obtainstatements from SCR vendors concerning its applicability to this CFB boiler and its
effectiveness before reaching these conclusions. Although NEVCO is correct in noting
that SCR has not been applied to CFB boilers in the U.S., it must consider SCR in thecontext of"tech logy transf r" as noted by the EPA NSRWM:
• The controlalternativesshouldincludenot only existingcontrolsfor"the sourcecategory
in question,but also (through technology trs.nsfer)controls applied to Similarsource
categoriesand streams,and i.nnovativecontroltechnologies.
gas
In a recent NOx control technology workshop in Pittsburgh t, several reports., were
I presented by operators, designers, and vendors of SCR systems that testified to the
• technical feasibility of applying SCR to coal-fired boilers. If NEVCO continues its
argument of technical unfeasibility, it should file a statement from a reputable SCR
vendor supporting that point. When the question of application of SCR to a CFB wasraised at the Pittsburgh workshop, one consultant 2stated that he knew of no reason why it
could not be done. (In fact, one presente_ in Pittsburgh suggested that addition of
I limeslone, as would be inherent in a CFB, is desirable in counteracting the potential• catalyst-poisoning effects of arsenic found in many coals.) Unless NEVCO can prov de
better justification for rejecting SCR as technically infeasible, it should proceed to an
i economic analysis of SCR.
Based upon permit limits for similar CFB boilers, and based upon the ability of SCR to
achieve lower emissions than proposed by NEVCO, we suggest that a 24-hour NOx limit
O|• , of 0.07 Ib/mrnBtu or less is appropriate for BACT in this case. If NEVCO were to
achieve 0.07 lb/mmBru, this would reduce NOx emissions by 30% or an additional 320
rpy.
i PM: NEVCO has proposed a baghouse at 39.0 Ib/hr. (At the proposed maximum firing
Of_
• rate, this is the equivalent of 0.015-1b PMl0/mmBtu. We believe that the NEVCO permit
I should •also contain a lb/mmBtu limit to ensure that BACT is met at all firing rates.)However, this limit would apply only to filterable PMto contrary to EPA policy 4.
Furthermore, the proposed filterable PMt0 limit is not as strict as four other limits shown
OI in Table 1.c., and NEVCO should explain why its boiler cannot meet similar lower limits.
I i "2001ConferenceonSelectiveCatalyticReductionand Non-Catal_ic Reductionfor NOxControl,"
USDOE,May 16-i8,2001
2ParsonsEnergy&ChemicalsGroup,Reading,PA
I 3DarylWall,SouthernCompanyGeneration,Birmingham,AL4 In a letterdated3/31/94,EPA'sOffice of Air Quality.Planningand Standardsadvisedthe lov,z Dept.of
Natural Resourcesthat "the definition of PMi0 includes CPM (condensableparticulate matter)," that
I "applicantsfor PSDpermitsmustaddressCPM if the proposed emissionunit is a potentialCPM eminvr,"that states "must use Method 202 unless the Administrator approves use of an alternate method," that
"_,hereCPM emissionsare likely to be significant,the calculationof PMJ0emissionsfromthe source must
includein-stack PMj0emissionsand CPM," that "CPM emissions must be addressed" by the states, and
O ! thatit is not acceptableto _,,aiveMethod202 testingwhereCPM emissionsare knownto be significant.
I
i
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The lowest limit we have seen on total PM_o on a CFB boiler is 0.0088 Ib/mmBtu in a III
permit issued to the Northampton Generating plant in PA. NEVCO must show why the
" I qlSevier facility cannot meet a similar limit. In its 12105103 submittal, NEVCO mis-s.tates
the Northhampton limit and goes on to say that, although it will use the same technology
as NortShampton and expects equal performance, it should not be held to as strict an
emission limit--that is not an adequate justification for a higher emission limit under the
BACT requirements. If NEVCO wishes to pursue this argument, as noted above, m
NEVCO must demonstrate why the characteristics of its gas stream lead to higher II
emissions. I
In summary, we zgree'with the type of control technologies selected by NEVCO for SO2 II
and PMl0 for a CFB boiler. However, we believe that the Sevier facility could achieve II !1
lower NOx emissions by use of SCR or by more effective use of the proposed SNCP,..
Likewise, we believe that it may be possible to achieve lower PM_0 emission limits by
making more effective use of the fabric filters chosen for the boiler. II
Compliance Monitor|n_ I qII
We applaud UDAQ's inclusion of Continuous Emission Monitor (CEM) requirementsfor
SO: and NOx. However, we recommend that UDAQ also add a PMjo CEM' requirement. []
For example, the We_t Virginia Division of Air Quality has included both 'filterable and |
condensable P.Ml0 in its permit limit for Longview Power, and proposed that PMI0
emissions be monitored by a CEM within 18 months of boiler start-up or when I qlperformance specifications for such monitors are promulgated, whichever comes later, s II
We continue to believe that CEMs are an important tool for monitoring compliance. For
that reason, we recommend that NEVCO install a PM CEM upon startup. 11
Air Qualit3' and Air Q.ua|lt]..,Related Values (AQ.RVs) Impact Analyse r
II
NEVCO applied the CALPUFF model, which is a long-range transport model listed in ., !
Appendix "A" of EPA's Guideline on Air Quality Models. NEVCO applied the •1
CALPUFF modeling system following the guidance found in the EPA document im
lnteragency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling (1WAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report •
und Recommendatio. ns for Modeling Long-Range Transport Impacts EPA-454/R-98-019 u tl
(December 1998). NEVCO's air quality analysis used only one full year (1999-2000) of
meteorological data and processed the meteorological data through the CALMET model. |
Mesoscale Model MM5 data with a 36 x 36 krn grid scale or finer, were not available at II
the time of the start of the project. Therefore, NEVCO applied one year of Rapid Update
Cycle (RUC2) data convened 1o MM5 format for the initial guess wind field. This was |
coupled with two upper air Stations, 36 surface stations, and 33 precipitation stations. II Q
The modeling domain in Lambert Conformal coordinates covers a region that is 700 km
east to west and 360 km north to south with 4 km grid cells. II|
! ql
Those CEM PerformanceSpecificationswere laterpromulgated by EPAon 1il2104. II
4 I
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Upon review of the CALMET input files supplied by NEVCO, we discovered that oneimportant variable was rots-assigned a value that is inconsistent with EPA guidance. The
variable 1EXTI_ w_ set to a value of (-1) instead of the recommended (-4). CALPUFF
was evaluated and approved by EPA with 1EXTR.P set to (.-4) which extrapolates surface
winds for the lowest layer. In order for NEVCO to apply ausing similarity theory exceptQ non-guideline setting, it would first need to present rationale as to why a value of.(-1)
with no extrapolation of surface winds upwards was a more appropriate setting for this
particular scenario. Absent this demonstration, we reprocessed the meteorological datathrough CALMET and re-ran CALPUFF to determine the impacts to the five park's
Class I increments and to their Air Quality Related Values (AQRVs).i
OI We performed our CALPLJFF modeling analysis with' the proposed permitted emission
rates for the increment and AQRV analyses. The increment analysis indicates that
I NEVCO's impacts will be below the EPA proposed Class I significance levels for PMand N s for all averaging periods at all five Class 1parks. The analyses also indicate that
NEVCO's impacts will be below the EPA Class I significance levels for SOs for all
OII averaging periods at the five Class ] parks except for the 24-hour average at Capitol Reef
I NP, with an impact of 0.267 micrograms per cubic meter (p.g/m_). Therefore, we
conducted a cumulative 24-hour SO2 increment analysis. The NPS is very concerned
with the rapid development of new coal-fired power plants in the vicinity of these five
I Class I parks. Thus, our increment analysis applied same
the source, and emission
inventory supplied by NEVCO with the exceptions that we also included the newly
Q (. ..... proposed Intermountain Power Project (1PP) Unit #3 at its proposed permitted emission
I rate and the Hunter Unit #1 power plant since the recently submitted Hunter Unit #4
application lists Hunter Unit #1 as increment consuming. This analysis indicated a
maximum cumulative 24-hour increment impact of 4.22 I.tg/m3 at Canyonlands NP,
01. which is below the 24-hour SOs Class I increment of 5 _tg/m_.
EPA recommends that long-range transport analyses with CALPUFF be performed with
I at least three years of meteorological data in order to evaluate the many different .,met orological scenarios that a s urce with a 50 60 years life span such as NEVCO
will experience. Therefore, the NPS ran an additional year of CALPUFF analysis using
I the 1996 CALMET meteorological grid that the IPP Unit #3 used in its recent analysis.Q That analysis shows similar results and indicates that NEVCO would again only exceed
the EPA. Class I significance levels at Capitol Reef NP for the 24-hour SO2 increment,
I with an impact of 0.24 gg/m 3.
The far field visibility analysis submirted by NEVCO used monthly f(RH) relative
humidity values instead of the hourly f(RH) values from the meteorological data, as
O! recommended by the Federal Land Managers' Air Quality Related Values Workgroup.
The NEVCO analysis with the monthly fiR.H) method indicated visibility impacts at
Capitol Reef NP of four days greater than the NPS threshold of concern of a 5% change
I in extinction with a maximum impact of a 7.77% change in extinction'. The UDAQ then
attempted to factor in weather events by reviewing the precipitation fields of the RUC2
Q analysis and matching weather events on the corresponding four days of impact. Such
I analysis is inappropriate. The monthly average f(RH) values represent a 10 year average,
J
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and are not representative of any particular year or 24-hour period. In addition, one •
cannot be certain that a weather event occurs during any _ven day or hour that makes up |
the 10-year f(RH) average. Therefore, the NPS conducted the visibility analysis by using
themethodologyitappliedintherecentIPP analysiswhichistoeliminatehourswith •
relativehumiditygreaterthan90%. The NPS chosethe90% relativehumiditylevelasa I
surrogate to indicate a weather event in this arid southwestern climate. In the arid Q
southwestitislikelythata precipitationeventwouldbe occurringwhen relativehumidity mm
is than90%. Whereas,itisalsolikelythatinotherpartsofthecountry,suchasgreater
the southeast,relativehumiditylevelsfrequentlyreachthe 90% levelwith no
precipitationevents.Therefore,a 90% relativehumiditycapwouldnotbe anappropriate
cutoffvalueforallareasofthecountry..The FLAG guidancedocumentallowscase-by- 1
casedecisionsregardingimpactstoAQRVs. The NPS analysisu ingthe1999NEVCO • •
meteorologicaldataindicatesthreedayswithimpactsatCapitolReefNP greaterthana
5% changeinextinction,witha maximum impactof7.45%change.The analysisalso l
•indicatesthatnoneof theotherparks,were impactedatgreaterthana 5% changein |
extinction.We alsoconducteda farfieldvisibilityanalysisforNEVCO with the
additional1996yearof meteorologicaldatadescribedaboveby eliminatinghourswith I
relative humidity greater than 90%. The results with this year of meteorological data [] •
indicate no days having a greater than a 5% change at any of the five parks modeled with
a maximum change in extinction of 4.83% at Capitol ReefNP. II|
The acid deposition analyses indicate that none of the five parks would be impacted by
totalnitrogenortotalsulfurabovetheNPS DepositionAnalysisThreshold(DAT) of • D
0.005 kilograms
perhectareperyear. II
•" Other Issues with Stale's/Appllcant's Air QuaIttv/AQRV Modelin_ Analysi| []
Single-Source Modeling Parameters: The SO: and NOx emissions rates modeled by I
NEVCO are slightly less than the rates contained in the draft permit. NEVCO did not •
model condensable PMi0 or H2SO4; this would result in underesumation of impacts upon I
visibility. !
Cumulative Increment Analysis: It is not clear how the cumulative source inventory •
shown in NEVCO's Table 7-17 was developed, or how the emissions contained in that I
table were derived. For example, we understand from the permit application recently •
submitted by PacifiCorp for addition of a new Unit #4 to its Hunter facility that Hunter
Unit #1 was subject to PSD review and would therefore consume PSD increment, l
However, Hunter Unit #1 is missing from table 7-17, and it is likely that any cumulative
I
analysis that omits such a critical emissions source (See the enclosed Table 2.) would be
invalid. As for the sources that are contained in Table 7-17, no explanation is provided as | O
to how those emissions were derived. The NSRWM recommends that maximum actual I
emissions be used in these increment analyses. 6 If that approach had been applied to
I
6 Foreach short-termaveragingperiod(24 hoursand less), thechangein the actualemissionsratefor the
particularaveragingperiodis calculatedas thedifferencebetween: I
•the current_ actualemissionsrate, and I
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• Hunter Units 2 & 3, and IPP Units 1 & 2, the emissions modeled (and the resulting
I impacts upon increment consumption) would have been appreciably greater.
Procedural Concern_
OI We are concerned that the UDAQ did not follow proper procedures regarding publication
of its Public Notice and the Federal Land Manager's (FLM's)review of the NEVCO
I application. 40CFR51.166 (q) regarding public participation states that the reviewinguthori y shall (iii) "Notify the public, by advertisemen in a newspaper of g neral
circulation in each region in which the proposed source would be constructed.., the
Qi degree of increment consumption that is expected from the source or modification..."UDAQ did provide a ge eral statement regarding the availability of infor ation on Class
I increment consumption , but did not directly notify the public of the degree of increment
i consumption in each affected Class I area.
According to 40CFR.51.307, the permitting authority should provide the FLM all
information relevant to the permit application within 30 days of receipt and at least 60
@|• days prior to the public hearing. The 60-day advance notice is to provide the FLM an
opportunity to submit a visibility analysis within 30 days of a State's preliminary
determination, and to allow the permitting authority time to inform the public of the
FLM's findings in the notice of public hearing. UDAQ provided its staff analysis and thedraft permit to us on March 3, 2004, only two weeks before conducting the public
Q 'i hearing on March 18, 2004. Consequently, the FLM did not have adequate time to
I consider the draft permit package or to assess impacts before the public notice waspublished. This limited the .public's ability to comment on this important issue, as
envisioned by procedural requirements in the federal regulations.
Qi "' Potential Mitigation Measures
I
I We believe that emissions of NO_ and PM_0 could be reduced as discussed above. It mayalso be possib]e that sufficient emission reductions could be secured from other sources
in the area.
#Jl Conclusions and Recommendations
• NEVCO proposes to employ a "Clean Coal Technology" ACFB to reduce SO2
I and NOx emissions and should be commended for this. NEVCO
However, should
also evaluate 1GCC to determine if it could yield lower emissions in a manner that
is technologically and economically feasible.
ol
I .the marimum actual emlssk_ns rate as of the minor source baseline ,date (or major sourcebaseline &tte for applicable major stationary sources undergoing construction before the
minor source baseline date).
O In each case, the maximum rate is the highest occurrence for thal averaging period during the previous 2
years of operation.
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• NEVCO should evaluate the possibility of achieving a lower NO,, emission rate
by applying SCR.or by improving the efficiency of its chosen control technology, m q
• NEVCO should evaluate the possibility of achieving a lower PMl0 emission.rate m
by improving the efficiency of its chosen control technology.
• UDAQ should require installation and operation ofa PMn0CEM. •
• NEVCO should ctarify whether the PMl0 emissions proposed and modeled l
include condensable PMI0as required by EPA. g
• NEVCO/UDAQ should explain how thecumulative source inventory was •
compiled, and demonstrate that it is protective of applicable increments. Ii
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Table 1.a NOx Rankings (1.3 & 24-hr avera .....
"'_lOx lssuelOp Boiler '"C_,pacit - Emissionsor,L!mits* Perk>d Control
Fac,hty Name/Location Und Sta!us Permit # Date Type MW Total [mmBlu/hr) (Ib/mmBlu) (Ib/hr) (hr) Type (%)
Bull .Mountain-Roundup issued MT 01/31/03 PC 2x390 780 8026 0.070 562 24 LNB/SCR 80.0%
BHP pre--ap I'JEPA PC 550 550 50(_ 0.070 350 24 LNB/$CR 87.5%
STEAG-Deserl Rock application NEPA PC 750 1500 13600! 0.070 952 24 $CR 87.5%
Lonc'jviewPower pendin£j WV PC 600 600 6114i 0.080 489 24 LN B/SCR 81.2%
Rocky Mtn Pwr-Hardin issued MI" 9111/1979 PC 113 113 1304 0.090 117 1 SCR
Bull Mountain-Roundup issued MT 01/3il03 PC 2x390 760 8026 ' 0.t00 803 1 LNB/SCR 71.4%
Kansas Cily P&L-Hawthome operating Me PC 570 570 6300..; 0.100 24 LNBISCR 77.2%
NEVCO-.Sevler pendln_l UT CFB 278 270 2532 0.1oo 253 24 CFB/SNCR 59.2%
Northhampton Gen. Co. operating PA-O134 04114/95 FB 115_ 0.100 . 115 24
Table 1.b NOx Rankin .....
NOx Issue/Op Boiler' Capacity Emissions or Limits_ Period Control
Fac,llty Name/Locauon Uni! , S!alus Permit # Dale Type MW Total (mmstu/hr) (Ib/mmBlu) (Ib/hr) (hr) Type (%} _
BHP pre-ap NEPA PC 550 550 5000 0.060 300 . 720 LNB/SCR 89.3%
Black Hills Pwr:'Wygen2 appealed WY 09/25/02 PC 500 ..... 500 5146 0.07 360 720 :'LNB/SC R 85.0%_ _
Inlet'mountain Power Project 3 pre-Bp UT W-DB-PC 950 950 9050 0.07 .... 634 720 LNB/SCR 84% _
Santee Cooper Cross 38,4 pre-ap sC PC 2x600' 1200 t 1400 0.07 798 720 SCR 80.0% _
Bull Mounlain-Roundup ' issued MT 01/31/03 PC 2x390 780 8026 0.07 ' 561.8 720 LNB/SCR .... BO.0%
Kentuck}' M.ountai.nPower issued k'Y 05/04/0t CFB 2 x 250' 500 5100 0.07 .357 720 FB/SNCR 10.0%
AES Warrior Run is._ed MD--0022 06/03/94 ACFB 0.07 720 SNCR
Kentucky Western Power KY CFB 2 x 250 500 5100 0.07 357 720 FB/SNCR
STEAG-Desert, Rock appiicatior NEPA PC 750 I 1500 13600 0.070 952 '720"' SCR 87.5%"
Mustang. pending NM PC 300 i 300 I 319,2 0.08 255 720 SCR ....86.2%
Kansas City P&L-Hawthome operatincj Me PC 570 570 6300 0.08 , 720 LNBISCR 81.8%
Longview Power, , pendincj WV PC 600 600 6114 0.08 489 720 LNB/SCR 81.2%
Thorou_lhbred issued KY 10/11/02 PC 2x750 1500 14892 0.08 1191 720 LNB/SCR 70%
LG&E Trimbte County pre-ap KY' PC 750 750 . .... 6705 0.09 603.5 720. LNB/SCR 76.2%
Rock}, Mtn Pwr-Hardin issued MT PC t13 113 1304 O.0g 117 720 SCR
Greene En,er_]_" pending PA CFB .: 260 520 .... 5012.7 0.10 501 720 CFB/SNCR 72.0%--
NEVCO,,.Sevler J pending UT CFB 270 270 2532 0.100 253 720- CFB/SNCR 54.4%
INodhhamoton Gen. Co. ooeralJno PA-0134 I 04114/95 ; FB tl46 . 0.t0 720. - , _
&0 ¢.n
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Table 1.,,..PMI0 Ranklnm. , ,, ' ....
.... PM10 ' I I Em'_-_J.--'_Limits P,,,;o_ t;o,,,_,
: luue Boiler ' _'_ I:,t_,--,,_ Total
Fool,tyNameA.o,c_Uon UnA Status" Pen'nlt11! Ode ' Type MW Total ,!(,i,_.r) 0b/mmBtu) (Ib/mm--m-uJ (Ib/hr} (hr) Type (%)
lEA Repewer ........ Issued FL-0178 CFB 2x298 596 5528 9.011, . 3 FF/ESP
51ad_HdlsP._";-Wy_en2 ' ' Issued WY 09/2,5/02 PC" 500 500 5148 0.012 61.7 FF 9g.g%-
II_P ....... pre-ap NEPA PC 550 5.50 5000 '_.012' 3 FF
STEAG-Dc:.cdRock ;_r,_:,_ NEPA PC 750 " 1500 13600 0.0t2 0.020 .....272.0 3 " FF "
BullMounta.in-..R_dup issued MT 01/31/03 PC 390 780 7474 0.0151 120.d 3 FF 99.8%
_e_;, P_r I,_u;d NV-O00104/i3/8i PC Se0" 0.015! _.0%
R_J(_.MInPwrol_.ardln " Issued MT" PC 113 113 1304 0.015 19.6 3 WLS
K._.cky_.._. Po..r .. _,-._ KY CFS 2x250 50O ' 51oo 0.o15 _i_ 3 F_"','
Kentucky","_e_;em_',.,_._r KY CFB 2 x 250 500 ..... 5100 0.015 38.3 FF
Musl_lnq pi, ,,_i,,_1 NM PC 300 300 3i92 0.015 47.91 720 FF
LongviewPower pre:ap_ WV PC 600 600 6i t4 " 0.01_ 110 ,3 FF -_'- ;
In.!em,ounlai,PowerPro_ed 3 pre-ap UT PC 950 950 .(1050 ....0.015 0.020 181 3 FF
AES W,,,,_., Run iu,,,_. .MD-0022 06/03/94 ACFB 2070 0.015 FF
KentuckyEastarn Power" KY CFB '2 x250 .500 5100 0.015 FF
NEVCO-C._;_,;,- . pending UT CFB 270 270 2532 11.015 3 FF
Nodldmm_l,_nGAn C.o _,_._,._:,,_,PA-_I.'_! _U14/gRi FR 11448 0.0068i 3, FFi
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Table 2. Utah Power Plant Increment-Consuming SO2
....... ........ Actual SO2 Emissions
ml J=
(Ib/hr) (g/s)
(3-hr) (24-hr) (3-hr) (24-hr)
Plant Unit Year Max Max Max Max ,
IPP .I 1 2000 1323 11821 167 149
IPP" 1 2001 1'105 .... 957 139 121
IPP . . 1 2002 1316 896 166 113
ii_p i 2 2000 .... 1080' '864 ..... 136 109
IpP 2 2001 1149 978 145 123
IPP 2 2002 '1271 807 160 102
IPP 3 new 1358 1086 i71 137
Hunter II I ......2000 49141 .... 4_8 620 611
Hunter 1 2001 51191 3490 646 440
...... , i
Hunter 2 2000 4614 1938 582 244
Hunter 2 200i 4983 2350 628 296
Hunter 3 2000 4208 t640 531 207
Hunter 3 2001 4521 t306 570 165
Bonanza 1 2000 1549 848 195 107
Bonanza 1 2001 1111 485 140 61
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i May 24, 2004
"::_f'_P-AR
Rick Sprott,Dixector
Division of Air Quality
Dept. of Environm_tal QualityP.O. Box 144820
• Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4920
l Re: Comments onIntent-to-Approve for Unit 3
at ]ntermounminPower Ger_.eratingStation
i re.earRick:
e
I" .+'--+.) This is to submit comments on the Intmzt-to-Approvc (ITA), DAQE-IN0327010-04, for the(i above-named project. The project is described in the ITA as th+ addition of a 950 gross megawatt
pulverized ooal-fircd steam electrical generating unit, to be designated Unit 3, with associated air
pollution control equipment and coal handling facilities. The existing souroe consists of two 950
I megawatt units. The project will be located near the northern border of Millard County, Utah.e
The pubtic comment period on the ITA was originally.set to expire on May 1, 2004, but was
I ,'.xtcndexiby your office to May 2I, by request from the public. On May 20, our office verballybfid_d MiIka Radulovic of your staff on the natureofspecific comments we intended to submit.
On Friday, May 21, we contacted Mr. C.C. Patti ofy0ur office by phone and asked if submittal of
olin our comments on Monday, May 24, would be accepted. A response e-marl by Mr. Patcl accepted| our request. We have the following comments:
i COMMENTS ON PROPOSED BACT EMISSION LIMITS:
BACT emission limit for sulfur dioxide sh,ould be more stringent: Condition 9 of the ITA
• proposes SO_ emission limits of 0.12 lb/MMBtu on a 24-hour average and 0.10 lb/MM.Btu on a
i rolling 30-day avm'age. We believe these limits should be more stringent, in consideration of
_,crmittcdan proposedemissionlimitsforothernew pulverizedcoal-firedboilers(Longvicwplant
!_ West Virginia and Steag l_lant in New Mexico), and on the basis of emission rates achieved at
l •existingpulverizedcoal-firedboilerswithPSD pcmfits(IPPUnits1 and 2,Bonanza,Rawhide,Hunter3,andColstrip3 and4).
le
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We believethesebasesforcomparisonwithIPPUnit3 arerelevantandappropriate.Page I3-_1ofthedraRNSR WorkshopManualof1990indicatesthatsourcesofinformationt consider
L_makingaBACT determinationi clud_notjustpreviouslyissuedPSD permits,butalsoEPA NSR
bulletin boards (e.g., EPA's compilation of pending PSD permits for new coal-fired projects,
availableon EPA websitc)andperformancetestdatafromothersimilarfacilities. [] •
IPPwillbeburningrelativelyhighBTU, lowsulfurcoalcomparedtootherpowerplantsand
shouldbeexpectedtomeetaloweremissionratethanthoseplantswithastate-ofth_artscrubber |
designedforoptimumcontrol:
•'.' ThePSD permitapplicationforSteagPowcr'sDesertRockfacilityproposesSO2emission I
limitsof0.09Ib/MMBtu on a24-houraverageand0.06Ib/MMBtuona 30-dayaverage.
Theseproposedlimimaremuch morestringentthanthelimitsproposedforIPPunit3,yet m
arcbasedon coalwithaJ_h._ sulfurcontenthanIPPUnit3 (0.82%versus•0.75%)and |
lowerBtuvaluethanIPPUnit3 (8,910BtuAb versus11,193Btu/Ib).
• The PSD permit which became effective on March 2, 2004 for the Longvlcw plant in West I
Virginia contains the same 24-hour SO2 ¢miasion limit (0.12 Ib/MMBtu) as that proposed m
for IPP Unit 3, but is based on much higher ooalsulfur content than for IPP Unit 3 (2.5%
versus 0.75%). I
EmissionsdatafromEPA's acidrainprogramwcbsite(www.cpa.g0v/airmarkets)foryca_ •
2000 through 2001 reveal that IPP Units 1 and 2, Bonanza, Rawhide, Hunt= Unit 3, and Colstrip i '1
Units3 and4 routinelyachievebelow0.10lb/MMBm forSO2on aH0-dayavenge.Infact,atl _" m
,excc-ptColstriproutinelyachievebelow0.080Ib/bdlVlBtthwithSO2 scrubbersconstructedmany I
yearsago,notstale-of-the-artnew scrubbers. _
Also, we belie_,e the projected coal suL-Vuxcontent of 0.75% for IPP unit 3 may be _ •
conservatively high. As mentioned on page 7 of Appendix I-1 of the peamit application, IPP Jam
conl1"acL_coalvohaseswith multiple mines. This should allow for coal blending between coal II
sources if any one mine sees an increase in its coal sulfur content over time. Fxn'thea-moz¢,IPP would m
r._ye the ability to use higher sulfur coal.in Units 1 & 2 to offset higher coal sulfur content, as those
:.-.its have an existing margin o£ compliancewith their permitted SOz emission limits (0.13.8 •
Ib/MMBtu on a 30-day average).
BACT for filterable PMt0should be more stringent: The filterable PM_0limit of 0.015 Ib/MMBtu
could be improved, upon by use of meanbrane fabric fLlters. The PSD permit for WyGen 2 in
Wyoming specifies a limit of 0.012 lb/MMBtu, as does the PSD permit application for the Steag
plant in New Mexico..Utah's "Modified Source Plan Review" for IPP Unit 3 indicates that an •
emission limit of 0.012 lb/MlvfBtu could be met with membrane fabric filters, but relies on
incremental cost of $14,036 pea"ton to rule out the membrane filtcu-s. The same analysis reveals the
_.wrage cost effectiveness for the membrane filters to be only about $37 per ton. We believe this I
_.:tr.rfigure is very inexpensive and a strong argument for the better fabric filters. |
-2- I
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I Also, it does not seem plausible that the proposed BACT emission limit for total filterable_?,niculate matterof 0.020 Ib/MMBtu should be 33 %higher than th prop sed BA.CT emission limit
:nr filterable PMl0 of'0j015 ]b/MMBtu (both on a 3-run test average). These figures appear to be
derivedfrom Table3-2of thepermitapplication.The onlybasisindicatedin Table3-2is• "engineeringesti.mates."We wouldexpecthatvirtuallyallfilterableparticulatematteremittedfrom
themainboilerbaghousewouldbe PMI0,suchthatthelimitfortotalfilterableparticulatematter
shouldbevirtuallylhesameasthelimitforfilterablePMIo.
BACTemission limits for total PMJo_CO and NO, should be in Ib/MMBtu, not just lb/hr. The
]TA proposesBACT emissionlimitsfortotalPICI_e(filterableandcondensiblecombined),carbon
• [ monoxide(8-hourand30-dayaverages),andNOx (24-houravevage)onlyintermsofIb/hr.To
ensurethatPMl0 emissioncontrols,NO x emissioncontrols,and combustionpracticesforCO
-..missionscontrolareoptimizedatalltime.s,includingperiodsofpartialboilerload,we believethat
._.-znissionlimitsforthesepollutantsshouldalsobe expressedinIb/MMBtu.
• . BA.CT emission iimRs must apply at all times, includin_ periods of startup, shutdown and
I malfunction.Condition9 oftheITAcontainsa blanketex=nptionfromBA_CT emissionlimitsduringper dsofstartup,shutdownandmalfu ctio(SSM).This scontrarytoEPA's policythat
PSI).BACT emissionlimitsapplyatalltimes.EPA's policyisstatedina January28, 1993
i memorandum fromJohnRasnicofEPA'sOfficeofAirQualityPlanningandStandards(OA(_PS)toLindaMurphy ofEPA RegionI. The memorandum isavailableon EPA's NSR Policyand
• Guidance database.
111( ) We are aware that Condition 22 of the ITA specifies _good air pollution control practices"
• during penods of SSM, but this does not constitute a BACT limit Furthermore, the.permit does not
define when startup and shutdown periods begin and end, so the enforceability of Condition 22 is
• I. questionable.
The 1993 OAQPS memorandum statesthat,"PSD permitscannotcontainautomatic
I exemptionswhich allowexcessemissionsduringstartupandshutdown."The memorandumprovidesthefollowingexplanation:
• i "... the rationale for establishing these emissions as violations, as opposed to granting
I automatic exemptions, is that SIPs are ambient-bas_ standards and any emissions
above the allowable may cause or contribute to violations of the national ambient air
i qualitystandards.ThisrationaleappliestothePSD programnotonlybecausePSDisambient-basedbutalsobecausegenerally,thePSD programispartoftheSIP.
Even inStateswherethePSD progarnisnotSIPapproved,theemissionslimitsare
• established to protect increments and the national ambient air quality standards
I  AAQS)."
I
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The 1993 OAQPS memorandum further explains: _" ]i
I
"However, the States retain enforcement discretion, asd/scuss_ in the memoranda,
to address the occurrence of excess eraissions. The attachmentsto the mcraoranda
provide that infrequent periods of excess emissions duringstartupandshutdown need I
notbe treatedasviolations[i.e.,theStatecan choosenottopursuean enforcement •
action]wherethesourceadequatelyshows that heexcesscouldnothave been
preventedthroughcarefulplanningand designand thatbypassingof control
equipmentwas unavoidabletopreventlossoflife,personalinjuryorsevereproperty []
damage.Startupandshutdownofprocessequipmentarepartofthenormaloperation
ofasourceandshouldbe account_forintheplanning,designandimplementation _ •
ofoperalingproceduresfortheprocessand controlequipment.Accordingly,itis B
reasonabletoexpect hatcard!ulandprudentplanninganddesignwilleliminate
violationsofemissionlimitationsduringsuchperiods." i
m
On the subjectofmalfunctions,the1993OAQPS memorandum croas-ref_encesanother
El:'Apolicy memorandum, which similarly explains that automaticexemptions are not appropriate 'l •
forexcessemissionsarising_om malfunctions.SecSeptember28,1982 memorandum fi:om |
Kathl¢¢nBcrmett,AssistantAdministratorforAir,Noiseand Radiation,to EPA Regional
Administrators,titled"Policyon ExcessEmissionsDuringStartup,Shutdown,Maintenanceand
Malfunctions." I
EPA memorandaareconsistentin heviewthatexcessemissions,includingthosethatoccur., •
dm'ingperiodsofstartup,shutdownandmalfunction,aretobetreatedasviolations,asopposedto i
_'_tingautomaticexemptions.SeeFebruary15,1983memorandum fromKathleenBennettwith (
_.hesame titleasabove,andSeptember20,1999memorandum fromSteveHerman andRobert
PcrciascpetoEPA RegionalAdministrators,titled"StateImplementationPlans:PolicyRegarding i
ExcessEmissionsDuringMalfunctions,Startup,and Shutdown." I_ •
EPA'spolicythatPSD BACT emissionlimitsapplyatalltimesisalsostatedonpageB-56
ofEPA's draftNSR WorkshopManualof 1990. The Manualsays, "BACT emissionlimitsor |
conditionsmustbemet on acontinualbasisatall evelsofoperation."
Pleasebe aware that we have commented a numberof times about automatic exemptions I •
@om emissionlimitsbeingproblematicnUtahpermits.Examples:July3,2000comment letteron
"'"-'_.forWasatohEnergySystems;December19,2001 commentletteron proposedinitialtitleV _,
._peratingp_rrnit'forWasatchEnergySystems;and August2,2002 comment letteronproposed I
.;nitialtitleV operatingpermitforOraymontWestern.
I °
I
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COMME1NTS ON CASE-SPECIFIC MACT DETERMINATION:
i Explanation needed on how discussion of case-specific MACT determination led to the
mercury emission limit proposed in the ITA. The mercury emission limit proposed in the ITA
"_6.0 x lO"6lbs per megawatt-hour. On page 152 of its "Modified Source Plan Review," theSta_
• indicates the same limit has been proposed by EPA for the electric utility MACT rule _era]
notice dated January 30, 2004, pa.g¢4720, §63.9990(a)(1Xii).) We recommend the State
_.xplainhow the mercuryl_nit proposed by theState relatesbackto the State's own discussionof"Case-by-case M.ACT for Mercu y," on pages 13g to 151 of the "Modified Source Plan Review,"
and how the proposed limit satisfies the mqnirement in 40 CFR 63.43(d)(I) that the limit "not be less
• | stringent than the emission control which is achieved in practice by the best controlled similar
I" source,as determinedby thepem_tting authority.'*
i Case-speeifi_MACTdetermination for mercury should be expressed as an emission limitrather than Just a "rate." Condition 12 oftlic ITA lists a memury emission "rate." We do not
,:c.nsider a "rate" to be the same as an _mforgeablgemission limit. 40 CFR 63.43(gX1) requires the
• c.ase-spccific MACT determination to be ckprcssed as a Federally enforceable emission limit. The
l header in condition 12 of the ITA should be rctitled "'limit." This would make the header consistent
with the paragraph immediately below it in Condition 12, which refers to a "mercury limit."
I
• li COMMENTS ON MODELING:
!l< Yt ,I_I__PSD Class 1 mcr=¢nt analysm doesnotappearto haveincluded
I '<'_-._'__ ratesfromincrementconsumingsourcesinthearea ndasaresult,cumulative
".-tc:ernentconsumptionintheClassIareasmay havebeerlunderestimated.
Current]EPAguidanceformodelingexistingsoume impactson PSD ClassIincrementis
I to use the maximum actual emission rate for caoh averaging period for the most recent 2 years ofoperation.(Reference:New SourceReviewWorkshop Manual,pageC-49).Page 91 ofUtah's
"Modified Source Plan Review" indicates that ttieemission estimates used for cumulativ_ increment
-_ consump-tionmodelingwerethosepresentedinSectionsS and7 andAppendicesC andE ofthe
• l p_rmitapplication.Thevalueshown forIPPUnitsI and2 inTable7-2ofthepermitapplication
appeartobe theappropriatevaluesforClassIincrementmodeling,sincethetextindicates'these
.-.missionswerebasedonmaximum 2000and2001CEMS data.Thesevalueswereapparentlyused
i "omodelNAAQS compliance.However,thetexton 7-24indicatesthevalues hown inpage
'-.ppendixE were used in PSD increment modeling. The Appendix E values for IPP Units 1 and 2
• .= _rs less than half of the maximum short term rates shown in Table 7-2. While the Appendix E values
I may be applicable for modeling annual average PSD increment, the short term values from Table7-2 should be used for the 3 and 24 hour average PSD increments.
!
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Also, it appears that the emission estimates in Appendix E were replaced by later estimates "" I
appearing in Appendix I-2. The table of emission estimates in Appendix I-2 is accompanied by a |
letter to Utah from CH2MHill indicating that the lb/hr emission estimates in the table are annual
avdrages, and that these annual averages were used for all Class 1 oumulative increment
consumption modeling, It also appearsthat the original approach for emission con_butlon of ]PP I
Units 1 and 2 was to use the maximum short-term emission rates listed in Table 7-2, but the revised •
._pr,roach was to use the annual average emission rates for IPP Units I and 2 that @pear in the table
.1
Appendix I-2. I
We h_tve compared the table of emission rates in Appendix I-2 with a table of actual
historical emissions for the same sources tI_t was compiled by the National Park Service,, based on l[ l
data in EPA's acid rain data base. (See enclosure to this letter.) :Besides IPP Units 1 and 2, we fred I!
that maximum historical short-term emission rates :forthe other increment-consuming sources in the ..
areaareconsiderablyh/gherthantheannualaveragerat_usedformodeling.Forexample,the II
maximum 3-houremissionrateforSO2 during2001-2002was 9 timeshigherthantheannual I
averagemissionratsforHunterUnit2 and15timeshigherforHunterUnit3.
.... i •The PSD increment modeling analyses should be revised to use the actual short term
emissions rates for IPP Units 1 and 2 and all other major increment consuming sources within the
Class1 increment modeling area. CEMS data from EPA's acid rain data base may be used to /
determine these maximum actual 3 and 24-hour average emission rates. I
Meteoroloeicaldam: ]PP'smodelinganalysisincludedonlyone year(1996)ofprognostic •
meteorological data (M2v[5). After April 15, 2004, F_.,PA'sGuideline on Air Quality Models (40 CFR I
Part 5I, Appendix W) requires at least 3 years of prognostic meteorological data be used in long m
range transport modeling. EPA recognizes that the modeling analysis may have been compieted
before this requirement became effective. However, if the State is "grandfathering" the previous 1- •
"-':_rdata requirement for this source, the basis should be stated (i.e. the IPP Unit 3 PSD application l •
._,'_sdeemed complete prior to April 15, 2004).
|Model|nR data archive: There have been a number of revisions to the project that may not be
reflected in the modeling archives (dated May 14, 2003) that were provided to EPA with the NOI.
Any updates or revisions to the modeling that have already been made, or will be made in response i
to comments, should be provided to EPA. i •
,potentially overlapping ambient impacts of multiple pending, enertw prelects should be ill
considered.. We recommend an analysis of any potentially overlapping (i.e., cumulative) ambient I
•,'.mpactsof the large energy projects in Utah for which permits are simultaneously pending. This
:noiudes NEVCO, Pacificorp Currant Creek, and Intermountain Power Unit 3. The draft NSK t
Man_aI OWorkshop of 1990 states, on page C-34, that: •
mm
"It w_ll be necessary to include in the N_QS inventory those sources which have received
PSD permits but have not yet begun to operate, as well as any complete PSI) applications I
l
I
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for which apermit has notyet been issued. In the latter case, it is EPA 'spolicy to accountem ssions tha will occur at source whose complete PSD application was submitted as
of thirty days prior to the date the proposed source files its PSD application."
• [ We have been advised by OAQPS that this policy also extends to inventories for PSD increment
consumption.
":,q_IMENTS ON OTHER TOPICS:
• 1 Particulate matter C.EMS should be required. For monitoring compliance with the BACT
II
emission limit for total filterable particulate matter, we believe a particulate matter continuous
emissionmortitoringsystem (PM CEMS) shouldbe required. SineeEPAhas publiahedPerformance
i Specification Test #11 forPM CEMS as a final rule in the Federal Register on January 12, 2004, webelieve the emission data from PM CEMS can be used for compliance purposes. Some States are
• alreadyrequiringPM CEMS in permits for new coal-fired power projects. (Example: West Virginia
i permit for Longview Power, dated March 2, 2004.)
I' Emission estimates for sulfuric acid mist appear inconsistent between IPP Units 1, 2 and 3:
?.ppendix E of the permit appiicationcontains an emission estimate of 0.49 lb/hr for sulfuric acid
mist from Units 1 and 2, but 39.7 Ib/hr. from Unit 3. The estimate for Unit 3 is based on 90.3%
• conlrol efficiency. We recommend an explanation be provided as to why the estimates for Units 1
i and 2 are nearly two orders of magnitude lower than the estimate for Unit 3..
Public Dotice lacks certain information required by Utah Air OualiW Rules. The public notice
for this permit action, published April 1, 2004 in the Millard County Chronicle Progress, fails to
i mention the expected amount of PSD increment consumption. This is especially important in this
• particular permit action, since Utah projects that about 95% of the Class H increment for PM,0 will
be consumed. The Utah State Implementation Plan (SIP) requires this information to be in the public
I _.n:ice.Utah Air Quality Rule R307-3.1.3, as approved by EPA into the SIP, states that "Any*.x_scteddegree ofeonsumptlon of the maximum allowable increases as stated'in subsection 3.6 and
oroposed emission and/or op_'ating limitations shall be included in the notice." Subsection 3.6 is
• i Utah's PSD permitting rule. The currentState-promulgated v_'sion of Utah Air Quality Rules also
m requires this information to be in the public notice. R.307-401-4(1) says "Any expected consumption
of the maximum allowable increases as stated in R307-405 and proposed emission limitations,
i emissionamounts,andanyoperatinglimitationsshallbe includedinthenotice."R307-405isthecurrentS ate-promulgatedversion ofUtah'sPSD permittingrule.
• mira This same sort of information was missing from the publicnotiees for the PSD permit actions
m % the NEVCO Energy project and the Paeificorp Currant Creek project. We failed to spot this
"..:_issionwhen reviewing those permit actions. We recommend that Utah issue new public notices
",_r_aese two permit actions, prior to final permit issuance, as well as issue a new public notice for
l r.heIPP Unit 3 permit action, to include the information required by Utah Air Quality Rules. We also
I -7-
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•
• I.:-::commendtliat Utah revise the format of its PSD public notices, to ensure that all such notices in
_he future will include the required information.
• IThank you t'or the opportunity to comment. Ifyou have any questions, please feel free tocontact me at 303-312-6005, orMike Owens of my staff at 303-312-6440. I
Sincerely, IFz .
Enclosure (emissiOn table compiled by NP$)
II
cc: Regg Olsen (Utah DAQ) JRusty Ruby (Utah DAQ) ,
Milka Radulovic (Utah DAQ) iBrock LeBaron (Utah DAQ)
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